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Abstract 

This work considers the blow-up behaviour of the semilinear initial value 

problems ut - 
V2u + le' (problem (A)) and ut M v2u + uP ± uclvulP with 

and a, p ý: 0 (problem (B)). 

A preliminary chapter describes the physico-chemical background and summarises 

known blow-up results for the problems (A) and (B). 

Chapter 1 considers the problem (A) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 

conditions and positive initial data. We take x slightly larger than X* the 

supremum of the closed spectrum of the steady-state problem. By using the 

method of upper and lower solutions we find T such that the blow-up time, 

tb , is bounded from above and below 'close to' T(, X - V)-"'I - 

Chapter 2 considers the problem (B) in one space dimension. The main result is 

that, unless ±umuP - +ualu IP , then blow-up is possible for a>1 xx 

and p>a + If ±ua-uP - x +ualu IP 
x 

then blow-up can occur for all 

(x, p 2: 0. Additionally we find a range of a, p, and p for which, with 

suitable initial data, the blow-up will occur at a single point. Estimates of the 

blow-up rate are also obtained. 

Chapter 3 considers the higher dimensional problem (B). Results analogous to the 

one-dimensional case are obtained (with single-point blow-up now occurring for 

radially symmetric solutions). For non-symmetric solutions we find that blow-up 

occurs within a compact subset of a convex domain whenever symmetric solutions 

would blow up at a single point (i. e. for the same a, p and 
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Introduction 

The work of this thesis is concerned with the phenomenon of finite-time blow-up 

as it applies to the solutions of semilinear initial value problems. Two specific 

equations are considered; in Chapter 1, u(x, t) satisfies Ut - V2U + le u, and 

in Chapters 2 and 3u (x, t) is the solution to Ut _ V2U + Uj> ± UaIVUP. 

In both cases the equations hold within bounded subsets of N-dimensional space 

(usually N=3 for practical interest) with appropriate boundary conditions. 

In the second problem, the form of nonlinearity and gradient terms are chosen 

because for all p>1 the possibility of finite-time blow-uP exists and there is 

scope for the combative influences of the gradient term to lead to interesting 

results. 

The semilinear initial value problem studied in Chapter 1 was first applied to 

combustion problems by Frank-Kamenetskii (1939) and has become known to 

mathematicians through the work of I. M. Gelfland (1963). 

Gelfland's motivation for studying the problem was the phenomenon of self- 

ignition (blow-up). 

Since that time, the blow-up behaviour of solutions to this type of equation has 

received a great deal of interest and a wide range of results in this area are known 

(see Section P. 2). 

The aim of this work is to extend this knowledge, and further, to address some of 

the 'standard' blow-up questions in the case of the less widely studied problems of 

Chapters 2 and 3. 
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In Chapter 1, we obtain the first result by establishing an analytical estimate for 

the blow-up time of the semilinear heat equation with exponential nonlinearity 

and when x is slightly larger than r(r is the supremum of the spectrum, 

which we take to be closed, of the associated steady-state problem 

V2 (a+ iew -o in a and with corresponding boundary conditions). This 

analysis serves to ratify an estimate previously obtained in Lacey 1983 by formal 

asymptotics which found that, if x is slightly larger than I- then the blow-up 

time is of the order of (; L - ; L-) -%. 

In Chapters 2 and 3 we consider the semilinear heat equation with a gradient 

term and with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Starting with the one-dimensional 

equation in Chapter 2, the questions addressed are generally of the form 

(i) for what range of the parameters a, p and p is blow-up 

possible, 

(ii) if blow-up Occurs, can anything be said about the blow-up set, and 

(iii) if blow-up occurs, can anything be said about the 'rate' at which 

approaches the blow-up time. 

The higher dimensional problem is considered in Chapter 3. 

In most cases, albeit for particular functions, or particular regions, partial answers 

to each of the questions (i)-(iii) are obtained. 

Generally, we find that an important parameter in determining the blow-up 

behaviour of solutions to this equation is p- (a + p) . 
In the case of a negative 
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gradient term we find that, if p :ýa+p, then finite-time blow-up is impossible. 

Also, if p>a+p, then for suitable initial data finite-time blow-up will occur. 

For a positive gradient term, we find that the sign of p- (a , p) determines 

the split between where we are, and where we are not able to establish single- 

point blow-up for certain cases, e. g. the one-dimensional problem with u having 

a unique local maximum, and the symmetric case in higher dimensions. In the 

asymmetric case, this same split is observed between where we are, and where we 

are not able to establish that the blow-up occurs within a compact subset of a 

convex domain. 

The belief is that this behaviour is a reflection of the nature of the solutions and 

not simply a failure of the techniques used although it has not been able to very 

this. 

Another parameter which arises naturally in the case of a negative gradient term 

is P-2 (P-a) / (P+1) 
. Generally, maximum principles for u and its 

derivatives prove difficult to establish because of the presence of the gradient 

terms. 

When 0<2 (P-a) / (P+l) , however, we find that usually a naturally arising 

gradient term of the desired sign exists which dominates over the presence of terms 

associated with the , clvulo term. 
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When p>2 (P-a) / (P-0-1) the dominating gradient term would be unmanageable 

without a bound for the gradient. Such a bound has been established and its 

derivation is contained separately in Appendix A. 
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Preliminaries 

P. 1 Background 

In Chapter 1 we discuss the well-known reaction-diffusion equation or semilinear 

heat equation. The reaction-diffusion equation arises as a mathematical model of 

chemically reacting systems both in the absence and presence of diffusion of mass. 

Thus a branch of physical chemistry, chemical kinetics, had developed which is 

concerned with the chemical processes involving the rate and mechanisms of 

reactions in addition to the physical processes of heat and material transport. 

Both mass transfer by molecular diffusion and heat transfer by conduction can be 

described by similar equations and may consequently be considered as analogous. 

During the course of a reaction, both heat conduction and diffusion of mass may 

take place. Reactions may be described by the 'rate' of the reaction, i. e. the rate 

of heat generation or absorption and of the production or consumption of some 

chemicals. Generally, the reaction rate can be assumed to depend upon 

concentrations of the reactants as a power law; temperature dependence is given 

by the Arrhenius law (see below). 

The general equations of reaction-diffusion are derived by the principle of 

continuity to each of the reacting chemicals and to the enthalpy. In the case of 

reaction-diffusion in a porous catalyst, for example, the reaction converts a gas 

into useful products when catalysed heterogeneously. The catalyst comes in the 

form of a porous pellet and the reacting gas has to diffuse into the interior of this 

if the catalyst there is to be useful. 
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Hence, if T denotes temperature, and there are s reacting species with 

concentrations q, q, c, then the course of the reaction is described by a 

system of equations of heat conduction and mass diffusion of the form 

ac., sR 
at -E V- (DikVCk) 

k-1 

SI-1 

V-(KVT) + pSE (-AH) ixi CP 
at 3-1 

where Di., are the multicomponent diffusion coefficients, ps represents the 

catalytic area per unit volume, aýj is the stoichiometric coefficient of the j th 

reaction, r,, the rate of the j th reaction, q, the heat capacity, K the 

thermal conductivity, and (, &H) . the heat of the jth reaction. 

For a single reaction, the suffixes may be dropped, and the equations in non- 

dimensional form become 

ac V -(DVC) - eTI R (C, T) 
at 
aT V -(KVI) + 11 R (C, T) 
at 

where R represents the reaction rate and e- 
CPP 
AH - 
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If the coefficients of heat conduction and diffusion are assumed constant, then 

ac 
- DV2C - eTI R (C, T) -Tt 

c3 T_ I(V 2T+ IJR (C, 71 -rt 

where V2 is the Laplacian. 

If the reaction rate has a power law dependence on the concentration, c, and 

the Arrhenius temperature dependence, then R (C, T) takes the form 

R (C, T) -CP exp 
f_ Ej 

R 

where the constant E is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, 

T is the local temperature, and p is a positive number which denotes the 

reaction order. 

One type of behaviour which may be observed is self-ignition. If the heat of 

reaction is large, and the heat loss is small, a substantial increase in temperature 

can occur before there is a significant depletion of the reactant. After the 

temperature becomes high, there is a consequent reduction in the reactant 

concentration and the reaction rate slows. 

Alternatively, if the rate of reaction is not large, then a shortage of reactant must 

occur before the temperature becomes high. Again if the heat loss is not small, 

the temperature must remain low, even without the reduction in reactant. 
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In the case of the 'zeroth-order' reaction, the rate term is independent of 

concentration (p-o) and the equation governing the temperature becomes 

aT 
_ A-V2 T+ Tj exp[ -EIR71. at 

Alternatively, if the heat of the reaction is large (so that the parameter C is 

small) and the initial reactant concentration, q say, is independent of position, 

one can, initially at least, neglect the burning up of the combustible component, in 

which case c-q, 

Again, the temperature will be governed by an equation of the form 

8T 
_ A-V2 T+ TICopexp[-E/RT]. 

at 

To study the behaviour of this equation, it is usually necessary to employ some 

approximation to the temperature dependence of the rate constant. When there is 

a significantly large activation energy and heat of reaction, the most popular 

approximation as been the Frank-Kamenetskii (positive exponential) 

approximation for the Arrhenius term exp[-E/R7]: - 

-E uE exp[-E/RT] - exq-ýý- exp exp RTa 

Ieu 

To 

II 

I+au 
I 
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where T. is the ambient temperature, 8- -IT--, ' will be small, and E 

E (T- T, ) 
is a dimensionless temperature excess above ambient. R Ta2 

In this case, the temperature equation reduces to 

aU 
_ V2 U+ le 

at 

where x is a positive dimensionless parameter (the Frank-Kamenetskii 

parameter), which depends upon, among other things, the size of the vessel. 

Alternatively, a single power of the non-dimensional temperature excess u, say 

may be used, in which case the equations are analogous to those governing 

pth order isothermal reactions (but with a generation of heat rather than a 

disappearance of reactant). Similar equations also arise in the context of 

astrophysics (Fowler 1914 and 193 1). 

In general terms, therefore, the equation of interest is usually expressed in the 

form 

ut - V2U + If (U) 

where f is a positive, increasing, convex function of 

The boundary condition usually attributed to the non-dimensional reaction- 

diffusion equation is expressed as 

9 



au 

+0 (x) u-o on the boundary, an 

where n is the outward unit normal and o<p (x) :<,. 

At the boundary of the vessel within which the reaction takes place, the situation 

is in reality extremely complicated. If p (x) - at all points on the boundary, 

then we have Dirichlet boundary conditions, u o. This corresponds to the 

situation where the temperature (or concentration) may be legitimately specified 

at the surface, and it is this type of boundary condition which appears most often. 

The legitimacy of Dirichlet boundary conditions can be questioned, however, as 

the surface temperature and concentration will be determined by heat and mass 

transfer from within the reacting medium. Hence, a possibly less idealistic 

boundary condition is that expressed above where p is not infinite and giving 

instead Robin conditions. 

Physical justification for including the gradient term in the reaction-diffusion 

equation to form the problem studied in Chapters 2 and 3 is less well grounded. 

Here the equation takes the form 

ut _ V2U ,ý Up ± UdIVUIP 

where p>1, a, p ; -> o and the problem has positive initial data and 

homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. 

Without the gradient term, this would correspond to the semilinear heat equation 

previously described with the Arrhenius temperature dependence approximated by 
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a single power of the temperature excess. With the additional term, the 

suggestion is that the reaction depends, in some way, on the gradient. The 

gradient term may also represent some highly nonlinear form of convection. An 

example of chemical reactions which depend on convection is the tubular reactor 

(see for example Amondson and Raymond 1964). 

However, the equation itself, and this particular form of gradient term are here 

primarily studied out of mathematical interest as opposed to any belief that this 

particular equation represents an accurate model of some known chemical 

reaction. 

Throughout this work we assume that a is a bounded domain in R' with 

smooth boundary au, and where "a 
an denotes the outward normal derivative 

to afl. 

Problem (A) is the aforementioned reaction-diffusion initial-boundary value 

problem 

Ut _ V2U + If (U) 

u (x, 0) - u', (x) 

au 
+ ßu - -ýn- 

in u, t>o 

in u 

on afl, t>o 

11 



where o<0 (x) :! ý ,, and u-u (x, t) . Chapter 1 considers this problem in 

the case f (,, ) -. u. The corresponding steady-state problem (Problem (A2)) 

can be written 

V'w If (W) - 

aw 
an 

where (, ) -w (x) . 

in a 

on aü, 

In the problem (B) it is assumed that the reaction-diffusion equation also depends 

on convection through the presence of a (possibly nonlinear) gradient term. The 

solution is again denoted by u (x, t) and Dirichlet boundary conditions are 

applied. Hence 
.r 

ut- Vu +f (U) -G (u, VU) 

(x, 0) -w 

u (x, c) - 

in a, t>o 

in o, 

on aa, t>o. 

In Chapters 2 and 3 this problem is considered in the case f (u) -uP, p> 

and G(u, VU) -± U"IVUIO with a ýý o, p ýý. 1. 
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P. 2 Known results on blow-up 

The statements, u blows up, exhibits thermal runaway or has finite escape time 

are equivalent and mean that the function u becomes infinite in a finite time. 

It is well known that solutions to the problem (A) may cease to exist in a finite 

time (Fujita 1969, Bebernes & Kassoy 1981, Lacey 1983), although as pointed out 

by Ball (1977 & 1978) such behaviour need not always be as a result of blow-up. 

Ball 1978 notes that for ordinary differential equations a standard existence and 

continuation theorem (Hartman 1964) allows the conclusion that global non- 

existence and blow-up are equivalent. For infinite dimensional initial value 

problems such as those arising from partial differential equations, however, a 

general statement relating blow-up and non-existence would require the existence 

of an analogous continuation theorem which need not always be the case. 

Further, such a theorem would only indicate that some norm of u blows up. 

Hence, the co-existence of non-equivalent norms each of which can serve as a 

measure of the size of a solution means that it is possible for a solution to cease 

to exist in a finite time through losing the appropriate degree of smoothness. 

In Ball 1978 an example is given where global non-existence of a solution is 

observed while (through lack of a suitable existence theory) no definite assertion 

concerning blow-up of this solution is possible. 

Tzanetis 1986, however, establishes that for the problem (A), global non-existence 

and blow-up are equivalent for problems of the type considered here (see also 

Caffarelli & Friedman 1988). 

The existence of blow-up for the solutions to such problems also need not be 

related to any physical phenomenon. Hence, although the problem (A) can be 

13 



taken as a model of a chemical reaction for which the blow-up of solutions mgy 

characterise a thermal explosion, blow-up also indicates that the mathematical 

model becomes invalid near the blow-up time. 

If finite-time blow-up does occur then numerous subsequent questions arise, some 

of the most interesting of which are related to the location, in the spatial domain, 

of the blow-up points, the precise time at which finite-time blow-up occurs, and 

the behaviour of u close to the blow-up time and position. 

Quoting the definition given in Friedman & MacLeod 1985, if T is the finite 

blow-up time of a function u then a point x in the spatial domain u is 

called a 'blow-up point' if there exists a sequence (x,, t, ) such that 

t ro ,'T, x,,, - x and u(x,, t,, ) -- as m- .. 

The set of all points x in a which are blow-up points is then the blow-up set. 

The nature of the blow-up set is one route by which finite-time blow-up may be 

characterised and has led to the following definitions: - 

Single-point blow-up means that the blow-up set is comprised of a single point 

(see for example Weissler 1983, Friedman & MacLeod 1985 and Mueller & 

Weissler 1985). 

Regional blow-up means that there exists some subregion of u, 

that each x in D is a blow-up point, and, 

say D, such 

14 



Global blow-up means that every x in a is a blow-up point, i. e. blow-up 

occurs throughout a. 

Examples of regional and global blow-up for the problem (A) can be found in 

Lacey 1986 and Galaktionov & Posashkov 1988. 

The 'form' of blow-up can also be characterised according to the behaviour of 

after the blow-up time, and, for example, 

Complete blow-up means that for any x in a, u (x, t) -- fort > T, and 

Partial blow-up means that the solution u continues to exist in some sense, for 

at least some small time after T (see for example Baras & Cohen 1987). 

A necessary condition for the blow-up of solutions to the problem (A) is that 

ds 
Co 

for finite a. This can be established (as in Lacey 1983 and Sperb 1981) by 

noting that the solution, z( t) , of the ordinary differential equation 

dz 
- It(Z) Z (0) - 

sup u (x) 
dt xea 0 

is an upper solution to u, i. e. 

Zt ý: V2 Z+), f (Z) in 0, z (o) ; -, u. (x) and az +0zo on ao, an 

(Cl) 

(D) 

15 



so that, by comparison, 

z(t)ý: u(x, t) for x in 0, 

so long as both z and u exist. 

This function, z( t) , satisfies 

it Z(t) ds 
(0) 

so that, if 

ds 
f (S) 

then finite-time blow-up of u would be impossible (as z can tend to infinity 

only with infinite time). 

Clearly, the necessary condition (Cl) also applies to the nonlinearity f 

appearing in the more general problem (B). 

This condition (Cl) is satisfied by any f which, for large s, grows at least as 

fast as S (jOgS) 1+b, b>o and hence by the functions eu and u 
P, p> 

considered herein. 

In Chapter 1, the problem (A) is considered in the particular case of 

e It is anticipated, however, that a similar analysis should be possible 

for any positive, increasing, convex function f which satisfies the condition (Cl). 
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Functions, (, ) (x) which solve the problem (A2) are possible steady-states for the 

corresponding parabolic problem (A) and it is in this context that many nonlinear 

elliptic problems are studied. Solutions to the problem (A) will have many 

features in common with both solutions to (A2) and with the ordinary differential 

equation (D). 

It is well known that there exists a critical value of x, say x- , such that for 

o<x< ), - , the problem (A2) has a classical solution, whereas for I > X- no 

solution exists (Keller & Cohen 1967, Amann 1976). The maximum principle 

(Protter & Weinberger 1967) applies to the problem (A2) for the considered 

nonlinearities and establishes that solutions to (A2) are positive. If the set of x 

for which there exists positive solutions to (A2) is the spectrum of (A2), then ; ý- 

is the supremum of the spectrum. I- may or may not belong to the spectrum 

depending on the particular function f and region u, e. g. if f (u) - 

then for a radiaHy symmetric region x- is in the spectrum of (A2) for dimension 1 :ýN :99 

and is not in the spectrurnif N ; >- 10 (Joseph & Lundgren 1973). Crandall & 

Rabinowitz 1975 give conditions on the behaviour of f (s) for large values of 

which ensure that ;, -- is in the spectrum for the Dirichlet problem (u -o 

on an). 
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For positive, increasing, convex f satisfying (Cl) then if x> ; L- there is finite- 

time blow-up of u, the solution to problem (A). (Fujita 1969, Pao 1977 & 

1978, Bebernes & Kassoy 1981, Lacey 1983 and Bellout 1987). 

Even if x is small enough for there to be a steady-state solution to (A2), it is 

still possible for there to be blow-up if the initial data, u,, (x) , is sufficiently 

large. Indeed, if there are at least two steady-state solutions, say < then 

u blows up if u,, >w (Fujita 1969, Lacey 1983). 

For solutions to the problem (A) which do blow-up there are also a number of 

results concerning the blow-up set. 

For a radially symmetric problem, say a the unit ball with u,, - u, ) (. r) where 

.r 
is the distance from the centre and u,, decreasing in r, or for a one- 

dimensional problem with u,, having a unique local maximum, then solutions to 

the problem (A) will blow up at a single point provided f grows fast enough 

(Friedman & MacLeod 1985, see also Weissler 1984 and Mueller & Weissler 

1985). 

For the radially symmetric problems the unique blow-up point is the origin. 

The growth conditions on the function f to give single-point blow-up require 

that 
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there exists some positive F(s) such that 0' ds < 00, 
fa 

F(S) 

(C2) 

and fl (S) F (S) -f (S) Fl (S) ýt EF (S) Fl (S) for some e>o. 

This condition is satisfied if f grows exponentially, as a power, or as fast as 

S (logS) 1+b for 

For f (S) _S (jOgS) 1+b we recall that b>0 is required to allow the possibility 

of blow-up, i. e. to satisfy the necessary condition (Cl). The condition (C2) for 

single-point blow-up is not, however, satisfied if f only grows as fast as 

S (logS) 1+b for 0<b :g1. 

Lacey 1986 establishes complementary results to those of Friedman & MacLeod 

1985 by showing that for these 'slower growing' nonlinearities, single-point blow-up 

does not occur. For f (S) -S (10gS) 1+b for large values of s, then Lacey 

1986 shows that for 0<b _-5 I there is global blow-up and for b-I there is 

regional blow-up which will be global for certain regions u. If the problem (A) 

has Dirichlet boundary conditions (u -o on aw then Friedman & MacLeod 

1985 also find that the growth condition (C2) ensures that blow-up will occur 

within a compact subset of a convex domain 
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The specific problem addressed in Chapter 1 is concerned with identifying the 

finite-time, Say T, at which blow-up occurs. 

If f (u) -eu in problem (A) and if ;L> I- where x- is in the spectrum of 

the steady-state problem (A2), then Lacey 1983 shows that there is a time 

t-t, (, x -x ---) -1,1 by which the solution u must have blown up. 

If the steady-state solution for I- X- is denoted by -, then Lacey 1983 also 

finds that, if 

u� (x) < ü) *(x) in u, 
(C3) 

with 
2-'o 

> 80* or uO <w on 8a an an 

then there also exists a time, t-t, (X - X*) -1-1 at which the solution, u, still 

exists. 

In this case, it follows that 

t, (, X - -14 T< tu (X - X*) -14 

(see also Chapter 1). 

Lacey 1984 shows that, for 'large' values of 1, then 

T- 0(1/A) 

20 



In Chapters 2 and 3 we are also interested in determining bounds for the rate at 

which a solution to the problem (B) can blow up at the time T. In this case, 

up>i in (B). These types Of results exist for the problem (A) and 

with this nonlinearity it can be established (as in Friedman & MacLeod 1985) that 

max u (X, t) >c XG0 (T- t) I/ (P-1) 

for 0<t<T and some c>o. 

The complementary inequality, i. e. 

u (x, t) ) !gc (11) (T- t: ) 1/ (P-1) 

is, however, more difficult to come by. The inequality (11) asserts that u blows 

up at the same rate as the solution of the ordinary differential equation (D) (with 

sp>1) and was first proved by Weissler in 1985 for radial solutions 

with rather special initial data. 

Friedman & MacLeod 1985 subsequently proved (11) provided 

convex domain and the initial data u,, satisfies 

U >- o 0 and V2U + UP 0jý: o in 

u is abounded 
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(Giga & Kohn 1987 are able to extend the scope of (11) to include the case 

a- R-v and can relax the requirement that v2uO + uOP >- o provided p 

satisfies an upper bound with respect to the space dimension N .) 

Similar growth rate estimates are of course available for other nonlinearities f. 

Finally, a useful result which may be employed to derive bounds for the solution 

(or norms of the solution) to problems such as (A) and (B) is an estimate for the 

gradient of the solution. These types of results are usually difficult to establish 

(see for example Sperb 1981, Appendix A). For the problem (A), however, 

Friedman & MacLeod 1985 shows that, provided 

sufficiently large, specifically 

f u(to) f (s) ds 2: 1/21vu 
0 

(X) 12 in 
u0 (x) 

then for aa convex subset Of R' one has 

1/2 1 VU (X, t) P 
:9 U(to) f (s) ds for x in fu (X, r) 

t(, ) - 11 u (X, t") is XeD 

0,0<t< to <T. 

Blow-up results which apply to the more general problem (B) are less widely 

known. This problem is considered in Chapters 2 and 3 where the type of 

questions for which answers have been established for the problem (A) are 

addressed. 

In Weissler 1984 and Giga & Kohn 1985 comparisons are made between the 

solutions to problem (A) and the corresponding ordinary differential equation (D). 
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In (A) there is a contest between the dissipating affect of the Laplacian and the 

focussing effect of the nonlinearity f (u) . When blow-up occurs it is evident 

that the nonlinear term dominates. Giga & Kohn, however, observe that the 

smoothing effect of the Laplacian is still noticeable in the different character of 

the blow-up. For specific examples Giga & Kohn demonstrate that the blow-up of 

the partial differential equation (A) is 'flatter' than that of the ordinary 

differential equation (D). 

We anticipate that a similar comparison may be valid between the solutions of (A) 

and (B). 

If the gradient term in (B) is of negative sign then this will have a damping effect 

and will work against blow-up. In this case, it is not clear if the solutions to 

problem (B) will exhibit finite-time blow-up when, for the same nonlinearity 

f (u) , the solutions to problem (A) would. In addition a negative gradient term 

will 'focus' the solution u towards points where the gradient of u is zero and 

will consequently encourage a more 'peaked' solution. It follows, therefore, that 

even if the solutions to both (A) and (B) do blow-up, the effect of the gradient 

term may still be noticed in the form of blow-up or the shape of the solution. 

Alternatively, if the gradient term is positive, then this will encourage finite-time 

blow-up. In this case the solutions to problem (B) can be expected to blow-up 

whenever, for the same nonlinearity f (u) , solutions to the problem (A) would. 

A positive gradient term also has a dissipating effect, however, and may be 

expected to lead to 'flatter' solutions for the problem (B) than for the 
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corresponding problem (A). This effect may also be noticeable in the form of 

blow-up which occurs, or in the shape of the solution. 

The majority of questions related to the blow-up behaviour of solutions to the 

problem (B) remain essentially open. Below is a brief summary of those results 

which are known. 

Friedman & Lacey 1988 consider the problem (B) in one-dimension with 

G (u, u,, ) - uu,, and f (u) -uP, p>1, i. e. u is the solution to 

U,, +uP- uuý, (Bi) 

with Dirichlet boundary conditions and positive initial data. For suitable initial 

data, finite-time blow-up is established for some p, and specifically 

(a) finite-time blow-up can occur if p>2, and 

(b) there is no blow-up if P :92- 

The result (a) is then extended to nonlinear gradient terMS G(U, u, ) and applies 

to 

G(u, U,, ) -u kux for large u if p>k+1, 

and 

G(u, u,, ) - ulu,, Ilu,, for large U,, if 0 :91 :92 (P-2) / (p + 1) . 
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If in addition p is sufficiently large and the initial data is suitable, Friedman & 

Lacey also show that solutions to the problem (Bl) can exhibit single-point blow- 

up, and bounds on the blow-up rate similar to the inequality (11) are found. 

Chipot & Weissler 1987 considers the problem (B) for aa bounded subset of 

RN, f(u) -up, p> 1 and G(u, Vu) -lVuP, 

ut - V2 U+UP- IVU 10 
. 

In this case, finite-time blow-up is established for suitable initial data provided 

2p 
p+ 

Bebernes & Eberly 1987 considers a special form of (B) in which 

and G (u, VU) _ 
IVU12 

, 

Ut _ V2U +. u- IVU12 
. 

Because of the special form of this nonlinearity, quite precise answers to the 

'usual' blow-up questions are obtained. This problem may be considered as the 

limiting case of equality in Chipot & Weissler's condition as p- oo . 

Ass previously described, because a negative gradient term will work against blow- 

up, it is natural to expect that, if this term dominates over f (u) , then finite- 

time blow-up may not take place. As in Friedman & Lacey 1988 (or Section 3.2) 

it can be shown that, if 
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G (u, Vu) -uP-ua IVulP 
ý 

then blow-up cannot occur (because there exists a time-independent upper 

solution to u which is bounded) if 

Friedman & Lacey's result (b). 

This is a generalised form of 

Further, the techniques used by Friedman & Lacey can be applied (as they are in 

Section 3.2) to the higher dimensional problem considered by Chipot & Weissler 

to show that blow-up is possible at least for some 0> 2P/ (P + 1) . 

The aim of Chapter 3 is consequently in the first instance to identify the maximum 

values of a and p for which blow-up could be possible. 

If the term G (u, Vu) is less than zero throughout the considered region (so that 

the presence of this term contributes to the growth of u and encourages blow- 

up) then very little is known of the blow-up behaviour of solutions. Because in 

this case blow-up can be established for suitable initial data by comparing the 

solution of problem (B) with the corresponding solution of problem (A) (see 

Section 3.5), interest in this area is concentrated on identifying the form of blow- 

up and the blow-up set. 

An indication of what behaviour may occur in this case has been highlighted by 

Kawohl. Kawohl has observed that, if 

V2 U+UPj. IVU 12 
9 
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i. e. if f (u) -uP and G(U, Vu) _ -IVU12 in (B), with Dirichlet boundary 

conditions and positive initial data, then 

vt _ V2 V+ (1 + V) [log(, + V) ]p 

where v-eu-1. Known results for the blow-up behaviour of the problem (A) 

then apply to v and show that p>1 is required for the existence of blow-up. 

In addition, the combined results of Friedman & MacLeod 1985 and Lacey 1986 

show that in the radically symmetric case single-point blow-up occurs if P>2, 

regional blow-up if P-2, and global blow-up if 1<P<2- 

This example suggests that there is a direct linear relationship between the 

opposing effects of the nonlinear term f (u) and the power of the gradient term 

in G (U, VU) in determining the shape of the solution and the form of blow-up 

for problems like (B). 
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P-3 Comparison techniques and the maximum principle 

Many of the arguments applied in this work rely on application of the maximum 

principles for elliptic and parabolic equations. These in turn form the basis of 

many useful comparison techniques (Protter & Weinberger 1967, Sperb 1981, 

Sattinger 1972, Amann 1971 & 1976b). 

In the parabolic case, the maximum principle asserts that, if u is a nonconstant 

solution to 

gu+ h (x, t) u in üx (o, T) 

where a is a bounded domain in Rg with smooth boundary afl ,T 
is 

finite, g is a uniformly elliptic operator with bounded coefficients, h (x, 0&0 

within rwo, r, and u has a positive interior maximum, m, within 

ax(o, n, then u-m at some point (x,,, t. ) with t, -0 or x,, eaQ 

Further, the requirement that h(x, 0 :ý0 can be relaxed if m-o and 

(x, is bounded from above . 
(Protter & Weinberger 1967, Sperb 1981). 

The strong maximum principle for elliptic equations of E. Hopf has been extended 

to parabolic equation by Friedman 1964. This can be stated as :- 

Let u be a nonconstant solution to (Pl) and suppose the positive maximum of 

is attained at some point, x, say, of aax(o, n. Then if au has the 
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'interior sphere property' at x. we have that >o at x,,, for any vector av 

v which points outward at x. . 

The boundary au is said to have the interior sphere property at x,,, if there 

exists a sphere, s, of radius r. >o contained within a such that 

s ao - (see for example Sperb 1981, Protter & Weinberger 1967). 

The corresponding minimum principles are obtained by replacing u by -u. 

These are the two 'standard' maximum principles for parabolic equations and are 

used extensively in this work. Maximum principles are also applied to suitable 

functionals of the solutions to problems (A) and (B), and this follows by showing 

that the functional conforms to the requirements of the appropriate 'standard' 

maximum principle. 

The maximum principles for elliptic equations are similarly defined (but require 

that h (x, t) --ý 0 in (Pl)) and can be found in Protter & Weinberger 1967 and 

Sperb 1981. 

One slight modification of the standard maximum principles as quoted above 

which can be useful is that the requirement that the coefficients of se are 

bounded and that h is bounded from above can be relaxed at the expense of 

allowing a maximum to be sited at one of the unbounded points. Essentially, 

therefore, this means that the conclusion of the maximum principle can be 
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augmented to read 'a positive maximum of u must be attained at t-o, or on 

au , or at an interior point in a where the coefficients of se become 

unbounded or, if m-o, where h is unbounded from above'. This variation of the 

maximum principle follows from first principles and is also used in Sperb 1981. 

Much of the work of Chapters 1-3 is concerned with finding upper and lower 

solutions to the solutions and to functions of the solutions of both problems (A) 

and (B). Generally, upper and lower solutions are defined for any solution to a 

problem for which the maximum principle can be applied. As an example, 

therefore, an upper solution for the problem (A) is a function, say -u (x, t) 

satisfying 

a-u- 

-a VIUU +If (-U) OT 

u (x, 0) > u', (x) 

a-u 
+ P-u 2! 0 an 

in a, t>o 

in a 

on afl, t>o. 

A lower solution, say u (x, t) , is defined by reversing the inequalities above. 

The maximum principle may be used to establish that if there exists a solution 

and upper and lower solutions to the problem (A) then we must have 

jiýuýTi 
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For the problem (A), one also has a complementary existence result in that, if 

there exists upper and lower solutions with u -. ý -u for 0 :! ý t :5T with T> 0, 

then there exists a solution u and 

-u :5u :5U 
for (x, t) EFax(o, T) (see Sattinger 1972). 

Upper and lower solutions are analogously defined in the case of elliptic 

problems. 
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Chapter I Estimate of Blow-up Time 

1.1. Introduction. 

Throughout this chapter we consider the parabolic initial-value problem 

ut - V2U + leu in a, t> o, (1.1.1) 

u (x, 0) - u0 (x) in ü, (1.1.2) 

au + Ou -0 on au, t> o, an 

where a is a bounded region in R, ' with smooth boundary au , and 

ßg 0-. 

The analysis is restricted to the particular case of (1.1.1) although it is felt that 

similar results should be available for any nonlinearity f (u) for which 

f (u) , fl (u) and f1l (u) >o for all 

One characteristic of the solutions to problems such as (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) which is of 

particular interest is that of thermal runaway or finite-time blow up. Finite time 

blow up occurs if the solution becomes infinite at some point(s) of u in a finite 

time. 

Specifically, if we assume that 

uO ecl (a) with uo ýt o in a and 
8uO 

+pu,, =o on au 
8n 

(1.1.4) 
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then (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) has a unique solution for t<cr,, if cr,, is sufficiently small. 

Further, the maximum principle may be applied to establish that 

t) >0 

and, if V2uo + leu- 2t o for x in a, then 

u( t) _ maýx u (x, 
XED 

is monotone increasing in t. 

If a solution exists for all t< cy with cr <-, and u(cy-o) <-, then the 

solution can be uniquely continued into some interval o<t< (Y +e for some 

c 

Hence, if T denotes the supremum of all cr such that the solution exists for all 

t<a, then 

U(T-0) - 00 

and T<- characterises finite-time blow up of 

Although a widely studied problem, the particular aim of this section is derived 

directly from the analysis of Lacey 1983 in which (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) and the case of 

more general f (u) are discussed in detail. 
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For the problem (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) and the more general nonlinearities considered in 

Lacey 1983 it is known that there exists some value of x, 1- say, such that for 

there is a solution to the steady state problem whereas if w- no 

steady-state solution exists. In the case of (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) the steady- state solution, w (x) , 

satisfies 

V2w +I e'o -0 in a (1.1.7) 

with 

aw 
+ on 8n 

Lacey 1983 successfully established finite time blow up of u for x>, x- 

irrespective of u,, for a range of functions f (including the exponential case) 

and regions u. 

In addition, and of particular interest here, the following results were also 

established. 

It was shown that when x-; L- leads to a solution, .-, to the steady-state 

problem (1.1.7)-(1.1.8) there exists a finite time 

t- tu (), 
-X*) -'12 

by which the solution to (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) must have blown up. 

(1.1.9) 
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Furthermore, if uO <w, then there also exists a time 

t- 

at which u still exists. 

(1.1.10) 

Hence, the blow up time of u, t, say, must lie somewhere between these 

estimates. 

Motivated by these bounds on t, ,a formal asymptotic estimate is derived for 

I-), - small and provided 

either -L-O > -Ný or uO < on aa an an 

This analysis indicates that 

tb - Tb('-'*) -% as x-x-. o (1.1.12) 

with an explicit expression obtained for r, - 

The aim of this chapter is to strengthen this particular result by deriving, through 

the use of upper and lower solutions, bounds on the blow up time of u which 

are of the form described by (1.1.9) and (1.1.10) but which are closer to the 

asymptotic estimate of (1.1.12). 
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In essence, therefore, this analysis represents an extension of the techniques and 

arguments applied in Lacey 1983 to develop the estimates (1.1.9), (1.1.10) and 

(1.1.12). Theses techniques are consequently first briefly outlined in Section 1.2. 

Section 1.3 then establishes the desired upper bound for the blow up time of 

by constructing a lower solution to u which exhibits finite time blow up. By 

comparison u must also blow up prior to this time. 

Section 1.4 establishes a complimentary lower bound for the blow up time of 

which remains finite up to some time. Hence by comparison, the blow up of 

must occur at some later time. 

On combining the estimates derived in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 we are then able to 

bound the blow up time of u 'close to' the asymptotic estimate of (1.1.12). 
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Section 1.2 Summary of previous results 

1.2.1 Derivation of the upper bound of (1.1.9) 

If x- is in the spectrum of the steady-state problem (1.1.7)-(1.1.8) we denote by 

(, )- this steady-state solution. Hence, 

V'w* + I*e'O* -0 in a 

with -ýýw +00 on au an 

and there exists an eigen solution V. - such that 

(1.2.1) 

(1.2.2) 

V2 ýo *+ I*eca*(ý* -0 in a 

clýp +p (P. -0 on au E- 

with 

9*>o in and f(p. -I. a 

Denoting by v(x, t) the function 

(x, t) -u (x, t) -0* (x) in fl, t> 0, 

(1.2.5) 

(1.2.6) 

we find that v satisfies 

v. -eI+ X* [e '- (i + v) I ell* + ). *ve'O* + V2v in u, t>o, 
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with 

av i-ßv-o on an. an 

If a-( t) is defined as 

f 
, V*v dx 

then by multiplying both sides of equation (1.2.7) by V- and integrating over 

a we see that 

fa q*e Idx +P fa q* fe I- (1+v) } e"'dx. 

From the maximum principle applied to (1.1.1)-(1.1.3) we have that 

u (x, t) >- min 0, inf u. say xea uo (x» - 

and hence that 

f (p ude 

(1.2.10) 

(1.2.11) 

(1.2.12) 

The inequality (1.2.11) holds because, if u attains a negative minimum at some 

t*o , then this minimum must be attained at some xcaa . However, from the 

boundary condition (1.1.3), a' +Pu-o, so that an 'L --Pu>o at this point. an 
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It follows that there exists a smaller value of u within 0 which establishes a 

contradiction. 

To continue, the term (e v- (i + v) ) e"' in the second integrand of (1.2.10) 

satisfies 

v) ) eO* k %V201* ýt 1/tV2 if 
V-. ý 0, 

and (, v- (i + v) ) e"' 2: 1/2 V2 e(w* - v) _ J/2V2 
eu if V: 5 o. 

It follows from (1.2.13) and (1.2.14), that 

(e I- (1 + V) ) ew* ý 1/2V2. min (1, ell . 

Finally, we see from (1.2.11) that 

e' >- exp 5'0 

and hence that 

(e v- (i + v) ) ew* ýt 1/2V2 

where k- nf exp f 
Xi Ea uo (X) ) 

if inf 
xeauo 

(X) i 

if inf 
XIE 0 uo (x) < 

(1.2.13) 

(1.2.14) 

(1.2.15) 

(1.2.16) 

Substituting the estimates (1.2.12) and (1.2.16) into equation (1.2.10) yields that 

at; 
UID 

+I *f 112k ýp *V2(: JX V) e"-c + 
112kl (P v2 CL. <. 

i a 

fo 

2 
But, 

fa 
9*V2dX .t[ fa (p*v dx I_ a*2 
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by Jensen's inequality, so that 

kl+k2a*a for n 0, 

where 

Inf kl - (1-). *) eall - (1-1*) min 1 1, exp ýxi 
en uo (x) 11 

and k2 - 112kl* - 1/21* -I 'nf 
exp fxi 

e () uo (X) I 

Hence, 

a t) ý: -ý- 
I 

tan (klk, 3 ý6 t- 1c 
k2 

f 
TI - 

if inf 
XeD Uo Wk 

if inf < XEIQ Uo x 

(L2.17) 

(1.2.18) 

(1.2.19) 

We conclude, therefore, that u must cease to exist at some time t, where 

cb :g tu (, x - is) - �, 

and tu 
(klk2)'l (1/21 * e7ok) 

with -uo - exp 
inf U, (X) and k as in (1.2.19). 1 
xeQ 

I 

(1.2.20) 
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1.2.2 Derivation of the lower bound of (1.1.10) 

In order to derive the lower bound of (1.1.10) we assume that 

u(, (x) < w- (x) in a, t> o 

with 

(3uO > ýý or uo <w on an an 

We define the function u- (x, t) to be the solution to 

u; - V2u* + I*eu* 

u*(x, o) - u,, (x) 

with au* + Pu, - 
. an 

in u, t> o, 

in o9 

on au, t>o. 

We also define u-(x, t) as the difference between u- and w-- , i. e. 

-- Li. 

Hence, dt - -), * exp ((A) *- u-) + 71 u- - V'(. ) *, in a, t> o, 

with ti (x, 0) -w* (x) - u0 (x) , 

and au- + PET -0 cin 

in a, 

on ao It>o. 

(1.2.21) 

(1.2.22) 

(1.2.23) 

(1.2.24) 

(1.2.25) 

(1.2.26) 

(1.2.27) 

(1.2.28) 

(1.2.29) 
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The maximum principle applied to (1-2-27)-(1.2.29) establishes that a negative 

minimum of a must occur either on au, or at --o. 

From the condition (1.2.29), however, a negative minimum of a at some point 

(ý, -t) with 3Feaa would require that 

all >0 at an 

and hence that there exists some xeu with 

17 (X < 17 (-X, 

which would lead to a contradiction. 

Further, either of the alternatives of (1.2.22) also ensure that if a negative 

minimum of a occurs at t-o, then this minimum must be located at some 

point within a. 

However, the condition (1.2.21) prohibits a negative minimum of U^ from 

occurring within u at t-o and hence establishes that 

ti (X, t7) 2: throughout a, t>o. (1.2.30) 

From (1.2.27) we see that 

0]+ V2 - 
ut 1-e- u 

and following (1.2.13), (1.2.14) we get the estimate 
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1- e-12 kQ- 1/2,72, 

so that 

1/2,22 + V217 u in a, t>o. (1.2.3 1) 

Hence, if we now define the constant ki as 

1/21 . s,, uE e" 

then dt ý! - k, d2 + J* ^ w* ue + V2a, in o, t>o. (1.2.32) 

We now look for a function (x, t) which will be a lower solution to a and 

choose 

l# t: ) 
k2 9* 

k- -ul 
(1.2.33) 

where k. and t,, are positive constants to be chosen as appropriate and 

is taken as the solution to (1.2.3), (1.2.4) satisfying 

ýp -o in u and 
fa 

ýp *2 
_1. 

With this ., we see that 

t+k, 
4r2 V2* _- 

k2g* 
- [1-klk2(p*] 

(t + to) 2 

(1.2.34) 
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and the right hand side of this equation will be less than or equal to zero if we set 

k2 - 
1 

(1.2.35) 

Further, 

kl 's Euß (p * (x) 
xe 

)#(x, 0) - tl (x, 0) - 
k2(p* 

_ (W* - u0) -: go to 

provided t,, is chosen such that 

to ,ý k2 
. 

sup (P* 1. 

XEW (A) *- Uo (1.2.36) 

It follows, therefore, that k, and t,, chosen to satisfy conditions (1.2.35) and 

(1.2.36) would establish * (x, t) as defined by (1.2.33) as a lower solution to 

17 - 

We next consider the function u, (x, t) defined as 

U, (x, t) -u (x, t) -u* (x, t) in ü, t>o. 

Hence, 

Ul t- CX - X*) e, +), ie u-eU, ] 
+ v2 ul 

in a, t> o 
- (1 - ). *) e1 .+ 

I*eu*[eui - 
l] + V2 Ul 

(1.2.37) 

(1.2.38) 
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with Ul (XI 0) -0 in a, (1.2.39) 

and 2u, 
+p ul , an on aa, t>o. 

AS x> x- , the maximum principle applied to (1.2.38)-(1.2.39) yields that 

U, (X, 0k0 throughout a, t>o. 

We shall assume, however, that 

U*+ul<(A)*. 

Hence, u*< (o -- 

which, when substituted in (1.2.38) yields that 

ul, :! ý eI+ X*e (Ca *- UO [e U1 
-1]+ V2 U1 

because e". -1 2ý o as a result of (1.2.41). 

As a further consequence of (1.2.41), 

e-ul [ eu, - 11 -[ i-e-ul I :! ý u, 

and (1.2.43) becomes 

ult g (X - X*) e1+ Ä*el*ul + V2 U1. 

Again, in light of (1.2.42), we see that 

ul, .. 5 (, X - X*) el* + I*el*ul + V2U 
I in 0, t>o, 

(1.2.40) 

(1.2.41) 

(1.2.42) 

(1.2.43) 

(1.2.44) 
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provided condition (1.2.42) holds. 

We now look to define a function, (x, t) say, which will be an upper solution 

to ul . 

We first choose the function o- (x) to satisfy 

v, o* i*e, *o* + ew - ýp*il -o in a 

with ao. + pqv* -o an 

where i, - 
fa v*el*dx 

and v 2ý o througbout u. 

We next choose *, (x, 0 such that 

on au 

*, (x, t) - (1 - ). *) (II(P * 

Now 

*,,, - (I - ew* - ; L*e"**, - 
V2*1 

-0 in u, t>o 

and l# (x, 0) - (1 -1 *) 4b *(x) ; -> 

with 
AL 

+o an 

in u 

on aQ, t>0. 
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(1.2.45) 

(1.2.46) 

(1.2.47) 

(1.2.48) 



It follows, therefore, that *1 (x, t) as defined by (1.2.48) is an upper solution to 

provided inequality (1.2.44) is valid, i. e. provided , 

On combining this solution to a and upper solution to 

17 

and hence that 

u (X, t) K w* (X) - #(x, t) + *, (x, t) Kw* (x) 

provided * (x, t) - *, (x, t) ýt 0- 

The condition (1.2.50) will be satisfied if 

k2 y* 
(I I*)[ 11 (P *t 

t+ to) 

i. e. if 

k2 ýt (I - I*) (t+ to) [ 11 t+AI 

where A- sup 
XEQ 

The condition (1.2.51) requires that 

we see that 

I, to + A] - k2 +A (1 -1 *) to :g 

(1.2.49) 

(1.2.50) 

(1.2.51) 

(1.2.52) 
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If 1 is sufficiently close to %- , inequality (1.2.52) requires, to highest order, 

that 

jýi 
(1-2 

jýb 

- lýI 0 (1) !gt !g -L 
(1 

- x*) 
- il il 

For t ýt o inequality (1.2.52) will always be satisfied if 

t :g ti (1 - X*) -14 

where tj - 1/2 
k2 

We conclude, therefore, that the estimate (1.2.49) holds for all 

(1.2.53) 

(1.2.54) 

t satisfying 

(1.2.53) and hence that t, , the blow up time of u, must satisfy 

tb > ti (1 
- 

x*) -, /2. (1.2.55) 
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1.2.3 An asymptotic estimate of tb 

Motivated by the bounds on t, described in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, Lacey 1983 

proceeds to establish an estimate of t, as an asymptotic expression for 

c- in the limit x- ; L- . 

This analysis is very similar to that which will be applied in Sections 1.3 and 1.4 in 

an attempt to derive 'better' upper and lower bounds on tb. To avoid 

repetition, therefore, the asymptotic analysis of Lacey 1983 is only briefly outlined 

below. 

The upper solution to u derived in Section 1.2.2 and the examination of the 

function v(x, t) -, (,, t) - .- (x) of Section 1.2.1 suggest that three regimes of 

time should be considered. In time regime Iu< ca- and the upper solution to 

established in 1.2.2 suggests that u be considered as the expansion 

U* + eU2+ ---- 
for 

re -o. (1.2.56) 

Further, this characterisation. is expected to remain valid while t is of order 1. 

Hence, the leading term in this expansion, satisfies 

V2u* + I*e'* in t>o, 
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with u *(x, 0) - 

and au* + Pu* - an 

in a, 

on aa, t>o. 

A. s in Section 1.2.2, we require that uO W satisfy the conditions (1.2.21), and 

(1.2.22) in light of which we see that u- (x, t) :g (x) and that as 

t -0 00 . 

If we write u- - (a- - v, , then for large tv will become small and to 

highest order, 

r72 (V 
- 

1/, V2 ..... in v. - v-v + ; Oelao 

It follows, that if v(x, t) is chosen as 

v(x, t) - df* (x) v(t) + v, (x, t) 

--I ilwo*(ý 
2 

V2 + V2 v2 + ). *el*v2 then vt /go 

Hence, 

tf 
(P*2d x- -1 2V2, X*f (P*3eood v /j x 

to allow the existence of some v, , 

and 
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V(t) I 
13 t for large t 21* 

(1.2.57) 

where 13 - fa 10 
*3 

e*dx, (1.2.58) 

and 4p- is the solution to (1.2.3), (1.2.4) with (1.2.34), i. e. 

f, 

(P->o ino and a 
f*2_1 

From (1.2.57) it follows that, 

u* (X, t) - co * (X) - ý' - (X) for large t. (1.2.59) 1/2 1* 13 t 

In time regime 11, t is of order c-1/i , and Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 suggest that 

u- W* +c 
1/2 

Ul + eU2 ..... as c- 

We rescale t in terms of the order one variable r such that in 

which case (1.1.1) yields 

IU1+p elA ( elAlUlv+eU2v + ('*+0-) (1+0-1/ 
-U2+ 

+V20* + el/tV2U 1 +OV2 U2 

as E -. o. (1.2.60) 

By considering the equations relating the highest order terms in (1-2.60) in turn, it 

can be established that 

*(x) a, (ýO 
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where 

2 1/21* 
3a, 

and 

f (p*e'O. dx. 
a c (1.2.62) 

Hence, 

a, (-r) - 
1' 1 

tan ( (1/21*IlI3) 
1/21 * 13 

and the choice c- -1 so that 2 

a, (T) tan 1 (1/21*1,13) 'kr (1.2.63) 1/21 13 2 

will ensure this solution matches with that of time regime I (i. e. (1.2.59)). 

The characterisation of time regime 11 fails as t- e-%, r approaches t- 

say, where 

T+- 
7c (1.2.64) 

In this region, (1.2.63) suggests that we again look for U- U* + CU2 +. .- as 

eýo although in this region, which we call time regime III, u now satisfies 
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(as . Letting t- t- . t^ for t- <o, we again see that the leading term, 

satisfies 

aU* 

_ V2U* 
+ cl t 

with au* + pu, - cin 

in a, t>o 

on au, t>o. 

In this case, however, we expect that u- - as ^-^ and as tý t- + t^ t tb 
b 

If we now write 

we see that if 

V(X, t) - fp*v(t) + V, (X, t) +---- for - t- >>1 

Qý f 
v 0,2 _ 1/2, X*V2f (p*el*dx then tfc a 

to allow the existence of some 

(1.2.65) 

Hence, as v(t-) -+-, (1.2.65), when integrated from t to t-, establishes 

that 

V(t) --1 1/21*13 
for 

-t >>1 

so that 
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If t 00. 
1/21 * 13 t as (1.2.66) 

The preceding analysis establishes t+ as an estimate for t, in the limit 

I-I- so that 

1ýb - t+ - C-%T+ -n (1 -1 ) as [1/21 *1 
3]1)4 

(1.2.67) 
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Section 1.3 An upper bound on 'ýb 

A lower solution in time region I 

The purpose of this section is to derive a lower solution to u while t is within 

time regime 1. The asymptotic analysis of Lacey 1983 (described in Section 1.2.3) 

indicates that 

as 1/21 * 13 t 

in this region and we look for a lower solution to u which exhibits this 

behaviour. 

A. S. in Section 1.2.2 we begin by considering the function ,-(.,,, t) satisfying 

(1.2.23)-(1.2.25) so that 

ut - Vlu* + I*el* 

u *(x, 0) - u', (x) 

au* 
+ ßu* - an 

in a, t>o, 

in a, 

on aa, t 

and we again require that the initial condition u(, (x) satisfy the conditions 

(1.2.21) and (1.2.22). 

It follows, as x> x-, that by comparison 
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(x, t) ku* (x, t) for xen, t>o- (1.3.1) 

If we again describe by a(x, t) the difference between u- (x, t) and (, - (x) , 

so that 

J (x, t) -w* (x) -u* (x, t) 

then u- (x, t) satisfies (1.2.27)-(1.2.29), i. e. 

V20 
- V26)* 

- X*exp (w* - u^) - 
V2tl + ; L*eG)* (1-e-'ll 

in a, t>o, 

17 (x, 0) -w *(x) - u', (x) in a, 

(1.2.27) 

(1.2.28) 

and aa + pa _0 on au, t>o. (1.2.29) an 

In this section we look for an upper solution to To proceed, we estimate the U 

term (1 -e- a) in (1.2.27) by noting that o :5 u- :5 max ( (A) *, w"-u, ) I so that 

- t? 172 e u^ +ku 

for some k with 1/2 >k>0. Hence 

dt :5 
V2U^ +I*e '*f U^ - kU-'l in u. 

It follows that if there exists some *,, (x, 0 satisfying 

(1.3.2) 

(1.3.3) 
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8*0 
_ 

k*2) 
at k V2*0 + I*e, * (*o 

0 

(X, 0) k 17 (X, 0) - G)* (X) - 

and 8*0 
+0 an 

in a, t>o, 

in a, 

on aQ, t>o, 

then *,, will be an upper solution to a, and u* - *0 will be a lower 

solution to u- (and hence also to u by virtue of (1.3.1)) provided inequality 

(1.3.2) holds. 

Initially we are motivated by the asymptotic estimate of u in this region to 

choose *,, such that 

ao(P *+ 
t+ to 

.. 

%-- -01 

for some constants ao, to, and function v,, W yet to be determined. 

Again, ýp- is chosen as the solution to (1.2.3), (1.2.4) satisfying (1.2.34). 

With this *0 , 
inequality (1.3.4) requires that 

(1.3.7) 
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a0 ff * 
1- 

2 v. 
t+ to) 2 t+ to) 3 

V2vo+l*e'*vo-kl*e6l* a2 (P 
*2 + 

V02 2 aO(p* vo 
t+ t 

0)2 
0 

t+ to) 2 t+ to) 

which is satisfied if 

V2vo + X*el*v, : r. ao(p* ( ao(p*kl*ew*-l ) 

2 v. I a, (p*kl*ew*-l t+ to) 
We now choose v,, such that 

V2V() + X*ew- vo - cc�g* { aog*kÄ*e"'*-l )-d. (x) in 0 

with ±v 0+0v. -o on aa an 

for some d,, (x) -ý! o yet to be determined, 

and with 

v, (x) ýt o throughout a. (1.3.11) 

From the ý Fredholm Alternative, such a v,, requires that 

fa (ýp*faoq* [aoýp*kX*eP' - 11) - ýp*do) dx - 

and hence that 

fa ýp*do - ao [aokl'013 - 
13 

where again 
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13 - f*3e(a1 

Equation (1.3.12) is clearly satisfied, in light of (1.2.34), if we choose 

do (x) - cc () (p *[a okk * 
13 - 11 for 

xca. 

Now, with this v, inequality (1.3.8) becomes 

do (x) k( t+ to) 
) for xE0, t>0. 

(1.3.13) 

(1.3.14) 

In addition to inequality (1.3.14), *,, will only be an upper solution to U^ if 

both conditions (1.3.5) and (1.3.6) are also satisfied, i. e. if 

(X, 0) - ()'p v. (x) 
,o *(x) - u. (x) for xeü, t2 

0 to 

and if 
-O-a*--O +0 >- oont>o 

n 

Condition (1.3.16) is now automatic by virtue of (1.2.4) and (1.3.10). Further, 

inequality (1.3.15) will also be satisfied if a,, / t,, is chosen sufficiently large. 

It remains, therefore, to choose a,, and t,, to satisfy inequality (1.3.14). 

Inequality (1.3.14) requires (as v,, (x) >- o) that 

do (x) - ao(p* [aokX*I3-11 )0 for 
xeu, (1.3.17) 
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and we must therefore choose a,, to satisfy 

ao 

where i, is as defined in (1.2.58) and k as in (1.3.2). 

(1.3.18) 

Substituting for d(, W by equation (1.3.13) in the inequality (1.3.14) indicates 

that ao and to must be chosen such that 

ao(p*faokl*I3-1) -t (t+to) 
f I-ao(p*kl*eO'l for xEu, t>o. 

From the requirement that a,, / t,, be chosen large, (and because we wish to 

avoid choosing t,, small to give us a chance at satisfying (1.3.19)) we see that 

must also be large. 

If a. is 'large' then from equation (1.3.13) we have that 

do (x) - aoýp* [aokX*13-11 

which establishes that d,, (x) is of order a2 

Further, on substituting for do (x) in equation (1-3-9), we find that 

V2vo + ). *ew'vo - ao(p*jocokV' [(p*e"* - 
1311 in 0 

(1.3.20) 
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with clvo +pv,, -o on au an 

which suggests that, for 'large' a,, , we may choose vo (x) to satisfy 

V 
0a2(p* 

(x) for xeia 

for some positive order one constant v,,. 

Inequality (1.3.19) requires that 

aoT*faok), *I3 - 1) ; -,, 
2v0 (X) 

ao(p*kX*e") for xEi-i, no, (t+ to) 

This is automatic, as v,, W ý! o, for all points xeo at which 

aoT*k). *eO* 2t 1, 

and is otherwise satisfied, for all t>o, if 

aog*Iaokl*I3-11 >- 
2 vo (x) 

t70 , xen - 
(1.3.22) 

We consequently use (1.3.21) to estimate for v,, (x) in (1-3.22) and see that the 

condition (1.3.19) will be satisfied for all xeu, and t>o if 

O, X2/ to 
aofaokl*13 -1) ý-> 2v, 0 (1.3.23) 
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and hence if t,, is sufficiently large. 

We conclude, therefore, that *,, (x, t) as defined by (1.3.7) will be an upper 

solution to a for all t>o provided inequalities (1.3.15) and (1.3.23) hold 

which they will do if both a,, / t,, and t,, are chosen suitably large. 

To continue, condition (1-3.2) requires that 

e-17 ýt I-Q+k, 22 

for some O< k 0/2 . 

If we assume in addition that 

V2 Uo+ x*euo ao for xEo, (1.3.24) 

then the maximum principle applied to (1.2.23)-(1.2.25) yields that 

o for xeo, t>o 

and hence that 

-a 
(1.3.25) at 

t 
w-u-) - -u,; :5o for xefl, t>o. 

Condition (1.3.2) will be satisfied for all a if 

L? (X, t) : ýlog 
1 ), ( 

2k 

and from (1.3.25) we see that 
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su E(O * (x) 
- UD (x) 12 (x, u', (x) !gE XE 

for all xEo, t>o. 

Hence, condition (1.3.2) will be satisfied as required if we choose 

<k< 1/2 with 

supiw. 
-U) :5 log (1), 

xei-I 0 2k 

and *,, (x, t) is therefore an upper solution to a for all such 

(1.3.26) 

Having established an upper solution to u^ which exists for all t>o we now 

consider the problem of identifying a second upper solution to U- which will exist 

for all sufficiently large t, but which does not require that a,, be chosen large. 

If this second function is labelled *, (x, t) where 

*, (x, t) alp* 
. 

vl (x) 
( t+ c1) ( t+ t 

1) 

and if we maintain the assumption that a is restricted to allow use of the 

(1.3.27) 

estimate (1.3.2), then following the analysis applied previously, we reach the 

such that 
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conclusion that *, (x, t) will be an upper solution to a for all t ý: -E 

provided 

(t+ tj) 
11 - a, V*kl*e") for all xEa, t ýt -E (1.3.28) 

from (1.3.19), and if it can be established that 

*, (X, _E) - (X 19 *+ vl (x) 
> ti(x, -E) for xen. (1.3.29) (-E+ t: 1) CE+ t 1) 

2 

As we would now like to choose a, much closer to the minimum value 

described by (1.3.18) we choose 

[kl*131 -' +6 (1.3.30) 

for some 8>o (and hopefully small) yet to be determined. 

Then from (1.3.13) (with a,, - a, and d, - d, ), we see that 

dl (x) - ctlg*[a, kÄ*I3-1] - 89*[1+8(kl*I3) 1- 

From equations (1.3.9), (1.3.10), (with v,, - vl, d,, - d, ) and on substituting d, 

by (1.3.3 1), then 

V2 Vj + A* e W'v, 
_ 

-[ (kA *. T3 ) -1 + 6]2 ýp*kX*[q*e*- 13] in o 

with -ýv-, ,pv,. -o on aa 
an 
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which suggests that we may choose v, to satisfy 

for xe ia 

and for some positive constant 

(1.3.32) 

To establish *, as an upper solution to a we must satisfy condition (1.3.28). 

X0 Asv, (x) >- o, however, inequality (1.3.28) will be automatic if 

a, T*kl*e'O' ,,! 1 

and will otherwise be satisfied for all t ýý -E (on substitiuting for v, (x) by 

(1.3.32)) if 

2 V, 

-E+ tl) 

i. e. if 8[l +8 WL 2 V, 
-t: -, - t 

We must also ensure satisfaction of inequality (1.3.32), i. e. that 

*, (x, t: ) alw* 
f- 

vl (x) 
> U- (x, t: ) 

(l+ t1) (-E+ t 1) 
2 

To to this we shall make use of our information on *,, . 

(1.3.33) 
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We have previously established that *o (x, 0 is an upper solution to a for all 

t>o (and hence at t- -t ) provided a. and t,, are chosen suitably. it 

follows that if 

*, (x, t: ) >*0 (x, -E) for xen 

ie. if al(p* + 2: aolp* + vo W for xea, (1.3.34) (-t+ tl) (-t+ tl)2 (-t+ to) (-t+ to) 2 

then condition (1.3.29) will hold as required. 

Hence, as v, (x) 2t o, and v,, (x) satisfies the estimate (1-3.21), inequality 

(1.3.34) will hold if 

2 
al ao + 

VO a02 (1.3.35) 
(E+ ti) (t+ to) (E+ to) 

We assume, therefore, that 

2: voao (1.3.36) 

in which case 

VO cc 
2 cc 0<0 

(t-+ to)2 (-t+ to) 

and inequality (1.3.35) is satisfied if 

al > 
2aO 

(-t+ tl) (-t+ to) 
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if 

1) 2do 

We conclude that *, (x, t) will be an upper solution to a for t, -E 

provided both inequalities (1.3.33) and (1.3.37) are satisfied. 

To ensure satisfaction of condition (1.3-37) we choose 

ti --1-a, 
I 

-ý 
2ao 

in which case (1.3-33) requires that 

al t: 
> 2a0 8[1+8 (kl*I3)1 

(1.3.37) 

(1.3.38) 

i. e. 

tý 
2aoVl 

(1.3.39) 
aj6[1+6(k, X*13)] * 

Hence, if ao is defined as 

2aoVl 
cao 

al[1+8 (kX*13) ] 

then the condition (1-3-39) requires that 

(1.3.40) 
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I 
ao 

With ao thus defined, equation (1.3.38) and inequality (1.3.39) reduce to 

ti ulc -E with F-, "o 
2a 10 týt 

16' 

and the condition (1-3-36) is satisfied as required. 

(1.3.41) 

It remains, finally, to identify k. We see that *, will only be an upper 

solution to L7 for t >- -E if the estimate (1.3.2) is valid for t ý: -E , 
i. e. if 

e-d >- 1- u^ + ku^l for xca, t ýt -E 

with 0<k< 1/2. 

Again, however, we find that this estimate is valid if 

17 (X, t: ) --s-. 
log (1). 

2k (1.3.42) 

Having established that *,, (x, t) is an upper solution to a for all t>o, we 

are now able to derive a less restrictive condition on k for t, -E than that 

required in (1.3.26). 
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' X3 we see that condition (1.3.42) will hold as 112 is an upper solution to a, 

required for all tkF if 

l# 0 (X , _E) ao(P *. 
+ :g log 

2k (-t+ to) (-t+ to)2 

( ). 
(1.3.43) 

If we estimate v,, (x) by (1.3.21) and as (1.3.36) remains valid, we see that 

inequality (1.3.43) is itself satisfied if 

(1), 2ao(p* 
log 

2k - (t+ t") 

which, as to ; >- o, will hold if 

m Mal 
log( 

2k -E 6t-0 
M> M" 0 

by (1.3.40) with M-2 sxuepfl (ýp * (X) 

Hence, 

t) al(P * vl (x) 
Tt7+ t71) (t+ tj)2 

(1.3.44) 
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is an upper solution to a- .-- u- where for large a,, and small 6>o, 

a ", 

tj lc and kl*I3 
2 a'() 

Further, a0 ca 0 with 

al[1+8(kl. 13)] 
2 V, 

for positive constant v, and 

lo 
Ma' 

g( 2k 
1) P-ý cE0 

where M-2 
xseq MIT. (X)) - 

It follows as 

and as 

and hence that 

a (x, t) -w- (x) -u- (x, t) :g*, (x, t) for xs £2, t 2ý -c 

u (x, t) ýt u- (x, t) by (1.3.1), that 

u (x, t) -e u- (x, t) 2ý w -- - *, (x, t) for xe o, t2: -E 

aow* (x) 
0* (x) 

k- -1) 

V, (X) for xGQ, t (t+ t 
1)2 

(1.3.45) 
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Inequality (1.3.45) allows us to estimate u (x, t) from below for any t 

We now investigate this estimate for any such t. 

We first choose equality in condition (1.3.44) so that 

2k - exp - 
malo 

CT- 

Hence, as , 0/-E is large', it follows that 

Ba'o 
2k =- ý: 1- BS 

t 

for some positive constant B. 

At t ýt -E , inequality (1.3.45) yields 

(x, t7) 2: Ga *- 
al(P 

* V, (x) 
(t: + tj) (t+ tj) 2 

[(kl*, 
3)-1 + 8]e* V., ( x) 

t 
aic 

t: 
alC 

t: 

i 

2 a/o 

(1.3.46) 

(1.3.47) 

are strictly positive, we see from (1.3.47) that Now, as both v, (x) and O"S 
2aO 
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81(0 *-"(, ) for xeu, tk -E. (1.3.48) 
t--E) 

Further, with k as in equation (1.3.46) 

1/21*I3]-l + B28 

for positive B, choosing a 'small'. 

A -r-% Applying the estimate (1.3.49) in (1.3.48) then establishes that 

Bv 
u (x, t) > 289 for 

xea, t 

(1.3.49) 

Finally, as v, (x) ; -> o and satisfies (1-3.32), we see that there exists a positive 

such that 

u (X, t) 2t w 
B28ýp' v 

'(P* for xcu, t 2ý -E. (1.3.50) (1/2 X" 13 (t--E) ýt_ E)2 

We next assume, in addition to t >- -E -a gzo/6, that 

is 'smaII7. 

If this is the case, then there exists a positive constant, B3 say, such that 

+ 
B3-E 

t [i --E/ ti t t2 

(1.3.51) 
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A -. Applying this estimate in (1.3.50) then shows that 

t) * 
gf *B3 t 

( 1/ 2, x 13 t) 
3) 

B28(p* 
t 

BýB, 84D*T 
CL 

t2 

provided t ýt t ýý ao /8 and -t/t is 'small'. 

2 B3E 
+ 

Býý 
t3 t4 

I 

(1.3.52) 
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1.3.2 A lower solution in time region 11 

Section 1.3.1 has established a lower solution to u which exists for all sufficiently 

large times but which, by definition, never exceeds (a* . Further, the analysis of 

Section 1.2.2 has also found an upper solution to u in this time region which shows 

that u<w* at least until 

ti (, X-I*) -1/2 
. 

The results of these upper and lower solutions may be combined, and using (1.2.49) 

and (1.3.45) yield that, if t- co, -I*) -% with c< tj , then there exists constants 

q, and q2 such that 

1/2 
1-9 

(Ä-Ä*) :5U (X' (1.3.53) 

In light of this analysis, we now look for a second lower solution to u which applies 

for t of the order of (, x-, x-) -, /- and which exhibits the form of u identified. 

If we call this function 
-u (x, t) , then -u (x, t) will be a lower solution to u for 

all t ; -,. -to ( -1,0 (), -! *) -'4) say, if 

V2-u 
+I in 0, t 2! -to , 

(1.3.54) 
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(x, _to) 2g u (x, _to) in a, (1.3.55) 

and au Pu :50 on aQ, t ý! -t - an "0 (1.3.56) 

Motivated by the estimates (1.3.53) and by the asymptotic analysis of Lacey 1983, we 

set 

(1.3.57) 

which we assume to be 'small', and look for 
-u (x, t) such that 

-u (x, t: ) - ü) * (x) + el-ul (x, t) + e-u 2 (x, t) (1.3.58) 

where -ul and -U2 are some functions yet to be determined. 

With this -u, 
inequality (1.3.54) requires that 

e%-ul c+ e--u 2C -[ 
V2 (A) *+ el/RV2_U 

1+ 
eV2. U 

21- 
; Le6'*exp [e'/I-ul + e-u 21 --, 

0 

for xeQ, t ý! -to , (1.3.59) 

We next rescale t in terms of the order one variable r defined as 

t IA 
-C 

2t (1.3.60) 

in which case inequality (1.3.59) becomes 

e-u +e 
3/2 - (V2W* + elhV2. U + eV2. u2) - (; L* + e) ela*exp (ell'u, + e-u2) 

1'r 'U2 TI 

for xerl, t ý! -to 
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Now, the order one terms in (1.3.61) are 

m* 
Y-w + 

in light of (1.2.1). 

The terms in c%, i. e. 

V2. U 
1+I*e 0*. ul 

will also cancel if we choose 

-Ul 
(x, T) -a (T) 9* 

for 9- satisfying (1.2.3), (1.2.4) and (1.2.34) and any function a (r) - 

(1.3.62) 

The largest remaining terms in (1.3.61) are now of order e. To ensure satisfaction 

of inequality (1.3.61) at this level we require that 

V'. u +e+e(. u + 1122) (1.3.63) 221 

which, on substituting for -u, by (1.3.62), becomes 

.a Ir 
(P *- (V2-u2 + el. + ; L*e (a*-U2 +I*e 41*. a 

2 (P *2 ) -: 5 0 for xeQ, t ý! -. to , (1.3.64) 

On rearranging inequality (1.3.64) we find that we require 

V2. U 
2+ Ä*e 0 *-U2 kaZ w* - (e'* + 1/21*e0*, ä 

2 (P *2 ) 

which, on multiplying through by 9 -, and integrating over u, yields that a (z) 
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must be chosen to satisfy 

AT :g1113. d2 

where 

*3 

ýo*elw* and f ýo e 

Inequality (1.3.65) in turn yields 

-a (T) : rý, 
I' J"'tan [ (1/2X*ij13)14, c 

1/21 * 13 

for some constant c. 

From our lower solution for u in Section 1.3.1, however, 

2: (0 (P for t-c-, /t 1/21 * 13 t 

(1.3.65) 

and a(, r) can be chosen to be consistent with this estimate if we set C-n12. We 

consequently choose 

a (, r )- -C, a ri-C2, r -n/ 21 (1.3.66) 

for constants -C, and -C, chosen to ensure satisfaction of inequality (1.3.65). This 

requires that 

ýdv - -Cl-C2 -C2/-Cla2 :91, + 1/21*13A 2 (1.3.67) 
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and to hold for all possible a we set 

rI 

1-C2 :51 (1.3.68) 

and ýC2 
I 

-Cl :9 1/21'0', 
3 * (1.3.69) 

With this choice of a (z) inequality (1.3-64) requires that 

V2. u. + Ä*eu*-u, > atp* - [e«0* + 1/21*e W*jä2 (P *2 1 

-cc*- eo*] + 1/2; L*e 6). (P *lip* 
ja 

[' 
12 

(P 

for xeQ t 2! -to* (1.3.70) 

We now choose U2 (X' t) such that 

, V2-U *- Q] +[ /C 1/: + Ä*el e _C _- 21*ecü*9*](p*jä2 + d(XT) 
2 -U2 - 

[CI-C2 
9.21 

for xeo,, r 2! -to 

with -L'12- , p_u -o on aa, r ý: -to 
(1.3.72) 

an 2 

for some function d (x, -r) >- 0 yet to be determined. 

On multiplying both sides of equation (1.3.71) by ýp-- and integrating over Q we 

find that the existence of such au2 requires 

(. C. C _I 
)+(. C I_C 

-1/21*j ). a2 + 
121213 

fa d-0 for all 2! io (1.3.73) 
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Equation (1.3.73) is clearly satisfied in light of (1.2.34) if 

d (x, -r) - ff *d (ýO , (1.3.74) 

and 

d(T)-( Il-_CJ_C2 )+ (1/21*13 - _C21_CI 
) £, 

2 (Z) 
. (1.3.75) 

With 1. ý chosen to satisfy (1.3.71) and d(x, T) as defined by (1.3.74), (1.3.75), we 

see that the order c 

(1.3.63)) are 

-ed (r) tp * 

terms in inequality (1.3.61) (as given by the left hand side of 

and are less than or equal to zero as required. 

Returning to the 'full' inequality (1.3.61) and substituting for -u, (x, t) by (1.3.62) 

we find that one condition required for u to be a lower solution to u for 

is that 

- ed (r) ýp *+ el/2 
'U2 T 

ay* + 1/2pL2ýp 2 
- ; L*eO*Iexp(c'/'Ly* + e'U2) ++ e-U2)1 

- eel*fexp(el/*L(p* + C-u 
2)1 

for xecl,, r ; -, - -tO - 
(1.3.76) 

Following some manipulation, it can be shown that inequality (1.3.76) is equivalent 

to 
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-Ed (, r) (p* + e3/2 U 2, r - I*el*texp(e'Aa(f*) + 
lhe&ýV*2) 

exp(eý6, aff*) - 11 [ exp (eu2)-l] 

expleu - k-"-2) 
(I 

-ee6'*(exp(el'vq* + e-u. ) - 1) :g0. (1.3.77) 

If we define the terM Eby 

exp (ela(f *) - 
(1 + elhd(f *+ 1/2e&2(p*2) 

, 

then clearly 

13/2 3 *3 

E>a (P for all a 6 

We next consider a terM F defined as 

F- (e' - 1) (ey - 1) for any 

Clearly, if x and y are of the same sign, then 

Fý 0. 

Alternatively, if x -. ý o, then 

(ex - i) ý -(e 
lxi - 1) 

and we see that, if x and y are of opposite signs then 

(e lxl - 1) (e lyl 
- 1) 

(1.3.78) 

(1.3.79) 
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A v% A-Pplying this estimate with x- c"aa(p- and y- eu. yields that 

exP WAL(p 1[ exp (e-u2) - 11 

ýt- [exp (e% IaI (P*) (exp (e I. U 2 

for all x, r. (1.3.80) 

Continuing in this vein, and applying the estimate (1.3.79) with x-y+z, we see 

that 

(Y+X) -iý! o if 

and 
(Y+z) -1>- le 1 Y+z 1- 1) 

>- le (lyý+lzl) - 1) 

otherwise. 

Taking y- e'ka(f - and z- c-u. yields 

.I 
; -> - 

lexp ( e'ý4 IaI (p* +eI u2 eXp I el4A(p + e'U2 

for all x,, r. 

Finally, we have for any -v , 
that 

+ Y) ýt 

(from Taylor's Theorem), so that 

exp (e-u2) - 
(1+eU2) ýý 0 for all x,, r. (1.3.82) 

Each of the inequalities (1.3.78), (1.3.80), (1.3.81) and (1.3.82) allows us to estimate 

for a term in the left hand side of inequality (1.3.77) so that it suffices to show that 
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- ed + e3/2 u2T 

+ 
3/2 A3 (P *3 

+ [exp (e"4 [exp (e 
6 

+ eel'*( exp (e"4 IaI qý* +e 
L2 

:g0 (1.3.83) 

We next return to equations (1-3-71) and (1.3.72) in order to estimate the 'size' of 

-112 * 

On substituting for ,a (x,, r) by equations (13.74), (13-75) in (13.71) we find that -u 2 
(X"r) 

satisfies 

V2 *2[, 
3 e, *(p*] in 

-U2 
+e0 *-U2 

21*9 iä 

with '3112 
+ pu -o on 80,, r 2t i,,, 8n 2 

and that -u 2 
(X'. r) may be chosen such that 

I 
ju 

(X, r)I :gE1 ýp* [1 + a2] for xeQ, T 2ý mo, 

for some positive constant E,. 

(1.3.84) 

Further, on differentiating with respect to r and using equation (1.3.67) to 

substitute for a, . we find that 

V2_U 
2r 

+1* ew*. u 
2, t - x*(p*. a [13 - e(ä*(p*] [_CJ_C, + 

_C21_CI«a2] 
in 0, T2: z-c, 
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with - 
L"2-r 

, Pm2, 
r -o on 80, r ýt x- an 

Hence, u2 may also be chosen such that 

for 
XE 2t , E2(p* [l + 131 

, il 

1 
-U2, r 

(X"r) 1 
:5 

and some positive constant E2 
- 

We now return to inequality (1.3.83) and see that if 

el IaI fp* <i and cIu21<1, (1.3.86) 

then there exist positive constants m, and m, for which 

exp (e'll IaI ýp *) -.! g 1+M, c", IaI ýp * 

and 
exp (e 1+ m2e lu, I, (1.3.87) 

say for example 

M, -1+ e", (p * exp (ell (p 

and (1.3.88) 
+e Iu I exp(e I 

-u 
I 

22 

Hence, if (1.3.86) holds, then inequality (1.3.83) will be satisfied if 

- ed(-r) sp* +e 
3/2 

'U2r 

e 3/2 a3 (P *3 
IAR 

2e -U +I*e" 
f6+ 

(mle, I (P* ) (m 
2 

eew*«l Mle"' la 1 q*) (1 + Me 1 
-u, 

1)- lý -: g 

i. if 
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-ed(, r) cp* + e3/2 
_u2t 

e3/2j, 3 

jm 6- 2e3/2 U2 

+ ee"* 312MJM 
'a 

1 (P + M2e I 
'U2 +e2 "U2 (1.3.89) 

In light of the estimate (1.3.84) we see that (1.3.86) will be satisfied as required if we 

assume that 

M, -14 4e 

for some suitable positive constant m,. 

(1.3.90) 

Hence, on substituting for u2 and U2,, using the estimates (1.3.84) and (1.3.85) 

in (1.3.89) we arrive at an inequality which we seek to satisfy in order that -u (x, -r) 

may be a lower solution to u for all 'r ;, -- i.,,, that is 

3/2 E. ý0* [1+ 1 
ja 

13] e2 

-e 
3/2 A3 (f *3 

+ Mlm2e3/2e3. T*2 1 [1 2] l*e6l* -6aI+ ja 

I 

+M (p* [1 + J12] 2CE 1 

lm 9*2 Jd 1 [1 + A2]) e3/2M. 
2E ed (T) (p .1 

XE0, T 2t 
-Z 0. 

It remains to try to explicitly define a function a (-o which will ensure satisfaction 

of this inequality, i. e. we must choose the constants -C, and -c, to satisfy the 

estimates (1.3.68) and (1.3.69). 
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Before doing this, we first recognise that satisfaction of inequality (1.3.91) alone will 

not allow the conclusion that u is a lower solution to u; we must also ensure that 

our chosen u satisfies the necessary initial and boundary conditions (1.3.55) and 

(1.3.56). In addition, if a range of lower solutions is available, we would clearly like 

to choose that which will become 'large' in the 'shortest' time, and which will 

consequently allow the best upper estimate to the blow up time t, of 

The boundary condition (1.3.56) requires that 

a. u o on an 

and is automatic in light of our choice of functions 
-u, and -u 21 , i. e. from (1.2.4) 

and (1.3.72). 

Next, before completely specifying -C, and -q., we investigate the consequences 

of any choice made on both the other factors which may influence this decision, i. e. 

the size of -u (x, -to) and the resulting blow up time of the function 
-u . 

The constants -C, and -q. 

(1.3.69), i. e. 

must be chosen to satisfy the inequalities (1.3.68) and 

-C., -C,, ---ý I, and -C, /-c, :5 
1/21*1, 

- 

We therefore assume that 
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-cl-C2 - I, -Jcý and - '/21*, 
3-lk2 (1.3.92) 

for some positive constants k,, and k,,. 

Hence, 

. al _ 
1.1, 

- (1.3.93) 1/21 * 
3-, k 2 

and -C2 - (('/2; L*, 
3--k2 ) (11-kl) 1,4. (1.3.94) 

Now from equation (1.3.66) 

tan [-C2, r - ic/21 

and as U2 (X' 'r ) 
satisfies the estimate (1.3.84) it is clearly the variation of a(T) 

which will determine the 'size' of 

We observe that a (r) becomes infinitely large as u approaches s, where 

7r 
IL 

-C2 

Substituting for 
-c, 

by equation (1.3.94), therefore, 

IL, - 
7C 

- 
71 

)% 
(1.3.95) 

'C2 
1/21 * 13 -lk2 ) 

and T., is an increasing function of both k, and k2 . This suggests that our 'best 
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estimate' of tb will follow choice of minimum values for both k, and 

However, if both iq and ic,, are 'small', we see from (1.3.95) that 

T-1 -* 11 
-- + D,,, k., + D2ký + (1.3.96) ( 1/21 1,13 ) 14 

and hence that it is the value of 

max (, k,,. k 

which will determine a minimum value of T, 1 . 

Next, at r -m,, , we have that 

1 0) 
+eu2 (x" 10) 

(1.3.97) 1/2 
(P *, ä (SL 

0)+ 
em 

2 
(x, 

-Z 0)- 

Our upper solution to u from Section 1.2.2, however, tells us that 

from (1.2.49) 

with the functions * and *, defined by (1.2.33) and (1.2.48) respectively. 

I IL. 3 -10-e -to, and we assume that inequality (1.2.49) holds at t--to I we have that As 'k 

u (x, c9 *e 1/2 

-1 0 
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for some positive constant c. 

Hence, to have a chance at satisfying our required initial condition (1.3.55), we must 

at least ensure that 

G) *+ e1/2 *jä (ZO ) e«U2 (X " «t0 
) :50*- 

gý e% 

and consequently, as 

(-TO) tan 
-C - 

71 [ 

210 21 

that xO is 'sufficiently small'. 

Hence, if mo is 'small', then 

(-m )-C, tan ') - 
11 ]-- 1/2. C2-to ++ 112. Cl 

0 

[-C2 

2 f2'LO 
-C2"0 

and from equations (1.3.92), 

-1 1/ 
1/21 * 13 -lk2 o+2 

(1, -, kl ) 
-to 

+ (1.3.98) 

It follows, therefore, that if 
-zO 

is sufficiently small, then it will be k, which has 

the dominant influence on the size of -u at -r-s-0 . 

With these considerations in mind, we return to the problem of choosing k, and k, 

00 00 



to allow us to satisfy the necessary inequality (1.3.91). With d(, r) as given by 

equation (1 . 3.75) and -c,, -q. as defined in (1.3.92), inequality (1.3.9 1) requires that 

e 3/2E2V* f 1+ 1a1 

03/2jä3(p*3 

jm 
[l+£12) e6 2E3/2 EI<p*' 1ä1 

eelü* 1/t +M eE, (p 1 +ja2 + e3/2M 
2E JM (p*2 1 

jä Jä (P 2.1 

:9 e(po [ k, 
ý 
+1ý,. dl ] 

for xeo, r 2t mo (1.3.99) 

and where we have assumed that a (-r) satisfies the estimate (1.3.90). 

To simplify investigation of this inequality, however, we note that there exists positive 

constants A, , 
A2 and A3 for which the left hand side of inequality (1.3.99) is less 

than or equal to 

e 3/2 T*f A, Ia13+ A2 1 
-a 

1+ A3 19 

and satisfaction of inequality (1.3.99) is guaranteed if 

e 
3/2 (p "'I A, Ia13+ A2 1 

-d 
1+ A3 ) 

:5 eT*[ k,. + k2 A2 ] 

i. e. if 

1/2 1 A, Ia13+ A2 1 
-a 

1+ A3 ) 
:5k, + k,, jd2 

for all considered r. 

We consequently define the constant Aý by 

(1.3.100) 

(1.3.101) 
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A, + A2 + A3 

and see that inequality (1.3.101) will be satisfied if 

e%A I&13 :gk1+ 
'k 2 

A2 
for IaIki 

and (1.3.102) 

e 
1/2 A --e. 

kl + 1ý2A2 for IaI<1. 

In line with (1.3.90) we allow I& I to take the value 

IaI- 
e-Y for some o<y< 1/2 (1.3.103) 

in which case the first inequality of (1.3.102) requires that 

e-2yk2 ;! el/*-3yA . (1.3.104) 

To satisfy the second inequality of (1.3.102) for all IaI<1 we must also choose 

, 
k,. 2: eý4A . (1.3.105) 

Any k., and k, which satisfy (1.3.104) and (1.3.105) will consequently lead to 

satisfaction of inequality (1.3.99) and hence to the required inequality for 
-u to be 

a lower solution to u, i. e. (1.3.54). However, to allow the 'best' upper estimate to ýýb 

we look for a minimum value of max (L-1,, k2) and this is achieved by choosing 
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ký, ; -> elA and Jc2 ý: e'ýý-*fA _ e2ykl - e*-*fA' Say 

for some positive constants A, A' and -f as in (1.3.103). 

(1.3.106) 

We now consider the second condition necessary for 
-u to be a lower solution to 

inequality (1.3.55), which requires that 

u (x, -t 0) 
for xen . 

As in (1.3.97), 

-u (x, -10) - (0 * (x) +e 
1/2 (P * (x) a (1 

0)+ 
em 

2 
(x, 

-1 0) 

and we may estimate -u 2 (x, so) by (1.3.84) to see that 

w* (x) + el/t(p* (x) ýa (TO) + eEcp* (x) [l +. al (i. 
0) 

] for xeü . 

(1.3.107) 

Having established that -to must be small, we see from (1.3.98) that in this case 

there exists a positive constant m such that 

1g 
A(l 0) 

:g-1+ M-t 0 1/21 * 13 -lk2 -tO 
1/2 13 -'k2 ) 

-tO 

and 

jal (m 0 

(1.3.108) 
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We may estimate from (1.3.107), that 

«u (x, 1,0) !g0*+ eih (f 0, -i- + MI, 0 1( 1/21 *3 -'k2 'LO 

+ 1/2X 
3 

2Z20 

so that 

.u (x, z) 2g w el/alf * 
0 (l/21 * 13 -k 2) 

'LO 

+ CE, ýO* + 
eEl (p * 

1/2), 2_t2 
320 

for xea. (1.3.109) 

We must also ensure that a(-to) satisfies that estimate (1.3.103) for some o<y<1/2 , 

and hence require that 

1/21 * 13 - k, I T-o 
(1.3.110) 

This will be satisfied as required if -t. -cey for some suitably large constant C- 

Finally, it is clear that 

1>1+ 'k2 
1/21 * 13 -'k2 1/2X * 13 1/21 * 13 

and, if k, is 'small', that 
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IR 
say, (1/2), Oj 

3 -. 
k 

2 
)2 (1/21*, 

3) 
2 

for some positive Constant R. 

Using (1.3.111) and (1.3.112) in (1.3.109) yields that 

-u Z 0) !gw*- e%lp * 
(1'/21 *3) ILo 

*k2 

1/2; L *13) 2_to 

- C, n- * 
mlin *Mr&. aW on * L. 

Wolixy 
.- IT .- -ILO . ýýJ%r I 1/21 *1 ) 2M2 

30 

for xeQ. 

(1.3.112) 

(1.3.113) 

In order to verify (1.3.55), however, we must also estimate u (x, mo) . To do this, we 

make use of the lower estimate to u derived in Section 1.3.1. Recalling the 

concluding inequality of that section, inequality (1-3.52), we have that 

ii( 3r -H>e. i *- If V*B3-E 
1/21 * 13 t( 1/2; L *13) t2 

B28q) B2B36 9 *E 
t t2 

1 2BE 2-& 

+3+ 
B3 

V, (p 
t2t3t4 

for xcu 

provided t ýt -E ý: a0/, 5 and -El t is 'small'. 

Further, 8>o is chosen small and ao - 

large. 
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2aoVl 
a, [1+8 (k), *'T3) 3 

(1.3.52) 

where ao is suitably 



Hence, if 
-to - e-14-t i. -t k a/a and -t/-r. is small 

000 

where 
-to - ce-f , then inequality (1.3.52) may be used to estimate the size of 

(x, -to) and 

u(x, -t 
ip*B3-E 

0 1/2), 01) 
_t 

2 (1/21*1310) 
3,0 

B289 BA8ýp* t: 

10 
-L n2 

V, (P *1+2 
B3-E 

+ 
B3ý-e 

23 
000 

for xEQ. 

Combining the results of inequalities (1.3.113) and (1.3.114) we see that inequality 

(1.3.55) will be satisfied at -to - c-111-to if 

7i(, Y- rýri. -%* -e 

1A 
T* 1/2 (f *, k2 

-%& N-I JLO I--( 1/2 1* 13 ) IL 
0( 

1/2 1*13) 2_t 
0 

*M m+ eEl (p 
eER(p* 

0 1/2; L *13) 2_T 
02 

(P * 

1/2 * 13 

9*B3 t B216 4p 

(1/21*, 
3) -to 

210 

Z2 2 -;: 2 
BA4 t 

V, 
f+ 

2B3 t+ 
-U3 

-L2 -L 
23 

00004 

:gu (x, 
-c 

for xal (1.3.115) 

where -t ; -> 
-E ý a//a -t/-t is small with 0- C-111 and -to - cey for some 

0001 -t 0 
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O<Y<1/2 
. 

On substituting for 
_to - e-Imo 9 inequality (1-3-115) is seen to be equivalent to 

requiring that 

*M I+ eE + 
eElRT* 

1/2), 
3) 

2_t 
00 

IT (1/2; L*, 
3) 

210 2 

+ 
e(P*B3-E e%B28(p* 

+ 
B2B3e6-E(p 

1/2) *1 ) 
_1 

22 
3L0 10 

-10 

+e+2B3 
e3/2 T+ B32 e2-& 

Vl T* -jo 2103104 

which suggests that we must choose k. to satisfy 

' (1/21 * 13 ) 21 m., 
02 

+ e14E, 
-to 

+ 
el4ER 

- 'k2 1/21 * 13 ) 21 
ýo 

. 4- 
t 

1/21 * 13 ) 
-TLO 

+ B28 + 
B2B3e""8-E 

T0 

V, ell 
+ 

2B3 Ct 
+ 

B32 p3/2-E2 

lo TIO 2 Mo 3 

(1.3.116) 

We have taken -E/-to to be small and hence assume that 

t/-to -ep for some P> o 

It follows, therefore, that t- -t ep - e-", *Pm We also require that t7 2t a'/8 and 0 00 

this is satisfied if we take 

/ 1/2-P 

ao/-E - 
aoc 

Mo 
(1.3.118) 
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for any large a',, . 

With (1.3.117) anC (1.3.118), inequality (1.3.116) requires that 

that 

, 
k2 >( 1/2; L * J3 )2M 

-z 
2+ C% El + 

E%ER 
00(1, /21 *13) 21 

0 

B3 CP B2a/o? -%-p 
B2B3a 

Oel'ý 
1/2; L * 13) 1-0 10 

+ V, 
1/2 

+ 
2B3e /A+p 

I- 
B32 el/2+2p 

1010101 

which is clearly satisfied if iý, is chosen such that 

2 D2e'/' D4 a oe'/*-P k2 2: DjS. 
0 +-+ D3e-P + 

1010 

for positive constants D, D, D, and D, 
, and any suitably large a',, . 

(1.3.119) 

To summarise our requirements of k, and i; , we see from (1.3.103) and 

(1.3.106), that if O<Y<1/2 with max la(t)l - e-Y then 

, kl 2! e', 'A and k2 ; -> e4-IA 

and from (1.3.119), as -i. - cef , that 

[p2y, el/&-Y, e- P, alew- (P-4-Y) 

,k2: 
D-max 01 

be chosen such 

(1.3.120) 
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for some P> o and any large a'. - 

It follows that for any 

becomes 

P> 0, then e"'-'Y+P)>e'4-Y and our requirement of k, 

,k2! D. max 2y, ep, a/ e%- (Y+P) 2 le 01 

for O<Y<1/2 such that 

Ia(. r) I -s e-Y for r in the considered range, 

with p> o and a0 sufficiently large (but unrelated to the size of c ). 

Hence we conclude that the function u(x, t) defined by (1.3.58) as 

w* (x) + e'-ul (x, t7) + eu 
2 

(x, t: ) 

- cü 2 * (x) +e 1A 
jä 

(, v) 4p * (x) + eu2 (x" v) 

(1.3.121) 

(1.3.122) 

is, with aW and u (x, -0 as described and k,, k,, satisfying (1.3.120) and 

(1.3.121) respectively, a lower solution to u(x, t) forall with TO-cey 

and t: 5, tl where -t, 
is the first time after -to which inequality (1.3.122) fails. 
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1.3.3 Time region Ill. 

Section 1.3.2 has established a lower solution to u which exists until the first time 

after t--to (say t--t, ) at which inequality (1.3.122) fails. This alone, however, 

does not yet allow an estimate for t, because, while u must be greater than u 

at t--t, , we do not yet have any evidence as to whether u blows up before or 

after this time. In this section, we establish the evidence necessary to allow us to 

bound t, closely from above. We begin by estimating the size of u (x, -tl) . 

Inequality (1.3.122) requires that 

IL (-r) I : r. e-*f 

i. e. that 

tan (_C T --n / 2)1 
-. 5 e-Y 

2 

on substituting for a (-c) by equation (1.3.166). 

The time is taken to the first time after t--t, at which this inequality 

fails, and hence S-2. - -E- --t F 
for some 'small' 

C2 

Further, 

.a 
(-i-i )- Cltan[IZ/2-. C2: L, 1 

-C2 
'L 

F 
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if 
-z . 

is sufficiently small. 

Hence, we see that a maximal value of x, is 

1,1 - _IL - ay 
-C2 

where c ; -,. . 

At t--tl , -u (x, t) as defined by (1.3.158) is a lower solution to u and 

u (x, -. c1) 2t -u (x, -zi) - G) *+ C%g *ja (-ii) + em 2 
(X'-Zl )- 

We may also use (1.3.84) to estimate u2 (x, -r 1) so that 

u (X, 11) a (o *+e iA T *, a (ml )- eE 1 ýp* [1 + d2 (_t for xcu . 

(1.3.123) 

Taking a (-tl) - e-Y , we see that 

Ih-y 
-e e-2y q*C ZEl(p *[11 for xeu (1.3.124) 

where -tl - c-4m, and cl is defined in (1.3.123). 

We next consider times 

In Section 1.2.1 it was established that, if the function v(x, t) is defined (as in 
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as 

V(XI t) -u (X, t) -w. (x) 

and a-( t) is defined (as in (1.2.8)) by 

a*(t) - 
fQ (p * (x) v (x, t) dx 

in G, t>o, 

where ip* is the solution to (1.2.3)-(1.2.5), then 

a,; 2 k, + k2a * for not 

*nf where kl - min 11, exp ýxi 
En u', (x) 

1 if infu� 
(x) 20 and k2 - 1/2k; L * xea 

exp nf if inf ýxij 0 uo (x) 
XE 0 uo (x) <0 

(c. f (1.2.17)-(1.2.19)). 

Hence as kl>o and we take k2-k , 
it follows that 

a, 2t ka for t>o. 

Now if u (x, t) exists beyond t- zi , 
i. e. if 

tb > 
-tj 9 

100 
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we may integrate (1.3.125) from 
-ti to t for any -tl <t< tb and find that, 

aS a" (_tl) ýt o, then 

(1.3.126) ka 

for any -t 1 
<t<tb 

* 

Now, 

f (p *v (x, 
a 

fa (P lu (x, w* (x) ) czx 
(1.3.127) 

and as -u (x, t) is a lower solution to u at t--t, , we see from inequality 

(1.3.124) that 

u (X, 
-C1) - (0 * (x) 2: 9 *e%-y - CE1 9* [1+p-2y] 

. 

It follows, as 1/2>y>o , that there exists a positive constant E such that 

u (X, 11) -w* (X) ý! E(p * (X) e%--f throughout il . 

Substituting (1.3.128) into (1.3.127) then yields that 

a* 
f o*[u(x, -Ll) - w*(x)ldx 

D, 
2ej/j-y4dX f Eq 

(1.3.128) 
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and 

E'e"*-y 

for some positive constant El . 

Substituting for a- ul) by (1.3.129) in (1.3.126) then establishes that 

t4 e-iA+y for all t, <t< tb 
kE' 

and hence, on letting t7ý t7b 
, that 

tb + e-'/E+y 
kEl 

Inequality (1.3.130) is clearly also valid if and we conclude that 

tb + kEl 

where and -tl 
is given by (1.3.123). 

Hence, 

7r 
- (ýVy 

-C2 

for positive constant c and _q, 
defined by equation (1.3.94), i. e. 

(1.3.129) 

(1.3.130) 
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-C2 -f[ 1/21 "' 13 - k2 3[I, - kl 3 114 
- 

As both k,, and k, are small, it follows that 

71 
+ Dlkl + D2k -1-, f 

1,13) 14 2- 
Lo 

for positive constants D, D, as in (1.3.96), and kl, k2 satisfying (1.3.120), 

(1.3.121) respectively. 

Hence, 

t: b + e- 
1/2+Y 

Elk 

+ C-%+y (1.3.131) Elk 

1/2 - 1/2+Y 

4+D,, kle- + D2, ke-lh - C'e-'/It+y +e 1/21 * 
113 

) I'l Elk 

Finally, on substituting minimal values of k,, k, from (1.3.120), (1.3.121), we 

conclude that 

tb !9+ AD, +1 -C) 
( 

Elk 1113 ) 1/ 
(1.3.132) 

%+2y, p. -%+P, a/ - (Y+P) 
+ D2. D. max 16- 

oe 

for any o<. y<1/2, p>o and aoc'4-(Y-P) 'small' (as we have taken k, to be small). 

Hence, as a. may be chosen as large as required for suitably small c if we set 
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ao - e-4r for any q>0 (1.3.133) 

(1-3.132) reduces to 

tb 7ce-1/a +1 -c] e-'/t+y ['/21*, 
1133 

1/1 Elk (1.3.134) 
+ D2. D. max [e-%+2y, e-%*P, e-ýY*-1040] 

where we take O<y<1/2, p, q >o and y +p+ q< 1/2 
. 

We see, therefore, that there exists s, >o such that 

tb W -W 
[l+e9l] for (1.3-135) [1/21*11133 " 
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Section 1.4 A lower bound on Cb 

1.4.1 An upper solution in time region I 

AC 
As indicated in Section 1.1, the purpose of Section 1.4 is to identify an upper 

solution to u from which we may derive a lower bound for tb 
. the blow up 

time of 

In order to establish this upper solution, we must assume, as in section 1.2.2, that 

the conditions (1.2.21) and (1.2.22) hold, i. e. that 

u� (x) < ü) -(x) in Q 

and either 

auO > aw* or uO < (a* on au. (1.2.22) - ý7n- an 

It was shown in Section 1.2.2 that if conditions (1.2.21), (1.2.22) are satisfied, then 

there exits an upper solution to u which remains finite (and less than ,-) at 

least until some time t- t, (i -x -) -, A. 

We proceed in this section by finding a similar upper solution which is much 

"closer" to u, i. e. we seek to establish a minimum upper solution of the 

particular form considered. 

Following the approach of Sections 1.2.2 and 1.3.1 we consider u- (x, t) the 

solution to (1.2.23-(1.2.25) and find that a(x, t) defined as 
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12 - (, )* - 

satisfies the problem (1.2.27) - (1.2.29), i. e. 

d- -I*exp((a*-a) + v2i7 - V2(#* in t>o, 

a (x, 0) -w *(x) - u0 (x) in a, 

(1.2.27) 

(1.2.28) 

and -LU +0 on au, t> o. (1.2.29) , an 

Conditions (1.2.21), (1.2.22) again ensure that the condition (1.2.30) remains valid, 

so that 

a(x, t) ý! o throughout a, no 

which allows us to estimate 

, Vel*[i - e-9 a I*el*[i? - 
1/212 2] 

. 

A in Applying this estimate in (1.2.27) then yields that 

t7t ý! V20 + I*e* [d - 1/2z7'1 in a, t>o. 

Hence, if it can be established that there exists some function 0, ) (x, t) satisfying 

aoO 

:g 
V24D 2 

at 0+ ; L*eO* PDo - 
1/2001 

(D0 u^ (x, 0) - w* (x) - u', (x) 

a4DO 
+ POO 

an 

in a, t> o, (1.4.1) 

in o, 

on an, t> o, 
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then 0, 
D will be a lower solution to a-(. )- - 

upper Solution to u -, for t> o. 

and w" - Oo will be an 

Motivated by the analysis of Section 1.2.2 and by the asymptotic estimate of 

in this region, we initially choose 0,, as 

Oo (X, t) 110(p, zo (X) 
T t+ to) t+ t 

0) 
2 

for some constants ji, to> o and function zo w yet to be determined. 

Again, ýp- is taken as the solution to (1.2.3), (1.2.4) satisfying (1.2.34). With this (D, 

inequality (1.4.1) requires that 

ktog* 2 zo 
9-1 v2 Z0+ Ä*el*zo 

lý 

( t+ t 
0) 

2( t+ t 
0)3 

( t+ to )21 

+z0 

12 

t+ to) 

I 

for 
xcu, no 

which is satisfied if 

V2 Z2 
zo I/ 

0+), *el*zo :g ILOT*ýl - 1/2ýLOX*el*T*j (t+to) 
fl 2go), *e'*(p*l 

2 1/21 *e" zo 
t+t 

0)2 

(1.4.5) 

We consequently choose z,, such that 
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V2 Z0+). *el*zo - llo(P-(l - '/gjLOX*el*iv*) - eo W in a 

with 

'azo +p zo -o on au an 

for some eo (x) ý: o yet to be determined and with 

o throughout a. 

From the Friedholm alternative such z,, requires that 

fa 
q$LO(p*[l - 1/2[LO; L*e6*qp*] - e,, )dx - 

and hence that 

fa 
T*eo - 110[l - 1/21101*, 

3] 

with i, as defined in (1.2.58), i. e. 

-f 13 

Q ýo 

Equation (1.4.9) is satisfied if we choose 

e0 (x) -- 1/2, LX*IJ (1.4.10) 

(in light of (1.2.34)) 

in which case inequality (1.4.5) reduces to 
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e', (x) > zo 1. Cdo for xea, no. (1.4.11) ( c+C 
fi 

- Ihgo e dp*) + 1/21*el* 

0) ( t+ to) 

In addition to (1.4.11), 0,, (x, t) will only be a lower solution to a if 

conditions (1.4.2) and (1.4.3) are also satisfied, i. e. if 

00 (X, 0) gow* (x) Z� (x) 
- :5 ta* (x) - u. (x) for x in a 2 to 

and 

a4bo 
+ poo :5o for x on au. an 

(1.4.12) 

(1.4.3) 

Condition (1.4.3) is automatic in light of (1.2.4) and (1.4.7) and it remains to 

choose ýL,, and t,, to satisfy inequalities (1.4.11) and (1.4.12). 

Inequality (1.4.11) requires that 

eo (X) - JA 0 (p *[1- ýL 01/2), 
* 

33 
ý0 for 

xeo 

and we must therefore choose lio to satisfy 

ý10 < [1/21*131 -1. (1.4.13) 

Substituting for e,, W by equation (1.4.10) in the requirement (1.4.11) also 

indicates that p,, and t,, must be chosen such that 
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2z 1/21*el**z 2 
1109 10 00 '[l - gol/2, X*I3] 

(t+t 
0) 

(1 
- 1/21jI*e» gp* 

1 

(t+t 
0) 

for x in 11, t>o. (1.4.14) 

The left hand side of this inequality is a maximum with respect to constant Ito, 

if 

I-L 0- 
1/2 [ 1/21 * 13 3-1 

and this choice satisfies the condition (1.4.13) as required. 

Further, with this IL, equation (1.4.10) becomes 

e. (X) - 1/4 1 l/21 *33 -19 * (X) 
» 

On substituting for this e,, (x) in equation (1.4.6) we see that 

V2 Z0+ X*e"z, lio(p*[1/2; L*ILO (13 
- eO*9*) 

for x in 
2 we 1 21*pog*[I3 -e q*] 

with 
azo 

+p zo -o on au 
, an 

which, in light of (1.4-15), suggests that zo may be chosen such that 

for x in o 

and some positive constant zo. 
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Inequality (1.4.14) requires that 

2 

0 110 1/2"013] 2z 0 11 - pol/2; L*e6'*tp*j + 
1/2; L*e'O*z, 

t+ to) ( t+ t 
0)2 

for xeu 

and this will be satisfied, for positive IL, z,, and all t> o, if 

2 

1101/2X*131 " 
2z 0+ 1/21 * e'O * zo for x in (1.4.20) t2 

0 to 

Using (1.4.19) to estimate z,, (x) in (1.4.20), and substituting for I. L, by 

(1.4.15), leads to the conclusion that inequality (1.4.14) will be satisfied as 

required for all x in 0, oo, if 

2 

2X*, 3) 
2 Zo 

+ 
1/2X*e"*V*zo 1/4(1/ 

2 to to 

i. e. if to is sufficiently large. 

(1.4.21) 

Further, and again as z,, ý! o, we see that the second requirement for 4),, , the 

lower solution to a, inequality (1.4.12), will be satisfied if 

u,, for xcu, to 
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e. if to, 1,0 sup 4p* 1. 
XELJ wo-uo 

(1.4.22) 

We conclude, therefore, that if iio is defined by equation (1.4.15) and t,, is 

chosen 'large enough' to satisfy both inequalities (1.4.21) and (1.4.22), then 

0,, (x, t) as defined by (1.4.4) will be a lower solution to a for all t> o. . 

We note, however, that provided 

sup ýP* I 

XELI w *-UO 
is not large, 

inequalities (1.4.21) and (1.4.22) only require that t,, be chosen of order one. 

Having established a lower solution to U- which exists for all t>o we are 

motivated by the form of inequality (1.4.14) to look for a second lower solution to 

which will exist for suitably large t, but in which we may choose 

much closer to the maximum value allowed by condition (1.4.13). 

If this second function is labelled 4p, (X, 0 

where 

(D I (X/ t) tLiv* Z, (X) 
( t+ t, )( t+ t 

1) 
2 

(1.4.23) 
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then we may repeat the arguments applied to 0,, to reach the conclusion that 

4ý i will also be a lower solution to a for all tk F if 

2z z2 1111/21*13] 2ý 2 : --[l - 1/apjl*e6'*qý*] + 1/2), *el* 1 
( t+ tl) ( t+ t 

for xEa, t ýý F (1.4.24) 

from (1.4.14). In addition, we must be able to verify that 

ID (x, t) - illg* z, (x) 
- :5 il (x, -E) for x in o. (1.4.25) (-t: + t, ) (-E+ t: 

1 
)2 

A c. we now look to choose ji, X-Xa much closer to the maximum value allowable by 

condition (1.4.13) we set 

ýLj - [1/21*131 -1 - 8>0 (1.4.26) 

for some 8>o (and hopefully small) yet to be determined. 

With this I. L,, we see from equation (1.4.10) (with e,, -e,, and li,, - li, ) that 

e, (x) - ýi, (p*[l - ý111/21", 3] - 89*'[(1, /21*13)-1 - 8], (1.4.27) 

From equations (1.4.17), (1.4.18), with z,, -z, and we again conclude 

that an estimate of the form (1.4.19) remains valid for z, and hence that 

z, 9-- for x in a (1.4.28) 
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and some positive constant z, . 

To establish 0, as a lower solution for a we must satisfy inequality (1.4.24). 

For ii, z, ý: O inequality (1.4.24) will hold for all ,, Ea, tý: -E if 

2z 1/2. X*eO*z 2 
1 

-- +1 for 
xecl. 

CE+ tl) (-E+ t 1) 
2 

On substituting for ji, by (1.4.26) and estimating z, (x) 

this is automatic if 

8[ (1/21*, 
3) > 

2Z, 

CE+ tl) 

by (1.4.28) we see that 

*2 1/2), *elo*(p zi for xEu. 
CE+ t 1) 

2 

For small 8, inequality (1.4.29) requires that 

/8-1 (-t7+ t: 1) > Z, 

for positive constant zj. 

We must also ensure satisfaction of inequality (1.4.25), i. e. that 

vl(p* Z1 (X) 
--= :5a (X, T) for xe (t+ to CE+ t 1) 

2 

and make use of our information on o, 
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We have previously established that 0,, (x, 0 is a lower solution to U- for all 

t> o (and hence at t--t ) provided ji,, and t,, are chosen suitably. it 

follows that if 

0, (x, -E) g0o (x, TE) for xe a 

i. if 

glg* Z, (x) 
:5 ilotp* Zo (x) 

- for xeü (-t7+ t71 ) («-E+ t 
1) 

2 (-E+ co) ( F+ to) 2 (1.4.31) 

then condition (1.4.25) will hold as required. If -t is large, then as z, satisfies 

z,. 2! o, and IL, is not 'small', inequality (1.4.31) requires that 

Po 

CE+ tl) (-E+ to) 

which is satisfied if 

zo 
for ýLo - Vo (-E+ to) 

(1.4.32) 

We consequently choose t, such that 

tl - to+c(-t+to) (1.4.33) 

in which case (1-4.32) reduces to 
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110 + C) (1.4.34) 

With this choice of tl,, inequality (1.4.30) requires that 

to) 2t Z18-1 

which is satisfied if 

z 
where z (1.4.35) 

(1+c) 

We conclude, therefore, that condition (1.4.34) is satisfied provided c is a 

suitably large constant and hence that 0, (x, 0, as defined by (1.4.23), is, with 

I,, as in (1.4.26), a lower solution to a for all t, -E where -t7 satisfies 

(1.4.35). 

To summarise, we find that 4), (x, 0 where 

01 t7) - -gl(p* 
Z, (x) 

( t:, )( t+ t7 
1) 

with 

11, - 
[1/2; L*13]-l -6 

^- W* - U* - Z8 and is a lower solution to j for all t 2t -E where -t ýý -1 

t, - to +c (-t+ to) , with to ,c and z suitably defined positive constants. 
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It remains, however, to establish the required upper solution to u. Recalling 

the analysis of Section 1.2.2, we see that, if the function u, (x, t) is defined (as 

in (1.2.37)) as 

U, (x, t) -u (x, t) - 

then *, (x, t) , as defined by (1.2.48), is an upper solution to u, provided 

u<ca*. It was also established in Section 1.2.2 that provided condition (1.2.53) 

holds i. e. if 

tý 

_ 
tj 

for some positive ti, then , <G)- as required. It follows therefore that if 

Z8-1 :! ý t :ý tj -% (1.4.36) 

. 
for positive z, t, and small 8>o, then o, (x, t) is a lower solution to 

and *, (x, t) as defined in (1.2.48) as 

l# , (x, t7) -x --) (119 -t 

is an upper solution to u, -u- u-. 

Hence, 

u(x, t) - u*+ u, for xco, t satisfying (1.4-36), 
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so that u (x, t) :g tü * (x) - 
ll 1 ff (x) 

, z' (x) 
+ (). -1 *) [II dp *t+0 *] (1.4.37) ( t+ t1) ( t+ tj. ) 2 

where 

V, (1/21*13) -1 -6 

with 

tl - to +c (-E + to) 

and 

- z81. 
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1.4.2. An upper solution in time region 11 

Section 1.4.1 has established an upper solution to u which, like that of Section 

1.2.2 exists while u<w but which approaches a maximal value as t becomes 

large. 

As in Section 1.3.2, however, we again note that at some particular time t prior 

to the failure of this upper solution, we may estimate u as in (1.3.53) i. e. 

0*-C1 (P * (, X 
-1 

*) 1/2 
ýg U (X, t) :ý (0 *- C2 (P * (1 -)'*) lk 

for some c, and c,. 

(1.4.53) 

The purpose of this section is to identify a further upper solution to u which 

exists for all t of the order of (x-r) -, /- and with which it will be possible to 

derive an upper estimate for u at times when u>w-. 

If we call this function -u (x, t) then -u (x, t) will be an upper solution to 

for t >- -Eo (- -To (; L -I -) -", ) if 

u, 2: V2u 
+ leÜ in o, t 2: to, (1.4.38) 

-D(X, T") ý! LýX, -E, )) 
in o, (1.4.39) 
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and - 
ýU: ý + -u 0 on au, t ýt -to. , an (1.4.40) 

A. S. in Section 1.3.2 we are again motivated by the estimates (1.3.53) to look 

for -U (x, t) defined as 

u (X, t) - G) (x) + c34-u 1 
(X' t7) + eU2 (XP c) (1.4.41) 

where P- - (, x-l-, ) is assumed small and the functions -u, and -52 
are to be 

determined. If we again rescale t in terms of the order one variable r 

defined in (1.3.60) as 

'r -- e', ýt 

and substitute for -U in inequality (1.4.38) then -U must be chosen to satisfy 

c Ulr +e3/2 U2r - (V2 w* +e1,47 Ul + E: V2 U2)- (1- + e) el*exp(c34iu, + CU2) >2 

for xcia t ý! -to (1.4.42) 

where to - roe- 
1/2 

. 

We proceed along the route established in Section 1.3.2 and again find that 

inequality (1.4.42) will be satisfied (by equality) up to terms of order cl/- if we 

choose 

(x, t) - (1.4.43) 
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for some function 5 (, r) and p- the solution (1.2.3), (1.2.4) satisfying (1.2.34). 

The highest order terms remaining in (1.4.42) are now of order e, and 

satisfaction of the inequality at this level requires that 

UlT - 
fVU2 

+ el' + ; L*e6, *[U2 + 

i. e. that 

a,, ff V2 U2+e4' + X*eOIU2 + 1/2a 0*2 
])ý: o for 

xEa ,T2! 'ro. (1.4.44) 

Hence, we must choose -U2 such that 

V-+ X*e - :9a,, T* - (eta* + 1/2; L*el*aT*2) for 
x 

in ia,. rýýTo. (1.4.45) 2 U2 0' U2 

On multiplying both sides of inequality (1.4.45) by 9-- and integrating over a 

we find that a (r) must satisfy 

I, + 1/21 * 135'. 

To match with the analysis of Section 1.4.1 we set 

a (, c) tarýc,, r -2 

(1.4.46) 

(1.4.47) 

for "Z!, and 7ý, chosen to ensure inequality (1.4.46) is satisfied, i. e. such that 

C2 
2 1/ 2 'Zýl C2 + 

Zýl a 2ý +2 1*13a for T 2t To. (1.4.48) 
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Clearly, therefore if inequality (1.4.48) is to hold for all possible a we must have 

that 

and 
f2l 

2t 1/2; L * 13 (1.4.49) 

With this choice Of a, inequality (1.4.45) becomes 

r72- 
V U2 + X*e'* U2 a., (p* - (el' + I/gX*eo* i(p*2) 

ell*] + 
1/2X *e -52 

for xcu,, r ; -, -, ro. (1.4.50) 

We consequently choose Uu, such that 

U2 + Vel* Ü2q - e'O*] U2 

+- 
ü2 

1/2.1*e'O*(p * «ä2 
(p* e (x, -r) 

for xcü, T ý2ý -z�(1.4.51) 

with 

U2 
+ 

, an 
P U2 -o on 0 

(1.4.52) 
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for some function e (x,, r) ko yet to be determined. Hence, on multiplying 

through (1.4.51) by ýp-- and integrating over a we see that 

(- ýý2 
'Eý2 

_ . 13 W2 
_ e(x,, r) (p* -o for Cl - I) +( 

'Eýl 
1/21 fa 

which is satisfied if 

e (x, T) -e (T) 9* (X) for 
XIEÜ, 'l 2ý Tot (1.4.53) 

and e (-r) + 
-Zý2 

_ a2 (T) --= 
1/21 * 13 for T ýt -TO (1.4.54) 

C, 

With this choice of the functions ul and U21 the order terms of (1.4.42) 

(as described by the left hand side of (1.4.44)) are 

ce (, r) (P* 

and are greater than or equal to zero (in light of (1.4.49) as required. 

On substituting for U, and U2 in the 'full' inequality (1.4.42) we now see that, 

for -U to be an upper solution to u for c 2: -IrO, we must ensure that 

ee (r) (p + C3/2 -5 
2z - I*eo*(exp (e'1ý75-iv* + e752) 

-+ 
1/2-j2(p *2 +eu2)1 

eel*fexp(c'/Ia(p* + eU2 
,)- 

1) ý! 

for xEu,, r ý! -, ro. (1.4.55) 

Following some manipulation, inequality (1.4.55) above is seen to be equivalent to 
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, ee ('r) (P * E3/2 -j 
2-c 

+ e%C, 4p + I/ - - X'e'l'jexp(e'*-acp*) - (i 2ea24P*2) 

+ [exp[eýýa--(p*] - llexp(e7u2) (1.4.56) 

+ exp(iU2) +i U2)) 

-eel. jexp(e%aip*+ju-2) - 1), a o 

which will be satisfied for all possible a (, r) and -U2 if 

ee (z) g* - e3/2 1 -ü 
2'9 

1 

-I*e«a*{exp(e 141 a1 gp*) - 
(1 + e" 1 -ä 1 gp*+'Aeýa-2t9*2) 

+[exp[e% dp*]-1] [exp(e u. 

+exp(e 1 -"2 +e 52 

- eeu*ýexp(e% a+e1 U2 

for xEo,, r a --ro. (1.4.57) 

Hence, if we assume (as in Section 1.3.2) that 

C% lal <P. < and C1 U21 <1 (1.4.58) 

then the inequalities (1.3.87) remain valid when applied to a and -U2 
9 

i. e. there exist positive constants, say in this case R, and R, , 

such that 

exp (eml lal ýp-) ýg 1+ FA, e% lal 4p- and exp (e '-U21 1+ R2e 'U2 

(1.4.59) 

In addition, there also exists positive F43 and R, , say, for which 

exp uu 1/2 e2 1-5 12 (1.4.60) (C 1 
21 +C1 21 + M3 U2 

and 

exp (C1,12 lal T*) - (1 + C1, Mal q*+ i/2, e la 12 (p *2) :5 
FJ,, . 3/2 I-al IT *3 
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e. g. F43 
-I+2e 

"521 
exp (e I-u, I) and 2. >- 6 exp (e% lal ýp*) . 

Hence if the inequalities (1.4.59), (1.4.60) and (1.4.61) are used to estimate the 

appropriate terms in the left hand side of (1.4.57), then this condition will be 

satisfied for all x in 0, r ý: ro and a, -5, satisfying (1.4.58) if 

ee (z) (p* - e'/2 X*eo* ( M. e3/2 ra-) 3, p*' 

+M 1M2e 
3/2 1a IIU- 

24 
1/2M3e 21 u2 

- eel*(M, e% Ialg* + M2F' 1 U21 + M1M2 e3/2 1a11U2 1(P*ý : 

(1.4.62) 

Before proceeding, we return to equations (1.4.51), (1.4.52) in order to estimate 

the 'size' of -U2 
' 

On substituting for e (x, r) by equations (1.4.53), (1.4.54), we see from (1.4.5 1), 

(1.4.52) that -U, satisfies 

V2 U2 + ; L*el* -U2 + 1/21 a 
2[, 

3 _ ýo *e 

in a, r ý! -To 

with 
a-U2 

+P U2 -0 on an 

and hence that Uu, may be chosen such that 

(1.4.63) 

(1.4.64) 
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iR, (p -[1-, ýpl for x in a, r ý: -, ro,, 

for some positive constant P, 

Further, on differentiating (1.4.63), (1.4.64) with respect to r, 

(1.4.65) 

it follows that 

V2 -5 
2, r + [13 - q)*e 1 `: 11 1 _ýý2 

-a2 in -Z: 
2 + 

7ý1 

with 
a-u 2T - U2T +0 on au, t ý: TO on 

and hence that there exists a positive constant T. for which 

lU2'r (X' 'r) P2T*11+la 13] for x in o,, r >- ro, 

Clearly, (1.4.65) allows the condition (1.4.58) to be simplified to 

c"llal <c for some positive c. 

(1.4.66) 

(1.4.67) 

A -n Applying the estimates (1.4.65) and (1.4.66) in (1.4.61) yields a condition which we 

seek to satisfy in order for -u (x, t) to be an upper solution to u for -c ý: r, ; 
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Ce(, r) 4p* ýt e3/2 ýR2(p*[, + lal 31 

le 3/2 
a 

13 ýp *3 +2 
122E3/2 

1/2 M e2 2 2[l +-21 21 
3 Eý (p* a 

+ eMý2, 
[1+-a2] + E3/2MJ M2 IaIV*2P, [+ ýj2]j 

for xEo, r ý! -, ro. (1.4.68) 

It remains to choose a function a (, c) which will ensure that this inequality is 

satisfied within the given time range, i. e. we must choose the constants -Zý, and 

C2 

To ensure that the necessary conditions (1.4.49) are satisfied, we set 

+ and 
1/21 

+TCý (1.4.69) 
Zýl 

for some positive constants T1, T2 - 

Hence, 

11/2 

+T (1.4.70) 
1/21 * 13 + Tc 2 

and 
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and 

. Zý2 
-IE 1/2)* * 13 + 'TC23 Ell +TC11 11* * (1.4.71) 

Further, as the size of -u (x, ,) is dominated by the function a (, r) , and as 

(. r) becomes infinitely large as r approaches -Ir , where 

Tb 
[1/21 * 13 + Tcý][I, + Tc, ] (1.4.72) 

it is clear that it is the value of max(-k,, Tc, ) which will determine how large -z, 

can be. 

Returning to inequality (1.4.68), we see that, for e (, c) as defined by equation 

(1.4.54), and lfý as in (1.4.69), then 

(r) - Tc, + Tca' (r) , 

and (1.4.68) requires that 

+ 
T(2 'a 12] >- c 3/2p2q-l, [j + la 13] 

+'X*e'*ý 
R4E 3/2 lalv*3 + e3/2 IaI V*2 [1+a 2] 

2M [, +-a2] 2 212 
31 

+eel*fe'4M, IaI (p* +&2p1 [1+52] + E3/2FJI 
22 1aI 

ýp*2 .1 , +a2 ,I 

for x in Q,, r 2t -, ro. (1.4.73) 
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Clearly, there exist positive constants -Al 
I 
7k2 

, an d x3 for which the right hand 

side of inequality (1.4.73) is no greater than 

C3/2(p*i ; klLl a 13 ++ X3 

Hence, if 

A, + A2 + A31 

then inequality (1.4.73) will be satisfied for all a if 

and 
T-, +. 

TC2a 2 
leloifA- 

Ia 13 

when 
lal k 

-k. 
1 +ka2 elA lal < 

In line with (1.4.67), we allow 151 to take the value 

lal - e-Y 
for some o <y <1/2 9 

(1.4.74) 

(1.4.75) 

in which case, the first inequality of (1.4.74) requires that 

2yTC 1/2 -3 yýk TC, + C- 2 

To satisfy the second inequality of (1.4.74) for all 151 <1, we must also choose 

Tc, >- C14A- - 
(1.4.76) 
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In order to derive a 'best' estimate for the blow up time for u, however, we 

would like to choose both X, and I, as small as possible, i. e. so that 

max (Tc, Tc, ) is minimised. At this point, minimum values of -Tc, and Tc, must 

satisfy 

T, ý! eIM- , and TC 
2k e%-YX - e2y"k 1_ pl/&-yX Say, 

for some positive ýi, X and y as in (1.4.75). 

We now consider the other requirements necessary for -u to be an upper 

(1.4.77) 

solution to u, i. e. inequalities (1.4.39) and (1.4.40). The boundary condition 

(1.4.40) requires that 

aF -u- 
an on ail,, r ýt -, ro 

and is automatic in light of the definitions of -ul and -U2 
9 i. e. from (1.2.4) and 

(1.4.52). 

The initial condition (1.4.39), however, requires that 

u (x, -Z0) 2ý u (x, To) for x in 

and must be investigated in more detail. 

We begin by evaluating -U (x, -T,, ) . 
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Section 1.3 has established that, as -to - : Foe-% ý 

then 

u (X, -T 
0) 

Cie% (P 
TO 

for some positive c (from (1.3.45) for example). 

Hence as 

a (c, )) tan [Zý2TO-7r/2 

from (1.4.47), and 

U (X, TO) -W* (X) + PE 1/2 
q* (x) a(T. ) + CU2 (x$ TO) 

22 w* + e'/*(p*a(i�) - e(p*lýl [i+a 2 (TO) 1 
(1.4.78) 

using the estimate (1.4.65), we anticipate that sufficiently large ro will ensure 

the initial condition (1.4.39) is satisfied as required. 

However, it is also clear that the upper solution which is 'closest' to u will 

require that -ICO be chosen 'as small as possible'. 

If -, co is 'small', then from (1.4.47) we see that 

CE. ) >- -cl C2*T 
0 

and 
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-i2 (: i7 

Hence, as 

C2 
1/21 *13 +TC2 Zýl 

from (1.4.69), then 

and 
1/21 0 13 +TC2 ) 'C 0 

aT1--. 1/2)' * 
-T3 + k2) 2T02 

Inequality (1.4.78) and the estimates (1.4.79) combine to establish that 

(1.4.79) 

(x, _TO ) 22 ü) * (x) +e1 'ý7a- (-T, ) 9* (x) - 4ý-El 9* (x) [l +a2 (To) ] 

ei/21f 0- i-le* l+ 1 
1/2 13 + Tc, 2 1 ir 0 

[1/21 * 13 +T2] 
2-T()2 

Further, the condition (1.4.67) requires that 

Ia (-0 1 e-Y 

for some o<y< 1/2 and all r in the considered range, which suggests that 

a (-T, ) 1 
!g1 !g 

[ 1/21 13 + Týý 1 r. 

We consequently choose -i,, such that 

Zý ey (1.4.8 1) 
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for suitably large -E, (i. e. 'Zý >- [1/2, x*', + Tc, ]-I ), and this choice does ensure 

that -, ro is indeed 'small'. 

Finally, we observe that, if Tc, is suitably sized, say for example, TC2 < 1/2"* 13 
9 

then 

TC2 

21*1 ]2 
3 +TC'2 1/2 13 2E1, Aj 3 

and as Tc, ý! o then 

13+ T- 
22 

1/2 ;L13 

When applied in (1.4.80), these estimates show that 

U (x, io) >- 4) [ 1/2, X'ý', 
3 

1Z02[ 1/2 1 -m 13]2 -T() 

- e31 (P *1+- 
II 

[1/2l*I3] 2-02 cf 

for xeu (1.4.82) 

In order to verify the initial condition (1.4.39) we require, in addition to 

(1.4.82), an estimate of the size of u (x, -r,, ) - We derive this estimate by 

making use of our upper solution to u from Section 1-4.1. 

Recalling the concluding inequality of that section, inequality (1.4.37), we have 

that 
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Z, (x) (x, 
+ 

1) 
( t+ ti) ( t+ t 

for xea, t satisfying (1.4.36) and where -e in current notation. 

The condition (1.4-36) requires that t lies in a range defined as 

Z8-1 :5t :g tl(; L-), *)-14 - tie-% 

where z and tj are positive constants and a is small 

with Ill -( 
1/21 * 

-r3 
)-1- 15 )0* 

Further, tj has been chosen as 

tl - to +c(t+ to) ct+C, say, 

for positive constants to, cl . 

We require that inequality (1.4.37) holds at t- -E,, - e-"ý-T, and hence that 

lies in the range of (1.4.36), i. e. that 

Z8 (1.4.83) 
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However, we see from (1.4.8 1) that -, c,, -Zýey for some o<y< 1/2 and hence that 

the right hand inequality of (1.4.83) is automatic. The upper estimate to 

u (x, t) given by (1.4.37) does apply at t- -E,, , therefore, provided 

Z8_1 :9 -Toe-% - ce-(%-Y) 

and 

u (x, to) 2-. w*- 
II dft * 

% _o -r til 

Z, (x) 
CEO + tj) 2 

(1.4.84) 

for xETa. 0.4.85) 

On substituting for jL, and t, in (1.4.85), it follows that 

(x, 10) g G) *- 
[1/2Ä*I3]-19' 

+8 
(P 

[-to + 4: ý-t- + cil [-to + c; -t- + c: LI 
1]2 [-to + cýi +c 

Hence as c; -t+ c, 2! o and z, W 2! 0 then 

u (x, To) :g G) * 
d> 1- P/21*, 

3] 
_EI) 

lb ( (P + f* + to T') 2 

(A) + 

8(P* 

P/21*13] to EO 
f (CZ8-1+C., )(P* + 11/21*, 31 + 

p/2), *, 
3] 

7E02 +e to + 

on substituting for -t by (1.4.84). 

(1.4.86) 
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Finally, as -to - e-l"ro ý we are able to derive an upper estimate for u (x, -t7,, ) 

whereby 

(x, -to) g. G) * e%lf *+ e1/28 (f * 
[1/21*13] TO To 

+ 
p- (CZ8-1+C, ) (P + 13 

31 T02 

+e+ 

for xEo (1.4.87) 

with 5>o satisfying (1.4.84). 

On combining the inequalities (1.4.82) and (1.4-87) we see that the initial 

condition (1.4.39) will be satisfied as required if 

u (x, To-) [1/2, X*, 
31 

"0 2 [1/21*, 
312'0 

t 

4. e+ el/t ýo 
[1/2)**13] To TO 

-f 
(CZ8-1 + Cl) + [1/2; L*, 

31 Zll 
2 11/22; L*, 

33 TO 

I-T, 9*Toe-l/t 

-) for xea. ," Ir. 

It follows, therefore, that T, must be chosen such that 

*1 ]2 72- 
(p 2 PAX e% =( 

(CZ8-' + Cl) (P* 
1/21* 13 T0 

*e- -I+1 

01-T, (P "4r+4)*l + O'El(p'rol 
1/21 * J3 2? 011 

1/2, X *132T02 

(1.4.88) 

(1.4.89) 
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and as sup[ zi (x) and 00 W are both finite, then if XEQ XEE (P* W [ 
ýP- (X) 

I; 
v. 

B2 02 B 'A 
3e- 72- ; -* Bi + 

T08 
+ 

TO 
+ B4TO + BseI4-To 

for suitably defined positive constants Bl-B,,, 

required. 

(1.4.89) 

then (1.4.88) will hold as 

We require, from (1.4.82), that 6 and -, ro must satisfy the relationship 

z6 -1 

for positive order one constant z. 

To ensure satisfaction of this inequality we choose a such that 

8-1 - C(-%+P)ý- TO (1.4.91) 

for some p>o. With this a, the requirement (1.4.90) of T, becomes 

1/1 - 
1/2 

72 -P 'r 0+ 
B2C P+ B3 

0 
72 a B, + B4 + Bse'4 

0 
TO 

which, for -T,, as defined by (1.4.81), is automatic if 

/ A- (P+Y) t. /62y k2 ; -> 
BjE: BýeP + B3/E: '/'-y + Bý (1.4.92) 
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for some B, 1, 
- B, 1 

. 

It follows, therefore, that T. chosen to satisfy (1.4.92) will ensure satisfaction 

of the initial condition (1.4.39) as required. In addition, k, and T, chosen 

according to (1.4.79) enables us to satisfy the inequality (1.4.38) for xeu and 

e- -Eý ! -, t where - is the first time after F,, at which 0 tl 

inequality (1.4.75) fails. On combining the requirements (1.4.77) and (1.4.92) 

we see that, if T, and T, are chosen such that 

T; 2t el, 'A- and Y, ; 
-> 

! ý. max le'*- (If +P) 
,eP, e 2yj (1.4.93) 

for p >o, o <y <1/2 and (as T, - is 'small') y+p <1/2, then 5-(x, o will 

be an upper solution to u for all te (-Eý, t, ) Further, 

to cc-11--Y and -F, is the first time after to at which inequality 

(1.4.75) fails, i. e. at which a (-, c, ) -. - e-f for -Tj - el'ý-E, 

We have therefore arrived at an upper solution, a, to u which exists and 

is finite until the first time after F,, , say F, , at which inequality (1.4.75) 

fails. Unlike the analysis of Section 1.3.2, however, where an examination of 
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the behaviour of u within time region IH was required in order to derive an 

upper bound for t, , this result is sufficient to allow us to estimate t, from 

below. 

Inequality (1.4.75) requires that 

Ia (T) I :: ý e-Y 

i. e. that 1 Z;, - tan (Z; 2--, r-n/2) I :g e-*f for 0<y< 1h and for all re Of, -f, ) , 

where -E; - -E, - - The time T, is taken to be the first after 

TO at which this inequality fails and clearly 

7C/C2 

for some small -i-,. For small i-, we have that 

CiT 
2 

Eýj-tar4it/2 E2T 
F] 

< 
C, 

-Eý2 TP 

so we see that a maximum value of -Ir, is given by 
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71 
where Z' 2: 

T' 
- C2 72 

Recalling from (1.4.71) that 

[1/21*13 + ]C21,1 + 1ý1] 

where T, - and T, - satisfy (1.4.93) and are 'small' we see that 

ir vey T, -=- 
C2 

it 
- 'NY 

PAX * 13 + k2] [I, 
+ kl] )14 

79 
-I- 

D272 
- P/21 * Il 

3]14 
1 

for suitably chosen zý, -, zý. 

(1.4.94) 

(1.4.95) 

We conclude, therefore, that the upper solution established in Section 1.4.2 

exists and is finite at t- -E; - where T, satisfies the estimate 

(1.4.95). It follows by comparison that t,, ýý -t7, , which, on substituting for 

T, and T, the minimum values allowed by condition (1.4.93), yields that 

tb 

Djýi - 
D219 max 

(y-p) 
, e-1,4+p, C-%+2yl - 

Ze-A+Y, 

113 
3 1/ 

(1.4.96) 
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where X and ff are positive constants and 0< P+y 0/2, o <y <1/2 and 

p> 

We see therefore that there exists S2> 0 such that 

tb ý! 'n 
)6 )' ) 

11 

+ eal for [1/21 *I 
3]IA 

Inequality (1.4.97) serves to establish the desired lower bound t, and 

concludes the discussion of this section. This bound has of course been 

(1.4.97) 

derived without any attempt to identify an upper solution to u in time 

region 111. 
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Section 1.5 Conclusion 

Putting together the estimates from Sections 1.3.3 and 1.4.2 we see that the blow- 

up time, t, , satisfies 

113 
ý4jl + (; L-; L*) S21 

:5tb -5 

for some S:,, S2 >0 and as 

This gives the desired result, previously obtained (equation (1.2.67)) from formal 

asymptotics, that if the initial condition u,, satisfies equations (1.1.4), (1.2.21)9 

(1.2.22) and (1-3.24), i. e. if - 

uOEcl with uo ;, -- o in u and -ýu-o +pu,, -o on an 

u� (x) <w- (x) in a, 

with 

auO 
> clw * or uO < we on au (1.2.22) 

an - An- 

and V2 Uo+), *eull 20 for xcu, (1.3.24) 

then 

-n (1-1*) -, /. for i slightly larger than 1-. tb - 7/, [1/21 * 1,13 ]A 

in this expression I, - f, <P*e(4*dx and 
13 - fa (P 

3 

ell*dx, are independent. of 

the initial condition uc, (M. 
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Chapter 2 The One-Dimensional Gradient Problem 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, and in Chapter 3, we shall consider blow-up behaviour of solutions 
to the problem, 

Ut _ V2 U . ý. Up ±Ua JVUJ A in a, t>o, (2.1.1) 

u (X, 0) - 

(x, t: ) - 

where a is a bounded region in 

in a, 

on aQ, t>o, 

RN with smooth boundary au. 

(2.1.3) 

Immediately we observe that solutions to this problem may be expected to show 

different characteristics depending on the sign of the gradient term in (2.1.1). 

Hence it seems prudent to consider the cases of positive and negative gradient 

terms in (2.1.1) as entirely separate problems, even though the techniques used in 

their study will be virtually identical. 

Interest in the blow-up behaviour of equations of the form of (2.1.1) stems, 

primarily, from a recent paper, Friedman & Lacey 1988, in which the case of a 

negative gradient term is studied in one-dimension. When the gradient term in 

(2.1.1) is of negative sign, it will have a damping effect and will work against blow- 

up. In this case it is not immediately obvious if the problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) will 

have solutions which blow up in a finite time. Further, if blow-up does occur, 

then it may be anticipated that the gradient term will play an influential role in 

determining the profile of any solutions, and hence allso in governing where blow- 

up may take place. 

Initially, the work of Friedman & Lacey considered the particular example of 
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a-P-1 (so that , et I vu IA- uu., ) and addressed both these points. The 

techniques used in this analysis were then extended to cover a number of other, 

more general, gradient terms, although this work restricted itself to the cases 

where one of the parameters a or p is equal to unity. 

It is relatively straightforward to establish when, in the case of negative gradient 

term, the problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) will not, in terms of the parameters a, p and 

p, have solutions which exhibit finite-time blow-up (c. f Remark 2.2.2). Hence, 

the work of Friedman and Lacey provides a relatively complete description of the 

blow-up behaviour possible for the equations considered. 

In the first instance, this work sought to extend the techniques developed in 

Friedman & Lacey 1988 to a more general one-dimensional problem. This 

process can be considered relatively successful and, as it forms the basis of all 

subsequent work in this section, and illustrates how the techniques of Friedman & 

Lacey 1988 are used to establish finite-time blow-up, is included in Section 2.2.1. 

A. s already indicated by the extensions of Friedman and Lacey, however, unless 

p-1, a complete description, in terms of the parameters a, p and p, of 

when finite-time blow-up may be anticipated, is not available by this route. 

The resolution of this point consequently became the primary objective of Section 

2.2.2. 

Having established the existence of finite-time blow-up for any of the considered 

problems, we next consider the influence of the gradient term in determining the 

characteristics of the blow-up sets. The work of Friedman & Lacey 1988 also 
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provides the basic techniques and arguments used here in to investigate this topic, 

the detail of which, for a one-dimensional problem with a negative gradient term 

is included in Section 2.3. 

Finally, having established that finite-time blow-up can occur, and that this blow- 

up can be identified as occurring at a single point within the interior of the 

consi ered region, Section 2.4 is able to derive an estimate of the rate at which 

single point blow-uP will take place. 

In Sections 2.5-2.7 consider the one-dimensional form of equation (2.1.1) in which 

the gradient term is of positive sign. The study of this problem is primarily 

motivated by observations made in Section 2.3. 

When in the one dimensional problem the gradient is an odd function of the 

gradient (ie when - ull lu., 10 -- ull lu. 10-1 uX ) the analYsis of Section 2.3 finds 

that it can be the positive nature of this term which determines how much 

information is available regarding the blow-up set. This observation leads to the 

conclusion that interesting blow-up behaviour may be possible for the problem 

(2.1.1)-(2.1.3) when the gradient term is of positive sign. 

When the gradient term in (2.1.1) is wholly positive, we anticipate that it will help 

to promote blow up. Indeed, in this case, finite-time blow-up for solutions to 

(2.1.1)-(2.1.3) can be established by a relatively straightforward comparison 

process, for a large range of initial data. However, although a positive gradient 

term may help promote blow-up, it will also, as with a negative gradient term, play 

what could be an important role in determining the shape of solutions. 

Hence, where a negative gradient term will tend to focus solutions towards a 

maximum, a positive gradient term will have the opposite effect and may work 
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against single point blow-up by encouraging flatter solutions. 

The analysis of Sections 2.5-2.7 (in which the one-dimensional positive gradient 

problem is considered) is virtually identical in structure to that of Sections 2.2-2.4. 

In this case, however, because the existence of blow-up is relatively straightforward 

to establish, the significant results are those of Sections 2.6 and 2.7 in which the 

form of blow-up is investigated. 
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Section 2.2 Existence of blow-up for a negative gradient term 

2.2.1 Blow-up using the techniques of Friedman and Lacey 

Throughout Sections 2.2-2.4 we shall consider the problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) in one- 

dimension and where the gradient term is of negative sign. Hence, 

denotes the solution to 

ut - u,, + up - u,, u, O, in (-a, a) , t>o, 

(x, 0) -9 (x) > o, in 

u(±a, t) - 0, 

(-a, a) , 

t>0. 

In this case we shall also asurne that a, p and p satisfy the conditions 

P>l, a>-o and pýtl. 

In the one-dimensional problem, there are two choices for the form of the 

gradient term u0 in (2.2.1) x 

either (i) UP, -I ux 10 or (ii) up -I ux lp-lu, x 

(2.2.1) 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3) 

(2.2.4) 

Most of the results examined in this section will be independent of which form 

this gradient term takes, although there are exceptions which are detailed later. 

In Friedman & Lacey 1988, this problem was considered for a-p-1, i. e. 

equation (2.2.1) took the form, 

U, - U,,, +uP- UU, 9 
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and it was shown that, if the initial condition 4p (x) satisfies 

ýPEC" [-a, a] 4P >_ 0 (p (±a) -0 (2.2.5) 

then 

(a) finite-time blow up of u occurs if p>2, and if is 'large 

enough' compared to a, and 

there is no blow up if P --< 2. 

The methods used to obtain these results are equally applicable to the more 

general one-dimensional equations (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) and are illustrated below. 

If the initial condition 9 (x) satisfies condition (2.2.5), then by standard methods 

the solution to (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) can be shown to have a unique solution at least until 

some small time T,, and that, by the maximum principle, u>o, if 

-a <x<a, 0<t:! ý T,, . If the solution cannot be extended step-by-step to all 

t>o, then there must exist a finite time T such that the solution exist, and is 

positive, for 0<t<T and 

limsup su u (x, t) - +- 
t-T (fxlga) 

If this is the case we say that u blows up at time T- 

We next show that the solution to equations (2.2.1)-(2.2-4) can, for appropriate 
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initial data, exhibit finite-time blow-up, and begin by considering v(x, t) , the 

solution to, 

vV+ VP, in oo, xx (2.2.6) 

v (X, 0) - *(x) in (-b, b) , (2.2.7) 

(2.2.8) 

- If * is sufficiently large, then from the results of Lacey 1983, for example, 

v(x, t) will blow up in a finite-time, say t, Further, if * (x) -* (-x), with 

* (±b) -o then v(x, t) - v(-x, t) and, using the maximum principle, one can 

establish that 

V., <0 if 0<x<b, 0<t< tj3. (2.2.9) 

From the results of Friedman & MacLeod 1985, the estimates 

v(x, t) :! ý c [t. - q-1/ uc-i) , for some c>o (2.2.10) 

and 

1/2 1 VVJ 2 
:! g (0, t) s Pds (2.2.11) 
- 

fv V(X,, 

where 

v(0, t) max (2.2.12) (I x 1-. -,. b) v(xl ý7) 
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are also valid for 

ThUS5 if r( t) is defined as 

.r( t) - fo t m(-r)*fd-r, ro - r(to) (2.2.13) 

where 

M(t) - V(O, t) - max 
(I x I: gb) v (x, t) 9 (2.2.14) 

then 

ro<oo provided y <p-l . (2.2.15) 

Introduce regions 

R, -f8 (t) <x<b+6 (t) ,0<t< to I 

x<8 (t) ,0<t< to I 

R3 -f -b -8 (t) <X< -b (t) 
10<t< t4 

and the function w such that 

W(X, t) - V(x -8 (t), t), in R, I 

W(X, t) - V(O, t) - m(t), in R21 

W(X, t) - V(x +6 (t) , t) , in R31 
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where '6 (0- -ro -I( t) , so that a' ( t) - -my ( t) , and propose that, under 

appropriate conditions on the values of parameters a and p, and provided 

(p (x) is chosen suitably, w (x, t) may be a subsolution to u (x, t) , the 

solution to (2.2.1)-(2.2.4). 

In R, 
ý 

Wt - W,, - wp + wawo -v 8/ V,, V,, V! (2.2.16) 
- -8/vx + vavxl 

so that, if vjO, -Iv, I P-lv,, , the right hand side of (2.2.16) becomes 

V, (v" 1 vý, 1 ß-, + MY (t) ), (2.2.17) 

which is less than or equal to zero, as v., <o in RL from (2.2.9). 

Alternatively, if vA, -Iv, IA, then the right hand side of (2.2.16) becomes 

Val V,, Ip 
+ MY(t)v_, - I V"I (VII IV, 10-1 -M*f(t)) . 

(2.2.17) 

If inequality (2.2.11) is then used to substitute for I v,, I, and as v (x, t7) :ým( t) , 

(2.2.17) will in turn be less than or equal to 

I V, I (cm a+%(P+l) (0-1) 
- MY) 9 (2.2.18) 
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for some constant c, provided , ý: o and pk1. 

This expression will therefore be less than or equal to zero, as required, provided 

a Ih(P + 1) (ß - 1) <y<p-1, (2.2.19) 

and m is sufficiently large. 

Next, in R2 
ý 

9 ý) (0 wt - w�, -wP+ w« Wx - (Vt - V, - VP + v«v; 

as v --, ýo and v, -o atx-o. 

Finally, in R3 
I 

A 
wt - W. - WP + wlwýc - Vt + 81v., - V. - VP + VII 

-v6V.,! - MY ( t) v,,. 

Výc (2.2.20) 

Alkso o in R3 

, the argument used in R, for the case vO -Iv, IP applies 

directly here and can be used to show that the right hand side of equation (2.2.20) 

is less than or equal to zero provided condition (2-2-19) holds, i. e. 

2: 0, pa1, a+ 1/2(p+l) (P-1) <P-1ý 

and m( t) is 'large enough'. 

X-11 , and, from the maximum principle, as A r. m( t) - max (IxI !ý b) V (XI t: ) 
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(x, t) 2! v (x, o) -*, m( t) can be made as large as required by suitable 

choice of *- Observing next that both w and w,, are continuous across the 

boundaries aRl n aR2 and aR2 n aR 39 with w,, -0 on these curves, we 

conclude that w satisfies the requirements necessary to be a subsolution to 

in the interior, u, of the set Wl U R2 U -R3 
* 

Further, w is continuous on the parabolic boundary a, Q of a with 

w(x, o) -* (x) , 
for 

-bl <x< bl, (bl -b+8 (0) -b+r. ) , 

and w-o elsewhere on apa . 

If a> bl and 9 (x) >*W for -bl <x< bl , then by comparison 

u (x, t7) >w (x, t) . (2.2.21) 

The results of Lacey 1983 therefore lead to the conclusion that, if * is large 

enough compared to b, and hence if v (x) is large enough compared to 

then v(x, t) exhibits finite time blow-up and that w(x, t) is a subsolution to 

which blows up in a finite time. 

We have therefore proved the following: - 
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Theorem 2.2.1 

If ýp is large enough compared to a( so that inequality (2.2.21) is valid for 

a_ function w(x, t) which exhibits finite time blow-up) and if 

a+ 112(P+ 1)(P -1) <p-1, cc >-o and p ý! i then u thesolutionto 
(2.2.1)-(2.2.4), blows up in a finite time less than or equal to to . 

ID - Remark 2.2.2 

There is no blow-up if a. p ýt p. 

Proof 

The function 

W(X, t) - Aeb(x+a) ý (2.2.22) 

can be shown, if b>1, and A is large enough compared to b, to be a 

supersolution to u provided a+P 2ý p>1. 

Wc - Wxx - WP + W"WA -A PePb(x+a)(A("+O-P)bPe(6*0-p)b(x+a) -Ab2 
b(x+a). 

xe 

If then a+pap and A>1, the right hand side of equation (1.2.23) is 

greater than or equal to 

(2.2.23) 

A PePb(x+a) (bO - 1) _ Ab2e b(x+a) - Aeb(x+a)fAP-le (p-l)b(x+a) (bP - 1) -b 21 
ý 

which, if b, p>1 and A is large enough compared to b, is strictly greater 

than zero for all xe (-a, a) - 
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Also, w(±a, t) >A >o and w(x, o) can be made as large as required by 

appropriate choice0f A- 

It follows that w is a supersolution to u which is bounded for all times t 

and hence Remark 2.2.2. 
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2.2.2 A 'stronger' blow-up result 

Theorem 2.2.1 and Remark 2.2.2 of Section 2.2.1 illustrate the direct application 

of the methods of Friedman and Lacey to the problem (2.2.1)-(2.2.4). 

The question remains, however, as to the blow-up behaviour of solutions to 

(2.2.1)-(2.2.4) when p and 

results, i. e. when a, and p 

p are outwith the scope of either of these 

are in the range 

(3p-2a-1) 
<pa, (P+ 1) 

with p>1, (x a o, and p ; -> 1. 

(2.2.24) 

To try and answer this question, it is intended to repeat the analysis of Friedman 

& Lacey 1988, illustrated in Section 2.2.1, with the modification that an alternative 

function is chosen to play the role of v(x, t) , the solution to (2.2.6) - (2.2.7). 

In order to do this, such an alternative function must satisfy a number of 

requirements, the most important of which are: - 

1. It must itself exhibit finite time blow up, and 

Its gradient must satisfy an estimate similar to (2.2.11). 

We here propose the solution to problem (2.2.1)-(2.2.3), with 2 1, and 

a-q, say, as this alternative, which we shall henceforth call z (x, t) , 
i. e. 

z (X, t) satisfies: - 

lzxx + Zp _ Zq I zxl in (- b, b) ,t>o, (2.2.25) 
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Z (X, 0) - ir (x) in (- b, b) , (2.2.26) 

b, t) - 01 (2.2.27) 

where 

* EFC'[-b, b], *, o, and * (±b) - 0. (2.2.28) 

The results of Theorem 2.2.1 and Remark 2.2.2 when applied to this equation 

yield that z (x, t) will blow up in a finite time, say T, provided 

q<p-1, 

and * is large enough compared to b, and that z (x, t) will remain 

bounded for all times t if 

q2: p- 1>0. 

(2.2.29) 

(2.2.30) 

An upper bound for the gradient of the solution which also applies to the more 

general N-dimensional problem can be found. 

This result takes the form that, if u (x, t) is the solution to (2.1.1)-(2.1.3), then 

IVUI 2 
:g (CU m+Uk- Au 1+ Bý2, (2.2.31) 

where C, A, Bare some positive constants, with B large compared to A, and 

provided 

(i) 02 (p - (p + 1) 

(ii) cP[a + n(a + m(P-1))] 
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(iii) cýtl and M- (p-u)1p>k>l>l, 

with k chosen 'close enough' to m, and n the largest integer satisfying 

ný. 

The proof of this result is straightforward but technical, and is included separately 

in Appendix A. 

When applied to z (x, t) , however, this result reduces to 

I zx 
12 

:gf CZ m+Zk- Azl + BI 2, (2.2.32) 

for positive constants A, B and c with B large enough compared to A, 

and 

q> 1/2(p - 1), 

q> P 
2C' 

(iii) c ýt 1 and m-p-q>k>1>1, 

and k chosen close enough to p-q. 

If we make the additional assumption that 

* (x) ECI[-b, b], * (x) -* (-x) , with */ (x) < o, for 0 <x<b, 

(2.2.33) 

then 

(x, t7) -Z (-x, t) , (2.2.34) 
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and using the maximum principle, one can establish that 

(X, t) <0 if 0<x<b, 0<t<T, (2.2.35) 

provided Pk1, and qko. 

Now define the function a (t) as 

6 (t) - M(T - t) for 0<t<T, (2.2.36) 

where m is some positive constant, regions Rl-R, as 

<b+8 (t) , ! rl 

R2 -{-8 (t) <X< 45 (t) 
10<t< 

T) 

R3 -(mbm8 (t) <x<-8 (t) 
,0<t< T), 

and the function w(x, t) by 

w(x, t) - z(x -8 (t) , t), in R, i, 

w(x, t) -z (o, t) , 
in R2 

t 

and w(x, t) -z (x +a (t) , t) , in R3' 

We propose that, for a large class of initial conditions y (x) , w(x, t) will be a 

subsolution to 
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In R, , 

A0 Wt - W,, -wP+ WIN 4-ztZ, -zP+za zx 
ZUZP - 81ZX -Zq IZZ 1. 

if zA- lz I A-1Z then the right hand side of (2.2.37) becomes xf 

zalzxl O-lzx 
+ MZ 

x-z 
1ý zxl, 

as a/ - -m from (2.2.36). 

(2.2.37) 

(2.2.38) 

From (2.2.35), however, z, <o in R,,. so that (2.2.38) is less than or equal to 

zero. 

Alternatively, if A -I zIP, then the right hand side of (2.2.37) becomes, xx 

Z"Izx iß + MZ 
x-Z 

qlzxl - 
lzxlýz"lz�l ß-i 

-m-Zq). (2.2.39) 

If inequality (2.2.32) is used to estimate z, and if p ýý 1, then the right hand 

side of equation (2.2.39) is less than or equal to 

lZxlfz"(Cz "+zk- Az 1+ B)O-l -M- Zq ), (2.2.40) 

which is also less than or equal to zero if either 

(a) z is small compared to m, or if 

+m (p - 1) q, and z is large compared to C, A, and B. 
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Aq 
As there is no relationship between the relative sizes of m, and A, B, and 

c, choosing m large enough ensures that one of these conditions will always 

be satisfied, and (2.2.40) will be less than or equal to zero, provided 

a+m (p - 1) 

Next, in R21 

wP+ w« wý, -ý ßl (0, t) g0 ß zt -Z xx - zp + z«z, 

as zxx: ýo and zx-o at x-0,0 <t<T. 

Finally, in R31 

w- wp + w«wß - zt + 8, z, ' - Z. - ZP + z«zß xx x 

- blz Z qlz 1+ zIlz 
x 

ß-, q - 
lzxl fz"z. ý -Z- 

as zx >o in R3 
* 

(2.2.41) 

(2.2.42) 

The right hand side of equation (2.2.42) can be shown to be less than or equal to 

zero, by exactly the argument used in RL for the case zA-Iz,, i 0, if m is 
X 

large enough, p ý: 1, and 

a (2.2.43) 
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w and w,, are once again observed to be continuous across the boundaries 

ný 

am, 
naR2 

and aR2 n aR3 
', with w,, -o on these curves, we conclude that 

satisfies the necessary requirements to be a subsolution to u in the interior, 

a, of the set Wl U W2 U 7ý3' 

Further, w is also continuous on the parabolic boundary apu, with 

w(x, o) - *(x), for 
-b' <x<b' 

and w-o, elsewhere on apa, 

where bl-b+ 8(0) -b+MT. 

Hence, if a> bl and 9 (x) >* (x) for -bl <x< bl then by comparison 

u(x, t) ý w(x, t) 

provided, 

(i) P 

(ii) a+m (p - 1) 

(2.2.41) 

(2.2.38) 

p 

and to allow the use of estimate (2.2.32) 

(iii) q> 1/2 (p - 1) 

q> p12C 

(2.2.44) 
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(v) c -a 1 and m-p-q>k>1>1. 

In addition, from Theorem 2.2.1, z (x, t) and hence w (x, t) will blow up in 

finite time provided (x) is large enough compared to b and p>q 

If q is therefore chosen close enough to p-i the above conditions reduce to 

(i) P ý: 1, 

(ii) < 

(iii) 

Ov) p> 
2C 

2C-1 

cýtl and p>i, 

which can be satisfied, for all p>i, provided c is chosen appropriately large. 

We may therefore conclude 

Theorem 2.2.3 

If v is large enough compared to a, ( so that w(x, t) is a subsolution 

which blows up) the solution to (2.2.1)-(2.2.4) will blow up in a finite time 

provided, 

0, p,, l, p> 1, and a+p<p. 

We now investigate the nature of this blow-up. 

(2.2.45) 
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Section 2.3 Identification of the blow-up sets 

In this section we consider a solution (2.2.1)-(2.2.4) which satisfies the 

requirements of Theorem 2.2.1 and which does therefore exhibit finite time blow 

up, at a time T Say. 

To recap, this function u (x, t) satisfies 

t0 u-U,, + UP - ulux in a, a) ,t>o, 

(X, 0) - 4p (x) , in ( -a, a) , (2.2.2) 

for t>o, (2.2.3) 

where the term uA is chosen as either lu 10 or lu 10-lu cc, p and p are 

such that 

aý! o, pl, p>1 and p>a+p, 

the initial value ýo (x) satisfies 

VEC'[-a, a], (p ýt o and (p(±a) - 0, 

and is assumed 'large enough' compared to a (from Theorem 2.2.3) - 

To continue, we henceforth also assume that ýp (x) satisfies 

9 a, a], 

with ýp/ (x) ýt o for -a -. ý x :5x, 91 (x) -< o for xo :9x:! ý a, 

(2.2.45) 

(2.2.5) 

(2.3.1) 

(2.3.2) 
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for some x,, G (-a, a) , and 

(p (x) -> 9 for (2.3.3) 

Under these assumptions we are able to show that such a solution will, for a large 

range of values of the parameters a and p, blow up at a single point. 
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2.3.1 No blow-up for x<o 

We begin by introducing a number of Lemmas. 

Umma 2.3.1 

There exists a continuous function s( t) with -a<s( t) <a for 0 -, < t: gT 

such that 

ux (x, t) >0 

and 
ux (x, t) <0 

Proof 

if 
-a<x< s(t) 0<t<T 

if s( t) <x<a, 0<t<T. 

(2.3.4) 

This result can be established by the argument used in Friedman & MacLeod 

1985 for equations of the form of (2.2.6) although an alternative proof is described 

below. 

Ac 
,, iks u a, t) -0, there exists at least one function s( t) with 

u,, (s(t), t) -o for O< t<T, and s (o) - x,, . 

We define the regions i, and i, as 

I, -fs(t) <x<a, O < t< T) and 12 - {-a <x<s (t) 
,0<t< T). 

(2.3.5) 

On differentiating (2.2.1) by x we see that, if w(x, t) - u,, (x, 0, then w 

satisfies 

wt - w,, + puP-lw - au*-'wP+l - puawft-lw., in (-a, a) ,0<t<T, 
(2.3.6) 
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with w(-a, t) > 0, w(s (t) ,0-0, w(a, 0<0 for o<t<T (2.3.7) 

and w(x, o) - (p/ (x) satisfying (2.3.2). (2.3.8) 

Further, as u*o throughout the interior of the region (-a, a) x (0 T) , and as p --, 1 

by (2.2.4) it follows that (2.3.6) may be written as 

wccw (2.3.9) XX + 1W +2x 

for c, and c, bounded within (-a, a) x (0, T) . 

The maximum principle may therefore be applied to (2.3.9) within i, to allow 

the conclusion that a positive maximum of w is impossible within the interior of 

this set. The conditions (2.3.7) and (2.3.8) also establish that w -. < o on the 

parabolic boundary of i, and hence that 

w- ux<o within il. 

Similarly it can be shown that 

w- ux >o within i, 

and hence Lemma 2.3.1 

Lemma 2.3.2 

If u (x, t) is the solution to (2.2.1) - (2.2.4) and if ýp (x) satisfies (2.3.1) - 

(2.3.3) then 
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u (-x, t) for x: o (2.3.10) 

for all a, p and p satisfying (2.2.4). 

Proof 

We consider the function 

u (x, t) -v (x, t: ) in 

where v (x, t: ) -u (-x, t) (2.3.12) 

and Re 0<x<a, 0<t<T -e (2.3.13) 

for all c>o. 

From (2.3.3) it is clear that 

w(x, 0) - ýp (x) - (p (-x) ýt o for xE (0, a) , 
(2.3.14) 

and w(O, t) - w(a, t) - 0, (2.3.15) 

so that wao on the parabolic boundary of R. - 

On differentiating (2.3.11) with respect to t we see that w satisfies 

wc - W,,, + UP - VP - Ulu 
0+ 

Va (- v)0 in R. (2.3.16) xx 

If uA is chosen as Iu 10, then equation (2.3.16) can be written as xx 

wt -W+ (UP - VP) - (Utt - va) xx 
IvI va ( lu I A- IV 10 

xx 
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i. e. w, - w,,, - cw + ev" w,, - (u "- v") I u, l 0 (2.3.17) 

where c-u'-v' and e- Ux IF- lv,, IF 
are bounded functions throughout 

Uv (UX - vx) 

R. in light of (2.2.4). 

In addition, if w takes a negative minimum at an interior point of R, then 

clearly 

v 

and hence u<v at such a point. 

It follows from (2.3.17) that at a negative interior minimum of w, then 

w, - w, - cw + ev"w., -- (u" - v") lu�iß 

a contradiction of the maximum principle. 

Hence a negative minimum of w is only possible on the parabolic boundary of 

R., although (2.3.10) and (2.3.15) also ensure that this is not the case. It 

follows, therefore, that 

in R., 

if U0 - lu 10 xx 
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Alternatively, if uft - ju jo-lu., then (2.3.16) becomes 
xx 

W, + UP - VP - U6 luxlp-Ilux - ve lv,, Io-lv,,, 

wt - W,, + cw - dvw,, - (0 + v6) 

In this case, 

c- UP - VP and d- 
luxlp-lux lvxl P-lv, 

u-v ux VX 

are again bounded throughout R, - 

We claim that w ýý o within R. is this case also. 

(2.3.18) 

Otherwise w takes a negative minimum at some point (-x, -t) in R., i. e. 

0<x<a, 0<t<T and 

and uj-X, -E) - vx(-X, -E). 

We first consider -X > s(-E). 

If -X > s(-E), then there exists a neighbourhood w of (-X, -t) such that 

ux <o in 

it follows from (2.3.18), therefore, that 

cw + dvw., -- (U' + v) lu,, 10-'u., >0 in w 

(2.3.19) 

(2.3.20) 
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a contradiction to the maximum principle. 

Next, as w (x, t) >o on ýi -s (-E) , we must have that -X *s cE) . 

Finally, if o< -x < ý, (-t) , then from Lemma 2.3.1, 

(7c, -E) o, and v� (-X, -E) --u., (- 7c, -E) <o, 

as - -X < o, a contradiction to (2.3.19). 

We conclude, that for either choice of (u,, ) 0, wko in R., and hence 

Lemma 2.3.2. 

From Lemmas 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 we obtain 

Corollary 2.3.3 

s(t) ao, and u, (x, t) >o for -a<x<0,0 <t<T. 

Let 

1 im inf s (t) and 
S- - "m -"P -' (t) t-T t-T 

then, by Corollary 2.3.3, s- ;a0- 

Theorem 2.3.4 

For any c,, > 0, there exists a constant c>o such that 

(x, t) gc if -a :gx ýg s- - eo, 

(2.3.21) 

(2.3.22) 
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and there is no blow-up for x<o, provided, 

p> a+p, and a+pýtl. (2.3.23) 

Proof 

Let 6- S- - 1/2CO 
land 

Ro -f-a --ý x :g8, To : r. t<T1, (2.3.24) 

where T,, is close enoughtO T so that 

s(t) >8 for To:! ýt<T. (2.3.25) 

From Corollary 2.3.3, u., (x, t) >o in RO. 

Now consider the function 

i (x, t: ) - t7) -' (') 
-' 

('(x, t) ), in Ro, (2.3.26) 

where c is any small positive number, and c (x) ,g (u) are some positive 

functions to be determined, with 

c(b) - g(0) - 

We wish to show, for appropriate c(x), g(u) and c small enough, that 

,T>o in 

t) u. (-a, t) - ec (-a) g(u (-a, t) 

u. (-a, t) 

0 (for taT,, ), by (2.3-27), and Lemma 2.3.1ý 

(2.3.27) 
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ec g (u 

0, by (2.3.25), (2.3.27), and Lemma 2.3.1 ý 

and 

J (X, To) - u. (x, To) -ec (x) g (u (x, T. ) ) 

0 by (2.3.25) and Lemma 2.3.1 if e is small enough. 

We therefore see that T>o on the parabolic boundary0f R,,. 

Next, on differentiating (2.3.26), 

it - Uxt - ecg /Utl (2.3.28) 

U,, - eclg - ecglu, (2.3.29) 

and -T,, - U, = - ec"9 - 2eclglu,, - eCqIIU2 _ eCgIU"" (2.3.30) 
x 

so that 

0*1 

- 
pusup-lu 

Jt pup-lu. " - aul-'U., x XK 

egIclup uau., O) + ecllg(u) (2.3.31) 
// (U) U2 +2ec 9/ (U) Ux + ecg 

Using equation (2.3.29) to substitute for u,, , the right hand side of (2.3.3 1) 

becomes 
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pup-lu aug-lu A +: 1 0-1 
xx 

Pugux -TX 

- epuau A-, c1g(u) - e(P-1) UaUA '(u) ecgl(u) up xx C9 

(U) U2 + eclfg (U) + 2eclg/ (u) ux + ecg x 

(2.3.32) 

en (U) U2 ý: 0. 
_Cg 

If g is chosen such that g1l (u) ýt o, then Using equation 

(2.3.26) to substitute for u., in (2.3.32) then yields 

LT t- LTx, - CLT - DLTx ; -> 
S (2.3.33) 

for some functions c and D, and where 

ec(pup-lg - glupl - ep+lcp+laua-l 9 P+l 

CPCA-lpcluagp - ep+lcp+l (0-1)ucgpgl 

+ CC//9 + 2e2CCI 99 

(2.3.34) 

We wish to apply the maximum principle to inequality (2.3.33) in order to 

demonstrate that T cannot have a negative interior minimum within R, . To 

do this, we must first ensure that the functions c and D will be bounded at a 

negative interior minimum. The terms c and Dare functions of u, ux, c, cl 
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and T. We assume that c and cl both remain bounded throughout RO - 

In addition, we have from Lemma 2.3.1, u>o and u,, >o within the interior 

Of Ro. Hence, c and D must be bounded as functions of , /,,, and 

ux throughout the interiorOf R,, as required. 

We next show that c and D must also be bounded at any interior minimum of 

,T as follows: - 

Inequality (2.3.33) may be written as 

2 

U, uý, ) Jý, >E cl ( U, uý, ) e cg) ß- +I - (e Cg) ß 
i. 0 

C3 (Ull UX) LT 

(2.3.35) 

where C., i-0,1,2,3 and d( -D) are bounded within R.. 

If we assume for the moment that s, as defined by (2.3.34), can be shown to be 

no less than zero through RO, then (2.3.35) becomes 

2 

(e (2.3.36) it - T. - dT,, 2t E c, [ (, T+ecg) cg) + c3j' 

0 

Hence, if T attains a minimum within the interior of R, at which T- o, 

then the right hand side of (2.3.36) vanishes at such a point and this leads to a 

contradiction of the maximum principle. 
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If follows, therefore,, that T must be non-zero at any interior minimum. 

Hence, if the functions c, are defined as 

Cý - 
ci [ (, T+ecg) (ecg) for i-0,1,2 

then each cl is necessarily bounded at an interior minimum of T and 

(2.3.36) becomes 

4-Tt - -Txx - D4. Tx - CJ >- 0 

where D- d and c-[cl+cll+ ' 0 
C2 + C31 

(2.3.37) 

The maximum principle applied to (2.3.37) consequently leads to the conclusion 

that a non-positive minimum of the function T is impossible within RO 
. 

Hence, as T is strictly greater than zero as the parabolic boundary0f R(, we 

see that T>o throughOUt R(, . 

It follows that if s as defined by equation (2.3.34) can be shown to be no less 

than zero within R. , we may conclude that T is strictly greater than zero 

throughOUt Ro . 
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We proceed to choose functions (x) and g(u) which ensure that s is 

greater than or equal to zero as required. 

If we choose 

g(u) -uk and (x) - (x- 8) n (2.3.38) 

with kk1 and n positive and even, then this choice satisfies condition 

(2.3.37). Further, g1l (u) ýt o and c (x) , cl (x) are bounded throughout R, ) as 

required. Equation (2.3.34) then yields 

Slec - (p-k) Up+k-1 _ pß 1 X_ö 1 nßaU«-1+k(ß+1) 

+ nßeß-1 1 x-b 1 n(ß-1)-IU«+kp - eß 1 X-8 1 nß (ß-1) ku«-l"k( ß+1) 

+ n(n-1)u-k - 2en 1 x-8 In-'kU2k-l. 
1 X_b 12 

(2.3.39) 

It is clear from (2.3.39) therefore, that s will be greater than or equal to zero if 

(p-k) Up+k-I +n 
(n- 1) uk ; -, - (a + k(P-1)) CP I X-8 lnoucc-l+k(0+1) 
I X_8 

12 

2enk I x-8 
In-ILU2k-1 

. 

(2.3.40) 

This inequality will clearly be satisfied if 

(P-k) UP*'-' -a (a+k(O-1) ) eO I X-6 InPua-l+k(0+1) 

+ 2enk I x-8 In-lU2k-1, 

which we call condition A, or if 

n (n- 1) u'-.: t (a +k eP I X- 6 lnpUa-l+k(p+l) 
I X_8 12 

2enk I x-6 
In-lU2k-: L 

which we call condition B- 
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Condition A will be satisfied if 

p+k-1 > (0+1)k+a-1 and p+k-l> 2k-1 , 

with 

1/2 (p - k) Up+k-l-((04.1)k+a-l)) > (a +k (P - 1) ) eA I x-6 1-nP 
, 

and 

1/2 (p 
- k) Up+k-l- (2k-1) > 2enk I X-8 In-I 

i. e. if 

(p - a) /P >k, and p>k, 

with 

Up- >2 (a +k ep I X- a Ino 

and 

Up-k > 4en I X_8 In-lkl (p - k) ý 

which we call condition A' - 

Condition B is satisfied if 

k< a -1+k(P+l) and k<2k-1 9 

with 

112n(n-1) I X_8 
1-2 > ep I X_8 InoUa-l+k(0+1)-k 

, 

and 

112n (n-1) I X-8 1-2 
> 2enk I x-6 

In-1 u 2k-l-k 
9 

if 

a+kp>l and k>l, 
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with 

Ua+kP-l <n (n - 1) /( 2eA 1 x-8 
JnF42 II 

and 

k-1 < (n - 1) /ý 4FE 1 X-8 ln+k )9 

which we call condition B1 - 

We conclude that if k is chosen to satisfy 

k>1, + kP >1, (2.3.41) 

with n large and c small, then at least one Of A' , or BI will be true, and 

will be greater than or equal to zero for all (x, t) in R. . 

Now, to complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.4, we have that T, as defined by 

(2.3.26), satisfies 

in 

so that 

ux >c (x- ö) ng (u) in R, , (2.3.42) 

where 

6- 1/2CO 
, and R. -I -a !ýx-. g 8, To :ýt-. ý T). 

If inequality (2.3.42) is integrated from xO to 8, for any -a < x, <8, as 

u>o in R,, and _, (U) - uk with k>1, we obtain 
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a -1/ (k-1) 

u (xo, t) :5 (k- 1) fxo. p (X-, b) ndx 
I 

e (k-1) I XO-8 In+11 (n+l) )-'I(k-1) 

(2.3.43) 

If 8, is defined as 

8, -80- 1/PCO - Co 9 (2.3.44) 

and R, as 

R, -I-a:! g x :96: L , To !. t<T1 (2.3.45) 

then from (2.3.43), at any point x, in R, , we see that 

(x� t) :g(c (k- 1) 1 8. -8 
In-11 (n + 1) ý -'/ (. k- 1) 

-c 

and hence Theorem 2.3.4. 

We conclude that Theorem 2.3.4 holds provided there exists k>1 such that 

(p - a) /P >k, and a+ kp 

i. e. provided 

p>a+p and a+pýýl - 

Further, if Theorem 2.3.4 holds, there is clearly no blow-up for x<o- 
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2.3.2 Single point blow-up 

We next extend Theorem 2.3.4 to the right of x-s (t) 

Umma 2.3.5 

In either of the cases (a)-(c), where 

UX0 -I ux IA with p>a+p and pý: l , 

ux, -I ux I A-lux with p>a+p and p>l or 

(C) up -u with P>2a+l xx 

there exists a constant c>o such that 

(x, t: ) --! g C lf s. + Co -: 9 x :ga, 0<t<T. 

Proof 

We proceed, as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.4, by considering the function 

i (x, t) - (x, t) + ed (x) h (u (x, t) ), 

in 

:gx-. < a, To <t<T)- 

In this case, T,, is close enough to T to ensure that 

, (t) <y jor T, --ý t--! ý T, 

(2.3.46) 

(2.3.47) 

(2.3.48) 

(2.3.49) 
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't -+ 1/2eo 
je is again a small number, and d (x) ,h (u) are to be 

determined with 

d(y) - h(o) -0. 

We wish to show that, if c is small enough, then T<o in R, 
. 

(a, t) u, (a, t) + ed (a) h (u (a, t) 

u.,, (a, t) 

< 0, 

by (2.3.49), and Lemma 2.3.1, 

J(Y, t) - U., (Y, t) + ed (y) h (u (y, t) 

- U'(Y, t) 

< 0, 
by (2.3.49), (2.3.50) and Lemma 2.3.1, 

and 

u� (x, T�) + ed (x) h (u (x, T�) 

0, 

(2.3.50) 

by (2.3.49), and Lemma 2.3.1 if c is small enough. 

Hence T<o on the parabolic boundary0f R, . 

Next, on differentiating (2.3.46), we see that 

LTc - u,, t + edhut , 

u. ed'h + edhlu,, 

u+ ed"h + 2ed'h'u,, + edh"u2 + cdh'u,,, x 

and hence 

(2.3.51) 

(2.3.52) 

(2.3.53) 
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it - LTJOC - pup-lu - aua-luo+l - pusup-1 
xx Uxx 

edh//U2 + edh'fuP - uguxol - ed"h - 2ed'h'u., - X. 
(2.3.54) 

Using (2.3.52) to substitute for u., , the right hand side of equation (2.3.54) 

becomes 

PUP-lux - aua-lu 0+1 
- PUUUO-l xx -TX 

+ cOuauxo-ld'h + e(P-I)u"uxodhl + edh'uP 

- ed"h - 2edhux - edb//u2 

(2.3.55) 

//U2 We assume that edh xo, so that, on substituting for ux by (2.3.47) in 

(2.3.55), we see that 

CJ - DJ,, :9 S' (2.3.56) 

where 

Sl - -ed f puP-lh - hlu PI- eP*'dP"la u*-l (-h) P'l 

+ ePdP-ldlpu"(-h) P-'h + eP"'dP*l (P-1) U' (-h) Ph' 

- cdllh + 2C2 ddlhhl. 

(2.3.57) 

Further, as u>o and ux <o (by Lemina 2.3.1) throughout the region R, , 

c and Dare bounded as functions of u and ux within this region. In 

addition, a technique similar to that used in the development of Theorem 2.3.4 

may be applied to establish that if sl , as defined by (2.3-57), can be shown to be 

no greater than zero throughOUt R, , then from (2.3.56) 
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-LTC - Jxx - CJ - DLTx --ý 
0 within R, 9 (2.3.58) 

for c and D bounded (as functions of T) at any interior maximum of 

The maximum principle applied to (2.3.58) consequently rules out the possibility 

of a positive interior maximum of T, and further, as T is strictly less than zero 

on the parabolic boundary Of R, , that T<o throughout this set. 

It remains, therefore, to establish the necessary condition, that sl , as defined by 

(2.3.57), is no greater than zero throughoUt R, . 

It is clear, however, from (2.3.57) that the two possible choices for the form of the 

term u, P must be considered separately. 

We first assume that uO ux I 0-lu,, , in which case (2.3.57) becomes 
x 

-ed [ puP-lh - huP eP"ldP"lau'-lhP'l 

+ ePdP-'dlpu'hP 0"'&"' (0-1) u"hPh' - ed'ýh +2 e2 ddlhh' 

If we choose 

h (u) _ Uk and d(x) - (x-y)'5 

(2.3.58) 

(2.3.59) 
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for some positive constants k and n, then this choice satisfies condition 

(2.3.50) and edh//U2 ýt 0, as required, for k ,? - 1. Equation (2.3.58) can x 

therefore be written as 

Slled (p-k) UP'k-1 + nßeß-1 (X-y) n(P-1)-lU«-k$ 

-n (n- 1) Uk (X-y) -2 + 2ne (X_y) n-'kU2k-i 

_ eß nß (dx+k( ß-1) ) Ua-1.6. k(ß+1) 
. 

(2.3.60) 

Hence, sl will be less than or equal to zero if 

(p-k) uP'k-1 +n (n- 1) Uk (X-y) -2 > 

nPeP-I- (X_y) n (0-1) -1 Ua+kp + 2enk(X-y)n-lU2k-1. 

(2.3.61) 

We first consider >1 so that, if is small, then the term is small 

also. In this case, inequality (2.3.61) will be satisfied if either 

(p-k) uP"I-l ýt nocP-l (X_y) n(A-1) -lUa4. kP + 2enk(X-y)n-lU2k-. i 

which we call condition c, or if 

n (n-1) Uk (X-y) -2 -ý nPeO-l (X_y)n(0-1)-lUa+k§ + 2enk(x-y)n-IU2k-1 

which we call condition D. 

Condition c is satisfied provided, 

p+k-1 > a+kP , and p+k-1 > 2k-1 , 

with 
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1/2 (P-k) UP+k-I 2: nocP-l (X_y)n(0-1)-lUg+kP 9 

and 

.a2 enk (x- y) n 1/2 (p-k) uP+k-1 ,ý -1 u 2k-1 
9 

i. e. provided 

(P-a-l)/(0-1) >k, and p>k, 

with 

2npEft-l(X_y)n(ft-l)-l1 (P-k) ý 

and 

UP-k >4 enk (x- y) 12-1/ (p-k) 9 

which we call condition cl . 

Condition D is satisfied provided 

k<a+kp and k<2k-1 , 

with 

112n (n- 1) uI (x-y) -1 a nPeO-l (X-y)n(0-1)-lUa+kO , 

and 

112n (n - 1) Uk(X_y)-2 ; >- 2enk(X_y)n-IU2k-I 9 

i. e. provided 

>o, and k>I, 

with 

n(n-l)/f2PCO-l(X-y)n(A-1)-l) ;> ua+k(A-1) 9 

and 
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(n-1) /f4ek (X-Y) n*'l ku 
k-1 

which we call condition D' - 

We conclude, therefore, that if 

k>1, and a+k(P-1) >0, (2.3.62) 

then we may choose e small enough to ensure that at least one of either cl or 

D' will always be true and inequality (2.3.61) is satisfied if u' -IuI A-lux 9 and xx 

p 

Next, if uA-ui. e. if 1, then SlIed as defined by (2.3.60) becomes XX9 

S'/ed -- (p-k) uP"-' +n(. x--y) -lUiz. +k - pa (. X_. y) nu a+k-1 

+ 2enk(x-y) Yl-lU2k-1 
- n(n-1) (X-y)-2Uk, 

(2.3.63) 

and will be less than or equal to zero if 

(p-k) Up+k-i +n 
(n-1) u1k nu «+k 

+ 2enk(x-y) n-1U2. k-1 
. (2.3.64) 

(x- y) , (X-y) 

It can be established, however, by arguments used in the proof of Theorem 2.3.4, 

that if 

p> k> 1, 

then c may be chosen small enough to ensure that 

1/2 (p-k) uP+k-: ' + 
Ihn (n- 1) Uk> 

2enk(x-y)n-1 U2k-1 
(X-. Y) 2 
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for all possible 

Hence, if e is small and p>k>1, inequality (2.3.64) will be satisfied if 

1/2 (p - k) Up+k-1 + 
112n (n-1) uk 

, nu"4-k (2.3.65) (X-Y)l (X-Y) 

This inequality, (2.3.65), will in turn be satisfied if either 

1/2 (p-k) Up+k-1 ý, nu a+k 

(X-Y) 

i. if 

p> cc+l and up-(,, +') > 2n (2.3.66) (p-k) (x-y) 

or if 

1/2n (n-1) uk> nu x+k 

(X-Y)l (X-Y) 

i. e. if 

(n- 1) (2.3.67) 2 (x-y) 

Clearly, if a-o, then condition (2.3.67) is automatic for suitably large 

Alternately, at least one of the conditions (2.3.66) or (2.3.67) will always be 

satisfied if 

2'*an (x-y) 6-1 (2.3.68) 
(p-k) 

where >o by (2.3.66). 

We assume further, however, that 
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P-a-I > i. e. p> 2a+l 
a (2.3.69) 

in which case the requirement (2-3-68) may be satisfied for all p>k and 

xER, . provided n is chosen suitably large. 

We conclude, therefore, that if u0-u x ', , then sl and hence s can be shown 

to be less than or equal to zero throughout R, , provided 

2a+ 1 and p>k>1 (2.3.70) 

with n 'large' and e 'small'. 

Finally, if uA-IuIA, then (2.3.57) becomes xx 

S' - -ed I puP-lh - hluP + eft*'dP"lau*-lhP4l 

- eAdP-ldlpu'hP + eP"dP" (P-1) u"hPhl - ed"h +2 e2 ddlhh 

(2.3.71) 

If h (u) and d (x) are again defined by (2.3.59), then in this case sl will be 

less than or equal to zero if 

(p-k) Up+k-1 + _n 
(n-1) uký! (a+k(O-1))pP(X-y)noUa-l+k(p+l) 
(X-Y) , 

2 enk (x- y) n-1U2k-l. 

(2.3.72) 

If we recall inequality (2.3.40) from the proof of Theorem 2.3.4, however, we see 

that it is exactly (2.3.72). The arguments used to establish (2.3.40) may therefore 

be applied directly here to show that (2.3.72) will be satisfied provided 
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p>k and a+kp> 19 (2.3.73) 

with n 'large' and e 'small'. We conclude, therefore, that sl , and hence 

is less than or equal the zero as required, throughout R, , if in addition to 

condition (2.2.4) either 

(a) p> and p if uft u xx 

(b) p> and p>1ý if uft uI A-lu or xxx 

20c+l ý 
if 

x 

To complete the proof of Lemma 2.3.5, as T<o in R, , then 

u., (x, t) + ed (x) h (u (x, t: ) )<o, in R, - (2.3.74) 

If inequality (2.3.74) is integrated from y to x, , 
for any y<x, <a, as 

u>o in R, , and h (u) - Uk with k>l then 

-1/ (k-1) 

u (x� t) (k- f x' . (x- y) nclx 

c (k-1) (X. _y) n+ll (n+1) ý -1/ (k-1) 

for any s. + 1/2co -y-.! g x, :ga. 

If -Y, is now defined by 'f 1- ^f + 1/2CO - S, + eo 
, then 

(x, t) fe (k-1) (yl-y) n+11 (n+l) 

c 
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for any -f, - s. + e-o !ýx :5a, To :9t -< T, and hence Lemma 2.3.5. 

1D - Remark 2.3.6 

The proof of Lemma 2.3.5 has identified one result which does depend on the 

form chosen for the term uP . From this proof we see that when p-1, and x 

uxO is chosen as u0-u then the assumption P> xx 2a+l is required in order 

to show that u is a bounded function to the right of x-s (t) , whereas the 

choice uft-lu I requires only the usual p> a+1 xx 

This can be compared with the results of Friedman & Lacey 1988, where this 

problem is considered in the case a1 (so that uauP - uu., ) and the x 

equivalent of Lemma 2.3.5 required the additional assumption p>3 

(p>2 a+ 1 with a-1). We conclude, therefore, that in this case, the form 

chosen for uA may play an important role in determining both the size and x 

location of the blow-up sets for solutions to equations of this type. 

We complete this subsection by showing that blow-up of the solution to (2.2.1)- 

(2.2.3) can occur at a single point. 

We henceforth make the additional assumption on 9 (x) , that 

ýpa (ýO/) 0 ýý 0 for 
-a <x<a, (2.3.75) 
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so that u. ao at t-o. 

On differentiating (2.2.1) and setting w (x, t) -ut (x, t) it follows that 

Wt: - wý, ' puýý"lw - au�-' 1 ux 1 ß-luxw - ßull 1 ux 1 ß-i WX 

for 
-a<x<a, t>o 

if (U, ) A-IuxI P-lux 
ý 

and 

wt - wx, + Pup-lw - aua-1 I ux I Ow - Pug I Ux I O-lsign(u,, ) wx 

for 
-a<x<a, t>o 

if 

Hence, as u>o throughout (-a, a) , and as w-u. >o where ux -o 

(because u,, -o within (-a, a) at the unique local maximum x-s (t) ), the 

maximum principle applied to u, establishes that 

if 
-a <x<a, 0<t<T- 

Theorem 2.3.7 

(2.3.76) 

If u is the solution to (2.2.1)-(2.2.3), with 4p satisfying (2.2.5), (2.3.1)-(2.3.3)ý 

and (2.3.75) and if the conditions of T'heorem 2.3.4 and Lemma 2.3.5 are satisfied, 

then u blows up at a single point. 
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Proof 

The conditions of Theorem 2.3.4 and Lemma 2.3.5 can be summarised by 

requiring, in addition to (2.2.4), that: - 

p> ix + and p if 
x 

p>a+p and p>l if , A- 1,, lo-1 xx ux 

p 2a+l if uO -u xX 

and in light of these results, it suffices to show that s, - s- . 

By definition, s., a s- . 

We assume that 

(2.3.77) 

and let 

sl - s--c, s. - s, -e , and 6- (Sl"'S2) /2 (2.3.78) 

where 3E < s., -s- . 

We consider a region 

si <x<s., T. <t<TI, (2.3.79) 

where T,, is chosen close enough to T so that 

TO) > S2 ý (2.3.80) 
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and 

u(sl I 
t) < U(s 2" t) if TC) <t<T. (2.3.81) 

Here we are the fact that u is increasing in t (from (2.3.75)), and hence that 

U (S21 t) 
- +- as t-T (2.3.82) 

(from (2.3.78)), and 

C 00 if 0<t<T (2.3.83) 

(from (2.3.78) and Theorem 2.3.4). 

We next introduce the function 

w (x, t) -u (x, t) -v (x, t) (2.3.84) 

where 

u (2 8 -x, t) 

and we try to show that w>o in Rn ix>6j. From (2.3.84), (2.3.80) and 

(2.3.8 1), we see that 

WO, t) -u (6, t) -u (8, t) - 

W (S21 t) -U (S21 L) -U 
(Sl 

I 

and w (X, T�) -u (X, T�) -v (X, TO) >0, 

if T,, is close enoughtO T- 
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Hence, w>o on the parabolic boundary0f Rnfx >8) We now proceed, as 

in the proof of Lemma 2.3.2, to show that w>o in Rnix> 8) -On 

differentiating with respect to t we find that w satisfies 

w-w "' up - vp - udcup + VC9 (-V t xx x ,), 

i. e. the same equation as in that proof. Hence, on following the same argument 

as used there, we are able to show that 

w>o, in Rnix> 8). 

It follows, consequently, that 

s(t) >8 jor To<t<T, 

and hence 

S_ _ 
lim inf 

s(t) (sl+s2)12 - (s, +s-)12 -e t-T 

so that 

S+ - 26 ) 

which, if e is sufficiently small, is a contradiction to (2.3.77). 

We conclude that s,. - s- and blow up occurs at the single point 

lim 
s t-T 
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Section 2.4 Estimate of blow-up rate for the negative gradient case 

The preceding subsections have considered the question of when the solution to a 

problem such as (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) will exhibit finite-time blow-up, and when this 

blow-up will occur at a single point. In this section we take this analysis one stage 

further by establishing some estimates on the rate at which single-point blow-up 

takes place. 

We consider a solution to problem (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) which satisfies the requirements 

of Theorem 2.3.7, and which does, therefore, blow up at a single point, at the 

finite time T, say. 

To summarise the conditions required by Theorem 2.3.7, u (x, -) is the solution 

to 

0 
ut - U,, + UP - ulux in (-a, a), t>o (2.2.1) 

(x, 0) - (P (x) 

u (±a, t) - 

with (minimally) 

in (-a, a) 

for no , 

and aý! o . 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3) 

(2.2.4) 

Further, (p (x) must be assumed 'large enough' (from Theorem 2.2-3) with 

qEcl [-a, a], 9 ý: 0, (p (±a) - 

and there is assumed to exist some x,, e (-a, a) such that 

(2.2.5) and (2.3.1) 
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(p/ (x) >o if -a :gx :5x., (P'(x) !g0 if xD :gx :ga, (2.3.2) 

and where 

9 (x) > (p (-x) for x 2t o. (2.3.3) 

Finally, Theorem 2.3.7 requires, in addition to (2.2.4), that the parameters 

and p satisfy the following relationships for the stated form of the function 

A ux 9 

(i) 

(ii) 

and (iii) 

-if UP UA then p x 

if up UI A-lu then p>1 requires p> ix + xxx 

if up -u then p> 2a+l xx 

We proceed by considering the function m(t) , as defined in Section 2.2.1, where 

M(t) - max 
9 xE (-a, a) u (x I t: ) 

and establish the following Theorem. 

Theorem 2.4.1 

The function m(t) is Lipschitz continuous, and 

MI(t) :5 mp(t) 

at any point at which m is differentiable. 

(2.4.1) 

(2.4.2) 
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Proof 

The proof of this result is identical to that of Theorem 4.5 from Friedman & 

MacLeod 1985 and is established as follows: - 

Let m(t 1) -u (x,, t 1) ,i-1,2 and set h- t2-tl 
. 

Then 

m (t: 
2) -M (t: 

1) -U (X2 t: 
2) -U (xl 

F 
tl) 

>- U (XI t 
2) -U (Xl 

0t 1) 

-hu, (x� t, ) +o (h) . 

Similarly, 

ln (1ý2) - Irl (ý: 
l) -U (X2 

" 
ý: 

2) -U (xl t: 
l) 

gU (X2 
IF 

ý: 
2) -U (X2 tl) 

- hu . 
(X21 t2) +o (h) . 

It follows, therefore, that m( t) is Lipschitz continuous. 

In addition, if t, > t, , then 

M (t; 
2) - ffl (t; 

l) :! ý (t2- tl) Ut (X21 t2) +o 

so that 
M (t2) M (tl) 

:gUt (X21 t2) +0 (1) 
t2 tl 

Hence, as u. (x,, t, ) :! ý o, and ux (x, t. ) -o, it follows that 

p) Ut (X2 
f 

t2) uxx +UP-Ua Ux (X2 
1 

t2) 

:gUP (X2 
f 

t2) 

- MP (t2)1 

and therefore that 

mPý (2.4.3) 
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at any point of differentiability of the function m( t) . Integrating (2.4.3) from 

t to T, and using the fact that M(T) - +,, , then yields the following 

Corollary. 

Corollary 2.4.2 

If u (x, t) is a solution to problem (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) which satisfies the 

requirements of Theorem 2.3.7 (summarised in the introduction to this section), 

then there exists a constant c>o such that 

c 
(T- t) 

for any 0<t<T- 

(2.4.4) 

We next assume, in addition to (2.2.4) and (2.3.1)-(2.3.3), that 9 (x) may be 

chosen such that 

0 ýo xx + (p p- ýo a9x 2t 0 in (-a, a) 

for either choice of the term 0 (i. e. ýpP - I(pjo or (pP xxx 

If so, then u, (x, o) ý! o in (-a, a) by (2.4.5) and, as u, -o for 

t>o, it follows that u, 2! o on the parabolic boundary of 

(-a, a)X(O, T) - 

(2.4.5) 
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Next, on differentiating (2.2.1) with respect to t, and setting 

(x, 0- (x, t) , we see that 

0 0-1 
,,, + pup-llw - aua wt - W, -luxw - 

puaux 
w,, 

in 

(-a, a) , t> 0 (2.4.6) 

Further, as u-o only for x- ta , and as p ý! 1 by (2.2.4), then there exist 

constants c and d, bounded throughout the interior of (-a, a)x (0, T) , 
for 

which 

wt - w,, + cw + dw., in (-a, a) , t> 0. (2.4.7) 

The maximum principle applied to (2.4.7) c( -, risequently yields the conclusion that 

w-u. >0 within (-a, a)x(O, T) - (2.4.8) 

We now derive a 'better' lower bound for u, away from the parabolic boundary 

of this set. 

Taking a, to be (-a, a) x (0, T) , we define the set jin , for any 11 >o, as 

O'n - {-a+ll <x< a-1) , 

and the function T (x, t) as 

J(x, t) - ut: (X, t7) -c (t) g(u (X, t) ). 

We choose 

c(t) - ee-mt 

(2.4.9) 

(2.4.10) 

(2.4.11) 
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for some small e>o, and positive constant m and 

g(u) - U, 9 

for some s>o. 

In light of Theorem 2.3.7, u blows up at a single interior point of 0,, 

whereby, if -n is small enough, it follows that 

co for x-± (a -, q ), 0<t<T- 

Further, we see from (2.4.8) that 

ut ýt c 

(2.4.12) 

on the parabolic boundary of the set WIX('n, T) and hence, that if E is chosen 

small enough then 

u, (x, t) -ce -mt u 19 (x, t) (2.4.13) 

will be strictly greater than zero as on the parabolic boundary of Wx (71, T) - 

Differentiating (2.4.10) we see that 

it - utt - C/9 - cg/ut (2.4.14) 

Jx - urx - Cglux (2.4.15) 

and Tx" - U,,, - cg"u' - Cglu", (2.4.16) x 

so that 
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LTt pup-lut - auo-luou x t- pugu 0-1 
x Uxt 

-c9+ 
2 C9 ux Cglu P+ cg ullux. 

Using equations (2.4.10) and (2.4.15) to substitute for 

hand side of (2.4.17) yields 

ß-, 
JXX +ßu ll Ux Jý, - fpul>-' - gxu"-lug)j -s x 

where 

(2.4.18) 

c {Pull'-Ig - g, up aucl-lup X C9 

2 
(2.4.19) 

uuuxcgl - c1g + cg ux 

Further, as p ýt 1 by (2.2.4), and as u>o throughout U'lx('n, T) , each of the 

coefficients on the left hand side of (2.4.18) must necessarily remain bounded 

within this set. 

On substituting for c(t) and g(u) (2.4.19) becomes 

0 
ee -Mlý (P- S) up*5-1 - (a +su 9+-'-' ux 

+ MU +S (S 2) 
-1) UI-2UX 

whereby 

s ýt ce -mt j (p- s) uP4`g-1 - 
(a+s(P-1) ) u*'-' 

I 
ux 

IP 

22ý. mu +s (S- 1) U'- U, 

If it can be established that s as defined by (2.4.20) is no less than zero 

'2 4 20) 

throughout Q'IX (TI, T) , then by applying the maximum principle to (2.4.18), and 

as we have already demonstrated that T(x, t) is strictly greater than zero on the 

(2.4.17) 

and u.,,, in the right 
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parabolic boundary of this set, we may conclude that T is strictly greater than 

zero throughout WIX (11, T) - 

It is necessary, therefore, to investigate the sign of the expression s. We shall 

consider three cases, in each of which we seek to demonstrate that s, as defined 

by (2.4.20), is no less than zero throughout WIX01, T) - 

Case IP<2 (P- a)/ (p+ 1) . 

It is immediate from (2.4.20) that s will be greater than or equal to zero if 

22 s (S-1) U-9- ux ý: (a+s ua+, 9-1 luj (2.4.21) 

and if 

pýs>1 

If inequality (2.4.21) fails, however, i. e. if 

I uxi 2-P a+s(P-1) ua+l (2.4.22) 
S(S-l) 

I 

then provided P<2, (2.4.22) may be used to estimate I uxi A in (2.4.20), upon 

which we see that s will be of the desired sign if 

(P-S) UP" + MU' ý! DO"`1*0 (a+l)/(2-0) 

where 

(2.4.23) 
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J+-A 

(01+s (P-1) ) 2-F 

(S(S-1)) 2 -ý 

Inequality (2.4.23) will clearly be satisfied if 

(P-S) UP"'-'L 2t Du"*"-'*O (6+1)/(2-P) 

which we call condition E, or if 

Mu' k Du'*'-'4(a+l)/(2-A) 

which we call condition F- 

Condition E will be satisfied for p>s if 

P+S-l > a+S-1+0(ct+l)/(2-0) 

(2.4.24) 

which is automatic for 0<2 (p-a) / (p+l) , and if u is 'large enough' compared 

tO 

Alternately, condition F will be satisfied if 

:9 a+s-l+p (M+l) / (2-P) 
, (2.4.25) 

i. e. if a+ p ; -> 1, which is also automatic in light of (2.2.4), and if either u is 

small enough compared to m, or simply if m is large enough compared to D 

(if equality in (2.4.25)). 

We conclude that at least one of conditions E or F will be true if m is 

chosen sufficiently large, and hence that s, as defined by (2.4.19) will be greater 
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than or equal to zero as required for any p>s>1 in the case 

02 (p- a)/ (p+ 1) . 

Case 20-2 (p- a)/ (p+ 1) . 

If P-2 (p-a) / (p+l) , then the arguments of Case 1 apply directly to the point 

where we observe that s will be of the desired sign if either condition E, that 

(P-S) UP"' >_ DU"O(a+l)/(2-A) 
9 

or condition F, that 

Mu' 2t DU""-"ß(«+1)1(2-ß) 9 

hold, where 

(a+s(P-1) 1-1-p/ (2-P) 

(S (S- 

(P2 is automatic for P-2 (p- a)/ (p+ 1) in light of (2.2.4)) 

In this case, however, as p-2 (P- a) / (P+l) 
, then 

P+S-l - &+S-l+p (a+l) / (2-P) 

so that the powers of u on both sides of the inequality required by condition 

E are identical. Condition E will only be satisfied, therefore, if 

(p-s) ýD, 

i. e. if 
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P-S 2t . 
(a+s (P-1)) 1+p/(2-P) 

(S (S- 1) ) P/ (2-P) (2.4.26) 

For 0-2 (p- a) / (p+1) , 
it follows that 

P/(2-P) - (p-a)/(a+l) , 

1+0/(2-0) - 

and p_., _ 
P-(2a+l) 

P+l 

so that (2.4.26) is equivalent to 

P+l s(p-(2a+l)) (P- s) is (s- u4 fa 
+ 

P+l 
(2.4.27) 

We therefore choose 

(P- CC) /p- 1/2 (P+ 1) 

in which case p>s>1 is automatic for p>1, and (2.4.27) becomes 

P-01 P+l 
1/2 (P- 1/2 (P+ 1) 1/2 (P- a+1 ; -> 

(1/2 (P- a+1 

which reduces to 

1/2(p+l) ; -, 1 for p>1, 

and is automatic in light of (2.2.4). 

We conclude, therefore, that s, as defined by (2.4.19) will be greater than or 

equal to zero as required if s- (p-a) /p- 1/2(p+1) , 
for p- 2(p-a)/(p+l) - 

Case 3 

It remains, finally, to examine the sign of the right hand side of inequality (2.4.20) 

in the case that 
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P2 (p- a)/ (p+ 1) . 

The right hand side of (2.4.20) will be no less than zero if 

2 S-1 IA. 
S) up*16-1. + mu 16 +s (S- 1) u 1-1 U, ý! (a +su". I ux 

(2.4.28) 

(2.4.29) 

As inequality (2.4.28) holds, it is possible in this case to make use of the upper 

estimate for I vu I developed in Appendix A- Appendix A shows that 

1 IVU 12_1Ux12 
:g 

fCU M+Uk- Au' + BI 2. 

for appropriate constantS A, Band c, provided 

(i) 02 (P- a)/ (p+ 1) , i. e. (2.4.28) 

(ii) COfcc+n (a+m(P-1) )) 

(iii) cý-- 1 and m- (p-a) /P >k>1>1 

(2.4.30) 

where k is 'close enough' to m and n is the largest integer such that n-. 0 

If (2.4.30) is used to estimate I u,, IA in the right hand side of (2.4.29) then this 

inequality will be satisfied if 

2 (P-S) up"', + Mu +s (S-1) ul-2ux 

2t (a+S (p_, ) ) CU "+U k 
-AU -'+B 10 

which is clearly automatic if 

(P_S) UP4., g_l 2ý (a+S Ua+s-1 I CU m+U k 
+B (2.4.31) 
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which we call condition El - 

A c! AS m- (p- however, and we assume p> s, then the highest power of 

in the right hand side of (2.4.29) is also p+s-: L . Condition El will only be 

satisfied for 'large' u therefore, if 

(P-S) ýt co(a+s(P-i)) (2.4.32) 

and if u is 'large enough' compared to C, A and B. 

We assume for the moment therefore that condition (2.4.32) is not incompatible 

with the requirements (labelled (i)-(iii)) of the estimate (2.4.30). 

Alternately, inequality (2.4.29) will also be satisfied if 

221 mu ,+s (s-1) ulff- Ux > (a+s (ß-1) ) u01, "Ig-, 1ux 

which may be expressed as 

(S(S-1)IAUllt(S-2) IU 
X1 - 112(S(S-1) )-1/2(a+S(P-1))Ua*'ý45 I Ux I 

+ MU 82 1/4 (S (S-1) ) -1 ((X+S (P-1) )2u 2a+s I ux 1 2(0-1) 

and will be satisfied if 

M 2t I/ 
_4 

(S (S_I) ) -i (Ct+S 2U2a+s I Ux uA 

Ac 
-As 

(2.2.4) ensures that 1, we may again use (2.4.30) to estimate 

I Ux 1 2(0-1) in the right hand side of (2.4.34), upon which we see that this 

inequality will be satisfied if 

(2.4.33) 

(2.4.34) 
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MU' ýt l14(S(S-j))-'(a+S(P-1) ) 2U26+0 I Cu '+ u k+B 1 2(0-1) 

which we call condition F1 - 

Condition Fl is Consequently dependent on the requirements of the estimate 

(2.4.30). 

Assuming these requirements hold, condition F1 is satisfied provided a ý! o, 

and u is 'small enough' compared to m. 

It follows, that if the condition (2.4.32) can be satisfied in addition to the 

requirements (i)-(iii) of the estimate (2.4.30), then by choosing m sufficiently 

large we may ensure that at least one of conditions El or F1 will always be 

satisfied, and hence that the right hand side of inequality (2.4.20) is no less than 

zero as required. 

It remains to verify that the conditions (i)-(iii) of estimate (2.4.30), i. e. 

2 (P- a)/ (P+ 1) 

(ii) CO(a+n(a+m(P-1) )I 

(iii) and m- (p-a) /P >k>1>1 

where k is 'close enough' to m and n is the largest integer such that 

flý 

and condition (2.4.32), 
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(P-S) >- CO(a+s(0-1)) 9 

are compatible, for some p>s> 

Tle requirements (ii) and (iii) above will always be satisfied if 

CO 2! D- max [ 1, p(a+n(u+m(P-1))-1 ]. (2.4.35) 

We first assume that D-1, i. e. that 

(2.4.36) 

in which case there exists p>s>1 to satisfy (2.4.32) provided 

P-s > (a+s(ß-1»cß - 

i. e. provide 

(P-a) /P >s 

which is automatic for p 

It follows therefore that these conditions are compatible if D -I - 

Altematively, if D>1i. e. if 

(2.4.37) 

then (2.4.32) requires that there exits p>s>1 such that 

(P-S) > CP kD- p 
a+S(P-l) a+ n(a+m(P-1)) 
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where m- (p- a) /p and n is the largest integer satisfying n :gP 

A suitable s will exist, therefore, provided 

Pn (a +m (p - 1) )>a (n+ 1) + (p - 1) (nm+p) 

i. if 

p>1+ 
{a+p(-i)} 

and will satisfy the inequality 

pn(a+m(P-1)) 
a (n + 1) 

(2.4.38) 

(2.4.39) 

Hence, as m- (p- a) /p, it follows that a +m (p - 1) - p-m , whereby, on adding 

and subtracting m(p-1) to the top line of the fractional term in (2.4.38), this 

inequality becomes 

1 Pln 
n 

(2.4.40) 

We conclude, therefore, that these necessary requirements are also compatible in 

the case of (2.4.37) provided condition (2.4.40) is satisfied. In this case, s will 

be bounded from above as described in (2.4.39). 

In summary, we see that satisfaction of the inequality (2.4.29) in the case 

p>2 (P-a) / (P+l) may be considered in two circumstances. 

Case A 

If D (as defined by (2-4-35)) takes the value i, i. e. if 

a+ n(a+m(P-1)) 
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where m- (p- a) /p and n is the largest integer such that n : r. P, then a 

suitable value of s exists to satisfy inequality (2.4.29), and 

(P-a) /P >s>i- 

Case B 

Alternatively, if D>1, i. e. if 

p>a+ 

then a suitable value of s exists to satisfy (2.4.29) only if 

I+Pln , 

where again m- (p- a) /p and n is the largest integer such that 

whereby 

pn (a +m(P-1)) 
a (n+l) + (P-1) (nm+p) 

Remark 

The inequality (2.4.40) is automatic in light of (2.2.4) and the conditions of 

Theorem 2.3.7 (the satisfaction of which is assumed throughout this section), if 

a ý- 1, P22, or p 2: 3- 

Proof 

Theorem 2.3.7 requires that p> a+ p. Hence, if a 2: 1, then 

p> i+f3 
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From (2.2.4), p ý! 1 which means that n, the largest integer satisfying n : ý. 0, 

also satisfies n >- 1- It follows that 

a+p a 1+p ý: 1+pln - 

If 0a2, then again we have that n zt 2, and 

0/2 -1 2t 0 

as P> C& +PaP 2t 2- 

Finally, as p-n+8 for some o :56<1, we see that 

P/n -1+ 
(n+ 

2+ 81n -2+8 n 

and pa3 will ensure that p>1+ oln as required. 

We conclude, therefore, that the right hand side of (2.4.20) will be no less than 

zero in each of the cases 1,2 or 3. In each of these cases, it follows, as proposed, 

from the maximum principle applied to (2.4.18), that T(x, t) , as defined by 

(2.4.13), is strictly greater than zero throughout the set Q'Ix (TI, T) , i. e. that 

i (x, t) - (x, c) -ce -' u1 (x, t) >0 in oix (, q , T) (2.4.41) 

for suitable values of s>1, and provided c and ilm are sufficiently small. 
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Before proceeding to describe the consequences of inequality (2.4.41), we first re- 

state, in detail, the values of the parameters a, p, p and s, for which this 

inequality has been verified. 

The function T(x, t) defined by (2.4.13) is considered for all a, p and p 

for which Theorem 2.3.7 applies, and these requirements are summarised at the 

beginning of this section. Inequality (2.4.41) has been verified in each of the cases 

19 2 and 3 described, and the requirements of these conditions are summarised as 

follows: - 

Case 1 

If P<2 (P-a) / (p+1) 
, then inequality (2.4.41) is satisfied for any s, such that 

pýs>] 

Case 2 

If p-2 (p-a) / (p+1) 
, then inequality (2-4-41) is satisfied for 

(P- M) /p- 1/2 (P+ 1) 

Case 3 

If P>2 (p- a) / (p+1) then inequality (2.4.41) does not apply for all considered 

and p. It has however been verified in the following cases. 

(A) If, in addition tO 0>2 (p-a) / (p+l) , we have that 

pý a+n(aým(13-1)) 
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for m- (P- a. ) /p and n the largest integer such that n -< p, then inequality 

(2.4.4 1) is verified for 

(P-a) /P 

Alternatively, if 

p> a+n(a+m(13-1)) 

then inequality (2.4.41) requires in addition that 

1+pln , 

and is verified for s satisfying the estimate (2-4.39). After suitable 

manipulation, however, this inequality reduces to 

pn 
n+p 

for n the largest integer such that 

In each of the cases considered, inequality (2.4.41) may be integrated from t to 

T, whereby, as u>o in fl'lx(, n, T) , and as s>1 in each of these cases, it 

follows that there exists a constant c>o for which 

u (X, t: ) !gc for (x, t: ) in Ü'lx('q, T) - (T- t7) 1/ (s-1) 
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It is also true, however, in light of T'heorem 2.3.7, that if q is sufficiently small, 

then u (x, t) is also bounded at any other points in a,, and we have 

therefore established the following Theorem. 

Theorem 2.4.3 

If u (x, t) is a solution to problem (2.2.1) - (2.2.3) which satisfies the 

requirements of Theorem 2.3.7 (summarised at the beginning of this section) then 

blows up at a finite time, say T. If, in addition, the initial value (p (x) 

satisfies condition (2-4.5) and if the parameters a, p and p are suitably 

related, then there exist constants o<q, < -, and s>1 such that 

u (x, t) 
Cl 

(T- t) 1/ (B-1) 
for (x, t) EQ (2.4.42) 

Constants c, and s>1 can be found to satisfy inequality (2.4.42) if, in 

addition to the requirements of Theorem 2.3.7, a, p and p satisfy at least one 

of the following three conditions, 

(i) p :92 (P-a) / (P+l) , 

(ii) p 2(p-a)/(p+l) and p -. g a+ n(a+m(P-1)) 

or (iii) 0> 2(p-a)/(p+l) p>a+ n(a+m(P-1)) and p>1+ Pln 

where ,- (p- a) /p and n is the largest integer satisfýing n -< 0- 
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A range of values of 9 for which inequality (2.4.42) holds in each of the cases 

(i)-(iii) is described by Cases 1-3 of page 214 which are recalled below. 

Case 1. 

If 0<2 (p-a) / (p+1) , then inequality (2.4.42) holds for any , such that 

s>1. 

Case 2. 

If 0-2 (P- a) / (p+1) 
, then inequality (2.4.42) holds for 

(P-CO /P - 1/9 (P+l) > 1. 

Case 3. 

If 0>2 (P-a) / (p+1) , then the inequality (2.4.42) does not hold for all 

and p considered. It has however been verified in the following circumstances. 

(A) If, in addition to p>2 (P-a) / (P+l) , we have that 

pýa+ n(a+m(-1)) 

for m- (p-a) /p and n the largest integer such that n --ý V then 

inequality (2.4.42) holds for 

(P-a) /P >s>1. 

Alternately, if 

a+ n(a+m(P-1)) 
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then inequality (2.4.42) requires in addition that 

Oln, 

and will hold for values of s satisfying inequality (2.4.39). After suitable 

manipulation, inequality (2.4.39) reduces to, 

pn >s 
n+p 

for n the largest integer such that 

Op 
Remark 

If either a 2! 1,0 2! 2 or p ýt 3 then the requirement (in Case 3 (B)) that 

p>1+ p1n can be shown to be automatic. Hence, in either of these cases, no 

additional requirements need be made of the relative sizes of a, p and p 

other than those already necessary to apply Theorem 2.3.7. 

Proof 

(a) If a ý! 1, then p ý! 1 ensures that na1, and as p>a+p 

is a requirement of Theorem 2.3.7, 

a+p ý! 1+p ý! 1+pln. 

If 0 ý! 2 then n ,ý2 so that 

p-l-pln ý! P-1-P/2 > p/2-1 >0 

and p> I+Pln 
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as p>a+p (from Theorem 2.3.7), so that p>a+pý! p L, - 2. 

Finally, p- n+ 8 for some o -< 8<1- 

Hence, 

1+01n - 1+ (n+8) 
- 2+8/n < 3, 

n 

and p >- 3 ensures p> 1+01n as proposed. 
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Section 2.5 Existence of blow-up for a positive gradient term 

Sections 2.2-2.4 have considered the problem (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) in which the gradient 

term is always of negative sign. Initially, an equation in which the gradient term is 

wholly positive would appear less interesting, as a number of results on finite time 

blow-up of the solution are immediately available (e. g. Theorem 2.5.1 below). 

In Section 2.3, however, where the problem of identifying the size and location of 

the blow-up sets is addressed, we have found cases where it is the positive nature 

of the gradient term which can determine the amount of information we are able 

to obtain about these regions. 

This section consequently seeks to extend the methods of Section 2.3, for 

determining when single-point blow-up can take place, to equations of this type. 

Before presenting this analysis, we first note that if the gradient term has positive 

sign, but is an odd function of the gradient, i. e. if u (x, t) satisfies 

Ut - UxX + UP +UaI ux I A-lux 

then this solution will, for appropriately chosen initial condition ýp (x) , 

all the results of Sections 2.2-2.4. 

To see this we define the function v(x, t) by 

v(x, t) - u(-x, t) for xe(-a, a), t > 0. 

Hence, if u (x, t) and v (x, t) are thus defined, then v (x, t) 

VC - V" + vp - V, I vx I A-Ivx in (-a, a) ,t>o, 

satisfy 

satisfies 
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(X, 0) - 

v(±a, t) - t 

The results of Sections 2.2-2.4 can therefore be applied directly to the function 

v(x, t) provided 9 (-x) satisfies the requirements previously made on 

9 (x) - 

Hence, in the following analysis we need only consider the case when the gradient 

term is an even function of the gradient, i. e. u (x, t) is taken as the solution to 

U,, uP+u 11 1 UXI A in (-a, a) ,t>0 

u (x, 0) - (P 

u (±a, t) - 

with 

1, a, p 2t 0 

and 9 satisfying 

9 ccO[- a, a], 

in (-a, a) 

t>0, 

T ý2t o, and 9(±a) - 0. 

The following result is straightforward 

in (-a, a), 
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(2.5.5) 
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Theorem 2.5.1 

The solution, u, to the problem (2.5.1)-(2.5.3) will, if ep (x) satisfies (2.5.5) 

and is 'large enough' compared to a, and a, 0 and P satisfy (2.5.4), blow-up 

in a finite time. 

Proof 

As the term ut, I ux 10 in equation (2.5.1) is greater than or equal to zero we see 

immediately that 

u,, +uP in (-a, a) , t> 0. 

Hence, if w(x, t) satisfies 

w xx + wp 

w (X, 0) - WO (x) 

w(±b) - 

in (-b, b) ,t>o, 

in (-b, b) , 

t 

where w, is large enough to ensure that the results of Lacey (3) (Fujita (1969)) 

can be applied to this equation, then this function will blow-up in a finite time. 

Further, if a ; -> b and 4p (x) ý! w, ) (x) for xE (-b, b) then w will be a lower 

solution to u which blows up in a finite time and hence Theorem 2.5.1. 
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Section 2.6 Identiflcation of the blow-up sets 

2.6.1 No blow-up for x>o 

Theorem 2.5.1 demonstrates that the solution to problem (2.5.1)-(2.5.4) will blow 

up in a finite time provided (p (x) is sufficiently large. We now try to use the 

techniques developed in Sections 2.3 to identify when this blow-up takes place at a 

single point. 

We proceed by assuming v (x) satisfies, in addition to (2.5.4), 

TEC3-[ -a, a], 

and 

(2.6.1) 

9/ 2t if -a :gx :Kx, WI (x) :go if x, ) 2g x :ga, (2.6.2) 

for some x. G (-a, a) . 

In this analysis we shall also make the assumption that 

9 (-x) 2: 9 for x -e o, 

although the subsequent results would be equally valid had we chosen the 

opposite inequality (as in Section 2.3). 

Hence, x,, is necessarily less than or equal to zero. 

(2.6.3) 
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Lemma 2.6.1 

There exists a continuous function s (t) with, if T is taken to be the finite 

blow up time of the function u, -a < s(t) <a for 0 -. < t<T, such that 

if 
-a<x<s( t) ,0<t< Tp 

ux (x, t) <0 if s( t) <x<a, 0<t< To, 

provided p ýý 1. 

Proof 

The maximum principle applied to (2.5.1)-(2.5.4) clearly establishes that any non- 

constant solution u(x, t) is strictly positive throughout (-a, a) x(O, T) . 

Next, if uxP -I ux I P, then on differentiating (2.5.1) we see that 

u, t - uxxx + Pur'-lux +a uo-1 I ux I Oux + Puasignux I ux I P-lu,,, 

to which, if p ýý 1, the maximum principle may be applied, in which case the 

remainder of this proof is identical to that of Lemma 2.3.1. 

Umma 2.6.2 

If u (x, t) is a solution to (2.5.1)-(2.5.3) to which Theorem 2.5.1 applies, and if 

(p (x) satisfies (2.5.6) and (2.6.1)-(2.6.3), then 

u (x, -) :5u (-x, t) for xko 

provided 

(2.6.4) 
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aý! o and p2! i. (2.6.5) 

Proof 

We consider the function 

w (x, t) -v (x, t) -u (x, t) in R, (2.6.6) 

where 

v (X, t) -U (-x, 0 (2.6.7) 

and 

R. - jo <x<a, o<t< T-e) for all e>o. (2.6.8) 

From (2.6.3) we have that 

w(x, o) - ýp(-x) - ýp(x) >-o for 0 . gx: ga. (2.6.9) 

Further, 

w(O, t) - w(a, 0-o from (2.5.3) (2.6.10) 

so that wao on the parabolic boundaT-yOf R, 

On differentiating (2.6.6) we see that 

Wt - W" + vp-u P+ v" I Vý, IA- ua I U,, 

w. - w,,, + cw +dIv., I Ow + evllw,,, 

where 

c 
(UP-VP)- (uff-vo: ) and 

I uxlp -I vxlp) 
(U- V) (u-v) (ux- vx) 
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The maximum principle applied to (2.6.11) yields that a negative interior 

minimum of w will be impossible except perhaps at some point where one of 

the functions c, d or e is unbounded. 

However, p>1 and p ýt 1 (from (2.6.6)) and both terms c and e must 

remain bounded throughout the interior of 

Further, if o<a<1, then d may become unbounded at some point for 

which u-v. At such a point, however, we would have that w-v-u-o 

which would contradict this point being a negative minimum of 

It follows, therefore, as w is no less than zero on the parabolic boundary of 

R, that w ýt o throughout R. and hence Lemma 2.6.2 

Lemmas 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 yield 

Corollarly 2.6.3 

s(t) go and ux(x, t) <o for 0<x<a, 0<t<T. 

If s. and s- are again defined as 

s- - lim inf s(t) and S, - - "m S'p '(t) 
t-T t-T 

then by Corollary 2.6.3, s.,. :go. 

(2.6.12) 
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Theorem 2.6.4 

For any c,, >o there exists a constant c>o such that 

u(x, t) :! ý c for s,, +eo: 5x:! ýa, 0< t< T 

if p>1 and p> a+p, or if p-i and P> 2a+1, and there is no blow-up 

is 

Proof 

The proof of this result is identical to the proof of Lemma 2.3.5 in the case 

uxP -I ux I O-, -ux and is not repeated. 
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2.6.2 Single point blow-up 

In this section we continue the study of solutions to the problem (2.5.1)-(2.5.3) for 

which finite time blow-up does occur by extending the conclusions of 

Tbeorem 2.6.4 to the left of (x- s(t) 

Lemma 2.6.5 

For any e,, >o there exists a constant c>0 such that 

u(x, t) :gc 
for S--Eoýtxý! -a, O < t< T 

if p>l and p>a+p, orif p-1 and P>2a+l. 

Proof 

The proof of this result is also very similar to that of Lemma 2.3.5. 

In this case, the function T (x, t) is defined as 

J(x, c) - uý, (x, t: ) -c (8 -x) lu k in R, 

for 

x :! g 8, T,, :! g t -.! ý 

and where 8- S- - 1/2C. for any 

(2.6.13) 

(2.6.14) 

(2.6.15) 

In addition, k>1, n> 1, e is assumed small and T,, is close enough to T to 

ensure that 

s(t) >6 for To:! ýt<T. (2.6.16) 
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On differentiating (2.6.13) and following suitable manipulation it can be 

established that 

Jt - Jxx - DLT - ELT,, a S, (2.6.17) 

for functions D and E which must remain bounded at any interior minimum 

of the function T and where 

S, -e Up-s-k-1 , (a -X) nf (P-k) - npeP-1(8_X)n(0-1)-lUa+ko 

,n (n-1) Uk+ 
2ne (8 _, ) n-1 U 2*-l 

-x) 
+ eß(8-x)nß(a+k(ß-1) ) U«-1+k(ß+1». 

(2.6.18) 

The sign of the term s, can also be determined by the arguments used in 

Section 2.3.2 to identify the sign of the right hand side of equation (2.3.60). 

The proof of Lemma 2.3.5 shows that the right hand side of equation (2.3.60) is 

no greater than zero throughout the considered region provided a --- o, p ý! 1 

and if 

p> 1 and p>a+p, orif p-1 and p>2a+l, (2.6.19) 

for c and 11n sufficiently small. 

These arguments are equally valid in the present context, however, and allow the 

conclusion that s, , as defined by (2.6.19), is no less than zero throughout R, 

provided (2.6.19) holds. 

Further, 
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t) u., (- a, t) c (8 a) "u a, t) 
by Lemma 2.6.2 and (2.5.3). 

- u, (-a, t) >o 

t) - U, (8, t) - e(6-8) nUk(a, t) 
for To :! ý t<T by (2.6.16) 

- ux(8, t) >0 

and 

,T (x, TO) - Ux (X, T nU Ic (X, T) 

>000 
by Lemma 2.6.2. and (2.6.16) 

provided c is small enough. 

Hence, T>o on the parabolic boundary0f R, and the maximum principle 

yields 

_X) nUk (X, t) >0 

for 
-a-. <x-<6, To: g t< T, (2.6.20) 

if and -1 are sufficiently small and condition (2.6.19) holds. 
n 

Finally, (as in Theorem 2.3.4), we may integrate inequality (2.6.20) from a to 

x for any -a :gx<8 to obtain 

-1 
U (X, t) 29 (e (k- 1) (8 -x) n411 (n+ 1) 1 k-i - 
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This bound on u is increasing in x and we consequently see that, if 

81 - 8-1/2CO 
- s--eo 9 then 

(x, t) fe (k-1) 

for any -a :gx :5 s--eo - 81, To :5t -< T. 

Inequality (2.6.21) is clearly also automatic for 0 :! ý t<T,, and hence 

Lemma 2.6.5. 

Theorem 2.6.4 and Lemma 2.6.5 combine to yield the following corollary. 

Corollary 2.6.6 

(2.6.21) 

If in addition to (2.6.5) the parameters a, p and p satisfy one of the relations 

described by (2.6.19), then a solution, u(x, t) , to problem (2.5.1)-(2.5.3) having 

9 satisfying (2.5.5) and (2.6.1)-(2.6.3), is bounded within the regions 

f-a :ýx-. -ý s--eo, 0 :gt< Tj U fs. +eo :gx-. ý a, 0 :gt< Tj 

for any c,, >o. 

Theorem 2.6.7 

If u (x, t) is a solution to (2.5.1)-(2.5.3) which satisfies Theorem 2.5.1 (so that 

blows up at some time T<-) and if 9 (x) satisfies conditions (2.5.5) and 

(2.6.1)-(2.6.3), and 
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V// (pa I p/ Ip, o in (-a, a) , (2.6.22) 

then blow-up will occur at a single point provided the conditions (2.6.5) and 

(2.6.19) hold. 

Proof 

In light of Corollary 2.6.6 it suffices to show that s. - s- . 

The condition (2.6.22) shows that u, ýý o at t-o. On differentiating (2.5.1) 

with respect to t and applying the maximum principle (as in Section 2.3.2) we 

are able to conclude that 

u, >o for 
-a<x<a, O< t<T. (2.6.23) 

We next assume that s- < s. and set 

1 (2.6.24) sl - 
S-+Cl S2 - s,. +e and 0- 12(SI+S2) 

ý 

where 3c < S, -S- . 

We consider a region 

0-f Sl <X< S2,, To -< t<T) (2.6.25) 

where T, is close enough to T so that 

(To) < S, (2.6.26) 

and 
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u(sl I 
t) > U(s 21 

t) for Tc) 9t<T. (2.6.27) 

Hence we use the facts that 

u (s, , t) -oo as t-T 

and U(S21t) KC<w for O< t<T 

from Tbeorem 2.6.5, (2.6.23) and (2.6.24). 

Introduce the function 

(x, t) -u (x, t) -v (x, t) (2.6.28) 

where 

u (2 0 (2.6.29) 

and we try to establish that w>o in Qn fx < ei . From (2.6.28), (2.6.26), and 

(2.6.27) we see that 

w(O, t) - u(O, t) - u(O, t) -0 

W(Sl't) -U(Slit) -U(S2, t) >0 for To: 9 t< T 

and w (X, T�) -u (X, T�) -v (X, T�) >0 

if T,, is close enough to T- 

Hence, w,. -! o on the parabolic boundary of on ix < ei We now proceed, as 

in Lemma 2.6.2, to show that w>o in o nix < oi . 
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On differentiating (2.6.28) with respect to t, we find that w satisfies 

Wt -w "+ up Vp + ul, I ux Val I V., 

- wxx + up V-P + tug-Val I ux I+ U61 IuII vx I P) x 
- W,, + cw + dw I ux + eugw.,,, 

(2.6.30) 

where 

C (UP-VP)- d (ug-va) and e- U-V U-V 
v 

ux VX 

The maximum principle applied to (2.6.30) establishes that a negative minimum of 

is impossible within the interior of on ix < ()) , except possibly at some point 

where one of the functions c, d or e is unbounded. As p>1 and p ,e1 

from (2.6.5), however, each of the functions c and e must remain bounded 

throughout the considered region. Further, d can only become unbounded, if 

o :g cc <1, at some point where u-v. It is clear, therefore, that a negative 

minimum of w is also impossible at such a point. 

We conclude, therefore, from the maximum principle applied to (2.6.30), that 

o within 2 nix < ei , and hence that 

s(t) <() for T, 
--ý t<T. 

From (2.6.31), it follows that 

lim sup 1/ 
t-T S( t) :92 (Sl. + S_) + e_ 

(2.6.31) 
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so that S+ !ý S-+2e 

which contradicts the definition of e. 

Hence, s,. - -- , and blow-up occurs at the single point 

lim 
S(t) t-T 
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Section 2.7 Estimate of blow-up rate for the positive gradient case 

In this section we find that the techniques of Section 2.4 can be applied directly to 

equations of the form of (2.5.1)-(2.5.3) and yield valuable information on the rate 

of single-point blow-up. 

We consider a solution, u (x, t) , to problem (2.5.1) -(2.5.3) to wbich 

Tbeorem 2.5.1 applies (so that u blows up at the finite time T< - ). 

Theorem 2.4.1 of Section 2.4 can be applied without adjustment to this function, 

and along with its corollary, Corollary 2.4.2, yields: - 

Theorem 2.7.1 

If the function m(t) is defined as 

M(t) max 
xe(-a, a)'(', 'ý) ý 

then m(t) is Lipschitz continuous, and 

MI(t) -< mp(t) 

at any point at which m is differentiable. 

On integrating (2.7.2) we find that there exists a constant c>o such that 

M(t) 2ý 
(T 

c 

- t) I/ (P-1) , for any 0<t<T 

We next assume (as in Theorem 2.6.7), that the initial condition 

(2.7.1) 

(2.7.2) 

(2.7.3) 

9 satisfies 

(2.5.5) and (2.6.1)-(2.6.3) and (2-6.22). This again allows the conclusion that 
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ut>o for 
-a: gx-<a, O< t<T. 

Proceeding as in Section 2.4, we consider a region, all, 

0" - {-a+q <x< a-, n ) for any n>o, 

and the function 
-T(x, t) 

J(x, t) - u. (x, t) - ce-)itu "(x, 

(2.7.4) 

(2.7.5) 

(2.7.6) 

where P, s>o with e small, and m is a positive constant. We wish to show 

that T>o within on. 

If the conditions (2-6.5) and (2.6.19) hold, then Theorem 2.6.7 applies and u will 

blow-up at a single interior point of a. Hence, if il is small enough, it 

follows that 

us-, ýco <. for x-±(a-, n), 0< t< T. (2.7.7) 

We also have from (2.7.4) that 

ut ýt c>0 (2.7.8) 

on the parabolic boundary of the set WIX (11, T) . 

If c is sufficiently small, then (2.7.7) and (2.7.8) ensure that T(x, t) can be 

chosen to be strictly positive on the parabolic boundary of Q'Ix(Ij, T) . 

defined as 
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On differentiating (2.7.7) it can be established (as in Section 2.4), that 

Jt - Jx; 
c u ux si gn ( ux) Jx 

(2.7.9) 
- ýDUP-l +a U-9-1 I ux PI -T - 

S, 

where 

) U«4-JF-l 1 19 + MU 0+S (S-1) US-2U2 ee-b"f (p-s) uP"-' + (&+s(ß-1) ux x). 

(2.7.10) 

Further, because u>o throughout WX (q, T) 
, and as p ý! 1 from (2.6.5), it 

is clear that the coefficients of T and T,, in equation (2.7.9) are bounded 

functions within Q'IX (11, T) . 

The condition (2.6.5) ensures that p ýt 1, and hence that s will be greater 

than or equal to zero throughout a nX (, n, T) , 
if 

pýSý1. (2.7.11) 

The maximum principle may be applied to (2.7.9) to yield that T (x, t) as 

defined by (2.7.6), is strictly greater than zero throughout Q'Ix (71, T) 
, and hence 

that 

ut (x, t) 2ý ce -mtu -(x, t) in 09x (11, T) . (2.7.12) 

o within we may integrate (2.7.12) from t to T and X-113 WX ('q 
, T) , 
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find that there exists a constant c>o such that 

for (T- t) 1/ (0-1) CÜ'9x (11, T) , 

provided -n is small enough and s satisfies (2.7.11). 

Further, if q is small enough, then it follows from Theorem 2.6.7 that u must 

also remain bounded at any other point within a,. 

Hence, as s-p satisfies (2.7.11) we find that 

u (x, t: ) g for (x, t) in a,.. (T- t: ) 1/ (P-1) 

and we have established the following Theorem- 

Theorem 2.7.2 

(2.7.13) 

If u (x, t) is a solution to (2.5.1)-(2.5.3) which satisfies Theorem 2.5.1, and if 

<p (x) satisfies (2.5.6), (2.6.1)-(2.6.3) and (2.6.22), then there exists a constant 

c>o for which inequality (2.7.13) holds provided a, p and p satisfy (2.6.5) 

and (2.6.19). 
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Chapter 3 The Higher Dimensional Gradient Problem 

3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 has considered the question of when solutions to the problem (2.1.1)- 

(2.1.3) in one dimension will blow-up in a finite-time and when this blow-up can 

be identified as occurring at a single point. In this chapter we shall consider the 

problem(s) (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) in higher dimensions with the aim of developing 

extensions of the one-dimensional results established in Chapter 2. 

AC 
As in Chapter 2, we find it convenient to treat the cases of positive and negative 

gradient terms in (2.1.1) as entirely separate problems which are studied in the 

same order. Hence the case of a negative gradient term in the N-dimensional 

problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) is investigated in Sections 3.2-3.4 and the positive gradient 

problem in Sections 3.5-3.7. The various 'blow-up questions' addressed within 

these subsections also correlate with those considered in Chapter 2 and this should 

facilitate necessary cross-referencing. 

By using the techniques developed in Friedman & Lacey 1988 as a starting point, 

Chapter 2 has been able to construct a method whereby useful information can be 

obtained about the blow-up behaviour of the one-dimensional problem with both 

positive and negative gradient terms. 

When the gradient term in the one-dimensional form of equation (2.1.1) is of 

negative sign, this process relies on the development, in Appendix A, of a 'good' 

upper bound for the gradient of the considered solution. The extension of the 

methods used in Sections 2.2-2.4 to higher dimensions is consequently made 

possible because this upper bound also applies to solutions to the N-dimensional 

problem. (Provided the boundary of the domain, 

negative mean curvature. ) 

0, is taken to have non- 
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The technique applied in Section 2.2 to establish blow-up in the 'negative 

gradient' case is also relatively 'self-contained'. It essentially requires only that a 

number of estimates, derived in Friedman & MacLeod 1985, be valid for the 

corresponding equation without the gradient term, and that this equation has 

solutions which exhibit finite-time blow-up. 

As none of these results are particular to the one-dimensional problem, we begin 

the study of the N-dimensional problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) in which the gradient term 

is of negative sign by extending the techniques of Section 2.2 into higher 

dimensions. This will allow an N-dimensional analogue of Theorem 2.2.3 to be 

established. 

It is unlikely that the analysis of Section 2.3 (in which single-point blow-up is 

established for the one-dimensional negative gradient problem) will be able to 

identify single-point blow-up for anything other than a radially symmetric solution 

to the higher dimensional problem. 

This opinion does not stem from any preconceived ideas of when blow-up may 

occur at a single-point in the N-dimensional case, but is simply a recognition of 

the higher degree of dependence placed by the techniques used on the existence 

of only one important space variable. 

Hence it is anticipated that information about the blow-up sets for the non- 

symmetric N-dimensional problem may be best facilitated by extensions, where 

practical, of techniques used in Friedman & MacLeod 1985. In this work it is 

found that, for higher dimensional problems with suitable initial data, blow-up will 

occur (in the absence of the gradient term) within a compact subset of a convex 

domain. 
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In Section 3.3 we begin our analysis of where blow-up may occur by extending the 

techniques used to establish single-point blow-up in Section 2.3 to radially 

symmetric solutions of the N-dimensional problem with a negative gradient term 

(Section 3.3.1). The possible extension of techniques similar to those used by 

Friedman & MacLeod to non-symmetric solutions of this problem is considered in 

Section 3.3.2. 

In Section 3.4 we address the problem of deriving an estimate of the rate at which 

finite-time blow-up may occur, and find that such an estimate is available provided 

the results of the preceding subsections hold. 

The case of a positive gradient term in (2.1.1) is considered in Sections 3.5-3.7. 

Again this analysis is strongly influenced by the study of the corresponding one- 

dimensional problem (in Sections 2.5-2.7) and here we are also able to draw on 

experience gained in the higher dimensional analysis of Sections 3.2-3.4. Hence in 

Section 3.5 we investigate the existence of blow-up when the gradient term in 

equation (2.1.1) is of positive sign, Section 3.6 considers the problems associated 

with identifying the blow-up sets, and Section 3.7 seeks to establish an estimate of 

the rate at which finite-time blow-up may occur. 
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Section 3.2 Existence of blow-up for a negative gradient term 

31.1 Blow-up using the techniques of Friedman and Lacey 

In this section we consider the N-dimensional problem (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) in which the 

gradient term is of negative sign. 

Hence, u (x, t) is taken to be the solution to 

Ut _ V2U + Up _ Ua JVUJ 0 in a, t>o 

(x, o) - (P 

V(Xl t) - 

(3.2.1) 

(3.2.2) 

(3.2.3) 

in a 

on aa, t>o 

where a is a bounded region in Rv with smooth boundary aa . The 

parameters a, p and p are assumed to satisfy the condition 

and pzl. . 

In addition, we shall assume throughout this work that the initial condition 

9 

as 

(3.2.4) 

satisfies the requirement introduced in Section 2.2 as (2.2.5) and restated 

ýpEco (a) , 4) 2ý o and ýp (.,, ) _0 for x on aa . (3.2.5) 

Standard iteration methods can be used to show that the problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) 

along with (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) will have a unique, positive solution, u (x, t) , at 

least until some small time To - Further, if u cannot be extended step-by-step 
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to all t, then there exists a finite time T such that u exists and is positive 

for 0<t<T, and 

1 imsup sup u (X, t) -+ co, 
t-T XEQ 

and hence that u blows up at the finite time T- 

We begin this study of the blow-up behaviour of solutions to (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) by 

developing an analogue of Theorem 2.2.1 for this higher-dimensional problem. 

This technique consequently represents the direct application of the methods used 

in Friedman & Lacey 1988 in an attempt to establish the existence of blow-up in 

the N-dimensional case. 

This process proceeds by first considering a function v(x, t) which is assumed 

to satisfy 

vt _ V2 V . 4. Vp in B, t>09 (3.2.6) 

v (X, 0) - l# 

v (x, t7) - 

for B, a ball, defined as 

in 

on aB, t>o, 

B- Ix : lxl< bl for some b>0- 

Additionally, the initial condition * (x) is taken to satisfy 

*_*(. r) EC1(B), *i(_r) <o if 0 <r<b and 4v//(r) <o- 

(3.2.7) 

(3.2.8) 

(3.2.9) 

(3.2.10) 
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It follows that if * (. r) is 'large enough' compared to b then v will blow up 

at a finite time, say t,, (Fujita 19699 Bebernes & Kassoy 1981, Lacey 1983). 

Further, in light of (3.2.10), the maximum principle applied to vr yields that 

v-v(r, t) and v, <o for O<v<b, 0<t< to . (3.2.11) 

The following estimates, derived in Friedman & MacLeod 1985 as Theorem 4.2 

and Theorem 3.1 respectively, were used, in their one-dimensional form, in 

Section 2.2. They are, however, equally valid when applied to the function 

whereby (as B is necessarily convex) we see that 

(r, t) -. < c( to - t) -1/ (P-1) for O: gr<b, 0-<t< to 9 

for some positive constant c, and 

1/21 Vr 12 
_ 1/21V, [ýd2 :g" 

(t) 
sP ds for 0 :! ý r<b, 0 :9t< to fv 

('r, t) 

(3.2.12) 

(3.2.13) 

In light of (3.2.11), we also have that the function, m(t) , appearing in (3.2.13) 

satisfies 

m(t: ) - inax v (x, t) -v (0 , t) 
xEB 9 

Hence, if the function r (t) is defined as 

tm'y ( -r ) d-c ro -r (to) 

for o<t< to . (3.2.14) 

(3.2.15) 
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then by (3.2.12), 

ro < co provided y< p-1 . (3.2.16) 

We next define the regionS R, and R. as 

0<t< tol (3.2.17) 

R2 - (8 (0<r<b+8( t) ,0<t< tol (3.2.18) 

and a function, w(. r, t) , by 

w(r, t) - v(o, t) - m(t) in R, (3.2.19) 

w(r, t) - v(r -8 (t) , t) in R2 
1 (3.2.20) 

where 

8 (t) -r (to) -r (t) ýt 0, (3.2.21) 

and we propose that, under appropriate conditions on the relationship between 

the parameters a, p and p, and provided V (x) is chosen suitably, w(. r, t) 

will be a subsolution to u (x, t) , the solution to (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) and (3.2.5). 

To verify this proposition we proceed as follows: 

In R, 9 

wt - 
V2W - Wp + Wa 1 VWiß- nI(t7) - rnP(t) 

!g (vt - 
V2V + Vcg 1 VV 1 ß) (0, t: ) _ Vp (0 

' 
t) 

:g0 
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as v2v-<o and lvvi-o at r-o. 

Next, in R2 
ý 

wt - v2w 
-WP + Walvwip 

-w-w 
(N-1) 

w -wp + wl, I W, IP t rr rr 

vrr + 
(N-1) 

V, +VP 8lVr - Vrr vr -VP+ Val I Vr Cr-8) 

Ov- 1) vr 
1 11 8/vý, + va V, 

[. 
r-6 - -. r 

(3.2.22) 

Hence, as v, <0 in R2 (from (3.2.21)) and as '-I ýt o in R2 
, we see r6r 

that the right hand side of (3.2.22) is less than or equal to 

Iv, 1 ý va Iv, 1 0-' 

Differentiating (3.2.21), however, we see that 

81(t) - -MY(t) ý 

so that (3.2.13) becomes 

1 v, 1 ý v" 1 v, 1 ß-' - iny (t) 1- 

(3.2.23) 

(3.2.24) 
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Hence, if (3.2.13) is used to estimate Iv, I in (3.2.24), it follows, as 

v(. r, t) :! ý m(t) for 0 --ý r<b, and from (3.2.24), as a ýt o and p ý: 1, that 

(3.2.24) is itself no greater than 

I V, If 
clm a , /. (I>-. 1) (0-1) -my ) 

for some constant 

(3.2.25) 

Hence, the right hand side of (3.2.22) must be less than or equal to zero if the 

expression (3.2.25) is less than or equal to zero, which it will be if 

cim a+% (P+I) (A-1) 
:g my. (3.2.26) 

It follows therefore, that if m(t) is sufficiently large, inequality (3.2.26) will be 

satisfied as required if 

a+ 1/2 (P+l) (P-1) <y< P-1 - (3.2.27) 

By definition, however, m(t) - max (x, t) , and the maximum principle applied xEB 

to (3.2.6)-(3.2.8) yields that 

t) 2t v (r, t) 2! v (r, 0) -* (r) for 0: ý. r<b, O<t< to 

so that m(t) can be guaranteed as large as required by suitable choice of the 

function * (r) - 
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Hence, as both w and vw are continuous across the boundary aRlrOR2 
, with 

Vw -o on this curve, we conclude that w satisfies the requirements necessary 

to be a subsolution to u in the interior, B' , of the set wl U -R, . Further, 

is continuous on the parabolic boundary aPB' 9 Of B1 , with 

4r (r) 

and 

where b'-b+ 8(0) -b+ro . 

elsewhere on apB1 , 

It follows, therefore, that if B'CQ , and if ýp (x) >* (x) for XEB' , then by 

comparison 

(x, t) 2t w (x, t) . (3.2.28) 

In conclusion, the results of Lacey 1983 may be applied to the function v(. r, t) , 

to show that, if * (. r) is 'large enough' compared to b, and consequently if 

(x) is also 'large enough' compared to o, then v(r, t) exhibits finite-time 

blow-up, and hence that w(. r, t) is a subsolution to u which blows up in a 

finite time. 

We have therefore established the following N-dimensional extension of the 

results of Theorem 2.2.1: - 

for 0 --c r< bl 
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Theorem 3.2.1 

If (P (x) is 'large enough' compared to u( so that inequality (3.2.28) is valid for 

a function w(x, t) which exhibits finite time blow-up) and if the parameters 

and p satisfy, in addition to (3.2.4), the relationship described in (3.2.27), 

then u (x, t) , the solution to (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) with (p (x) satisfying (3.2.5) will 

blow up in a finite time less than or equal to to . 

1D - Remark 3.2.2 

It is also a straightforward process to verify that no solution to (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) can 

exhibit finite time blOw-uP if I+P1: P- 

Proof 

Bearing in mind Remark 2.2.2 of Section 2.2, we define a function, w(x, t) , as 

W(x, t) - Aeb (x, +a) (3.2.29) 

for positive constants A, b and a, and for any space variable x, . We also 

assume that a is large enough to ensure that 

x, +aý! 0 for any xea . 
(3.2.30) 

This function w(x, t) therefore satisfies 

wt - 
V2W - WP + WS I VW 1 0 

-A Pe pb (x, + a) IA ('+O-P) bPe (a+P-P)b(x, +a)_l Ab2 e 
b(x, +a) 

(3.2.31) 
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and we see that, if we substitute x for x, in (3.2.31) we obtain an identical 

expression to that found in the proof of Remark 2.2.2 in Section 2.2 i. e. (2.2-23). 

An identical argument can therefore be used to establish that the right hand side 

of (3.2.31) will remain greater than or equal to zero for all x in cl and 

t ýý o provided A, b>I, with A 'large enough' compared to b, and 

a+Iýp>i. 

Further, (3.2.30) allows us to estimate 

W(X, t) ý: A>0, forboth t-o and xeo, 

or for xEau and t>o. 

Hence, a suitably large choice of constant A ensures, from the maximum 

(3.2.32) 

principle, that w(x, t) is a supersolution to any solution u of (3.2.1)-(3.2.4), 

which must consequently remain finite for all times t provided condition 

(3.2.32) holds. Hence Remark 3.2.2. 
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31.2 A 'stronger' blow-up result 

Section 3.2.1 has found that the results of Section 2.2.1 can be established, without 

alteration, for the general N-dimensional problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.4). We therefore 

once again consider the question addressed at the beginning of Section 2.2.2; can 

a solution to (3.2.1)-(3-2.4) exhibit, for suitable initial data, finite time blow-up for 

values of the parameters a, p and p outwith the scope of either 

Theorem 3.2.1 or Remark 3.2.2? i. e. for a ýý 0, P k1 and p>1, such that 

3p - 2a <pa. 
p+1 

The aim of this section is simply to try to answer this question, by showing that 

the techniques developed in Section 2.2.2 may also be extended to the higher 

dimensional problem and that an N-dimensional analogue of Tbeorem 2.2.3 is 

valid for the solutions to (3.2.1)-(3.2.4). 

(3.2.33) 

We begin by considering the solution z (x, t) to the following problem- 

zt _ V2Z +Zp_Zq IVZI in B, t> 0 (3.2.34) 

(x, 0) -* 

(x, t) - 

in 

for x on aB, t> o 

where B is again defined as a ball such that 

B -I X: IxI <bI 

and where * (x) is assumed to satisfy 

(3.2.35) 

(3.2.36) 

(3.2.27) 
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*ECO (B) , *ýto and *(.,, )-o for xon aB, t>o. (3.2.28) 

The combined results of Tbeorem 3.2.1 and Remark 3.2.2 may be applied to this 

function and yield that, if * is 'large enough' compared to B, then z(x, t) 

will blow-up in a finite time, say T if 

q<p-1 (3.2.39) 

from Theorem 3.2.1. Further, z (x, t) will remain finite for all times t, and 

will consequently not exhibit finite-time blow-up, if 

q. 'ý p-1>0 (3.2.40) 

from Remark 3.2.2. 

It is clear, therefore, that the problem addressed in this section can be answered 

in the case p-1 by a straightforward application of the results of 

Section 3.2.1. 

We proceed as in Section 2.2.2 by seeking to duplicate the arguments used in 

Section 3.2.1, where in this case we will use the function z (x, t) in place of the 

function v(x, t) (the solution to (3.2.6)-(3.2.9)) used previously. 

This is only possible if an upper bound for the gradient of this solution exists, and 

such a bound has been established in Appendix A. 

Appendix A shows that, if u (x, t) is the solution to problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) in a 

convex domain a, then 
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IVUI 29( Cu' + U'k - Au-' +B1 

for positive constants A, Band c, with B large compared to A and c, 

provided 

2 (p-a) 
(P+ 1) , 

(ii) 
n (a >p9 

(iii) c 2! 1 and m- (p-oc) /P >k>1>1, 

where k is chosen close enough to m and n is the integer part of p, i. e. 

the largest integer satisfying n :5p. 

This estimate may be applied to z(x, t) , the solution (3.2.34)-(3.2.38), and 

yields that 

JVZ 12 
:g( CZ m+Zk- AZ' + BI 2 

provided 

(i) q> 1/2 (P- 1) 9 

q> P 
2C 

(iii) cki and m- (p-q) >k>-Z>l ý 

fOIr k close enough to m- (p-q) . 

(3.2.41) 
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If z (x, t) is taken to be a solution to (3.2.34)-(3.2.36) to which Theorem 3.2.1 

applies, i. e. if p (x) is large enough compared to the ball Band if condition 

(3.2.39) is satisfied, we denote by T the finite blow-up time of 

In addition to the condition (3.2.38) we assume that the initial condition * (x) 

satisfies 

* -*(r)ECI(B), *'(. r) o for 0 <r<b and *11(o) <o . 
(3.2.42) 

In this case, the maximum principle applied to (3.2.34)-(3.2.36) establishes that 

z (x, t) is also radial, i. e. 

z (r, t) - (3.2.43) 

The problem (3.2.34)-(3.2.36) may then be written as 

Zt_ zrr + 
(N- 1) Zr + Zp _ Zq Izzi 

r 
in BT 

9 (3.2.44) 

(r, 0) - 4r (r) 

(x, t: ) - 

in B, 

on aB, 0<t<T, 

where BT -Bx (0, T) , and we are able to verify the following Lemma. 

(3.2.45) 

(3.2.46) 
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Lemma 3.2.3 

If z (. r, t) is a solution to (3.2.44)-(3.2.46) for which * (. r) satisfies (3.2.28) 

and (3.2.42) then 

in BTn fr > oi 
for all p>1, qa0. 

Proof 

This result is established by arguments similar to those used in Lemma 2.1 of 

Friedman & MacLeod 1985 and begins by considering the function w(. r, t) 

defined as 

w(r, t) - rN-lz, (r, t) in BT 
- 

Differentiating with respect to t we see that 

(3.2.47) 

Wt -wW, + pzp-lw - 
qz, 7-lw Iw 

r N-1 

z <t sign (z. ) w, + 
(N_l) ZqIW 

r 

with W(T, 0) - rll*l (r) 

in BT 

in 

(3.2.48) 

(3.2.49) 

and w (r, 0- bl' z, (b, on aB, te (o, T) . 
(3.2.50) 

Hence, as z-o on aBx (0, T) from (3.2.46), and z>o within BT 

, from the 

maximum principle applied to (3.2.44)-(3.2.46), it follows that 

bN-1 z. (b, t) <0 on aB x (0, T) 
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and W(II 0) - r-v-, IV (r) :50 in B from (3.2.42) 

and a Positive maximum of w on the parabolic boundary0f B,, is impossible. 

Further, from (3.2.48) we see that 

Wt - W. -. r + 
(N-1) 

w, - pzP-'w +z 17 sign (z 
r r) wr 

z 4r I wi qz 4r-l w 
.rr 

N-1 

in (3.2.51) 

and if p ýt 1, q ýt 0, each of the coefficient on the left hand side of (3.2.5 1) must 

remain bounded throughout B, n ir > o) . 

Hence, at a positive interior maximum of w we would have that 

Wt - Wrr + 
(N-1) 

w, - pzP-lw +z 11 sign (z. ) w. 
r 

_ 
(N-1) Z'71 wI__ qzq-lw IwI<0, 

.r rx-I 

a contradiction to the maximum principle. 

We conclude therefore that 

r N-1 

zr <0 in BTn ir > oi 

and hence Lemma 3.2.1. 

We continue by assuming z (. r, t) is a solution to problem (3.2.44)-(3.2.46) for 

which Theorem 3.2.1 does apply and hence that z (. r, t) blows up at a finite 
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time, SaY T, provided * is large enough compared to Band that condition 

(3.2-39) is satisfied. 

A &Z Ac in Section 3.2.1 we define a function C (. r, t) , and regionS R, and R2 

such that 

C (. r, t) - (0, t) in R, 

C (r, t) - (. r -8 (t) , t) 

where 

0<I<8 (t) ,0<t<T) 

in R2 

R2 -1a (t) <b+8 (t) 
,0<t<TI 

and in this case 

6 (t) - M(T - t) 

for some positive constant m. 

From Lemma 3.2.3 it is clear that 

z (0, t) - 
Max 

z (r, t) -m( t) say, for 0<t<T xGB z 

We propose that for a large number of functions v (x) ,c (r, t) will be a 

subsolution to u (x, t) , the solution to problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.4). 

We verify this proposition as follows: - 
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(3.2.53) 

(3.2.54) 

(3.2.55) 

(3.2.56) 

(3.2.57) 



In R, 9 

ct- V2Z 
- ýp + en IVZI P 

- (zt - V2 Z-Zp+Zq IVZI ) (0, t) + Z« IVZI P (0, t: ) 

-0 

as V2 Z : go and lvzl -o at r-o. 

Next, in R2 
ý 

C, - V'C - CP + Ca I VC 10 

- zr + (N-1) zr 1111- 
z9lz, l + zalz, lp 

r-8 r 

:! 5 1 ZrI IZaIZ, j Zq+ al ( t) I 

(3.2.58) 

as z. <o in R2 from Lemma 3.2.3, and 

for r>6. 

Hence, as 8/ (t) - -m from (3.2.56), it follows that 

cc- V2( - Cp + Ca IVCI A 
:g 

IZ 
rl 

( za lZr' 0-2 
- Zq _ MI 

in R2 
- (3.2.59) 

Condition (3.2.4) ensures that 0 -- 1, and hence that, if the necessary conditions 

(i)-(iii) are satisfied, we may use inequality (3.2.41) to estimate 

II P-1 
:ý 

0-1 
zr _( 

CZM + Zk - Azl 
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for constantS A, Band c, and m- p-q >k>1>1- 

Applying this estimate to the right hand side of (3.2.59) then yields that 

(C - 
V2C 

- ep + (a 1W1ß 
!gs in R2 

where 

S- lzrl ( Z" [ cz »+z k-AZ l+B ] >-1. 
- zq - m). 

(3.2.60) 

(3.2.61) 

The right hand side of (3.2.61) will be less than or equal to zero in the following 

cases: - 

Case A: if both z9 and the constants A, Band c are small compared 

to m, or 

Case B: if q is the highest power of z in the expression (3.2.61), which it 

will be if 

a (3.2.62) 

and if z is sufficiently large compared to A, Band c. 

As we are free to choose the constant m, by choosing m large enough, it is 

possible to ensure that at least one of these cases will always be true and hence 

that s, and the right hand side of (3.2.60), is less than or equal to zero 

throughout R2 

. This conclusion requires, however, that condition (3.2.62) and 
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the necessary requirements of the estimate (3.2.9) (labelled (i)-(iii)) hold. As 

from (iii), condition (3.2.62) reduces to 
p-q 

a (P-q) (P-1) <q. (3.2.63) 

We have already required in (3.2-39), that 

q< p-1 , 

and therefore choose q 'close enough' to p-1 . In this case, (3.2.63) will be 

satisfied if 

a+p 

and the conditions (i)-(iii) required by the estimate (3.2.41) reduce to 

(i) 1/2 (P- 1) >0 

> 2C 
p 2C-1 

(iii) 

and are automatic for p>1 provided c is chosen suitably large. 

(3.2.64) 

To continue, therefore, as both C and vC are continuous across the boundary 

aR, f)aR2 
, with VC -C, -o on this curve, we conclude that C satisfies the 

requirements necessary to be a subsolution to u in the interior, BI , of the set 

Rl U R2 
' 
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Further, c is continuous on the parabolic boundary0f B1 , with 

c (. Z-l 0) -* (r) 

and (-0 

for 0 : 5. r<bl 

elsewhere on a,, Bl , 

where b' -b+ 8(o) -b+AlT - 

It follows that if B'C: Q andif 4p(x) > *(x) for XCB1 , then by comparison 

u (X, t) >- ý (X, c) 

for a, p and p satisfying (3.2.64) and (3.2.4). 

(3.2.65) 

In addition, Theorem 3.2.1 is valid for the considered function z(r, t) so that 

and hence C are functions which blow-up in a finite time. 

We have therefore established the following Theorem. 

Theorem 3.2.4 

If T (x) is large enough compared to a( so that C (x, t) is a subsolution 

which blows up) and if a, p and p satisfy (3.2.4) and (3-2-64), then 

u (x, t) , the solution to (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) with 4p (x) satisfying (3.2.5) will 

blow-up in a finite time less than or equal to T- 

This theorem represents a direct N-dimensional extension of Theorem 2.2.3 which, 

along with Remark 3.2.2 illustrates that the relationship between p and the sum 

is critical in determining the behaviour of solutions to equations of this type. The 
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preceeding analysis has established that, provided suitable initial data exists, the 

solution to (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) will remain finite for all time if 

a+p >- pI 

and that solutions to this equation can exhibit finite-time blow-up if 

a+p 

It remains, therefore, to investigate the nature of this blow-up. 
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Section 3.3 Identirication of the blow-up sets 

In this section, we consider a solution, u(x, t) , to the problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) 

which satisfies the requirements of Theorem 3.2.4 and which consequently blows 

up at a finite time, say T. 

Once blow-up has been established, one of the questions raised is of where the 

blow-up takes place, and in particular, when is the blow-up confined to a single 

point. 

The form of equation (3.2.1) makes this question even more intriguing. Although 

the gradient term has a damping effect and works against blow-up (to the extent 

that it may even ensure that blow-up does not take place, e. g. Remark 3.2.2), if 

blow-up does occur, then the singularising effect of the gradient term may be 

expected to play an important role in determining where blow-up takes place. It 

is consequently not obvious if a solution to (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) exhibits anything like the 

blow-up behaviour it would if the gradient term were absent, i. e. if it were a 

solution to the type of equation considered in Friedman & MacLeod 1985. 

The purpose of this section is to investigate the blow-up sets associated with 

solutions to the problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) to which Theorem 3.2.4 applies. This 

analysis can be simplified by initially considering the symmetric problem to which 

the techniques developed in the study of the one-dimensional problem of 

Chapter 2 may be extended. This approach also serves to indicate what results 

may be available in the more general higher dimensional case, and the symmetric 

problem is consequently addressed in the following subsection. 

3.3.1 The symmetric problem 

In this subsection we consider the problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) in the case that 
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a is the ball, B. 
R -jx: Ixi 

and where the initial condition, (p (x) , satisfies 

(3.3.1) 

9-9 (r) with q/ (. r) <o for 0<I-Ix1 !5R and (p// (o) < o, (3.3.2) 

in addition to (3.2.5). 

It follows, therefore, that u is also radial, i. e. 

u-u (r, 0. 

In this case, (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) can be written as 

ut- Urr + 
(N- 1) 

ur + up - ullur IP 
.r 

u (. r, 0) - ff Cr) 

(R, t) - 

where 

p>l, a>-o and pý! l, 

and where BT denoteS BRX(O, T) . 

(3.3.3) 

in BT-' (3.3.4) 

in BRI (3.3.5) 

for t>0, 

We begin by extending Lemma 3.2.3 to the solution, u (r, t) of problem 

(3.3.4)-(3.3.7). 

(3.3.6) 

(3.3.7) 
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Lemma 3.3.1 

If the initial condition v-v (r) satisfies conditions (3-2-5) and (3.3.2), then 

(. r, t) , the solution to (3.3.4)-(3-3-7), satisfies 

o in B.. n (-r > 0). 

Proof 

The proof of this result is similar to that of Lemma 3.2.3 and is consequently not 

repeated. 

If we define a function w(. r, t) as 

u, (. r, t) in B.., 

then we see that 

o in Bn (r > o) 

in light of Lemma 3.3.1. 

We next consider the function T(r, t) , where 

w (. r, t) + c- c (. r) g(u(. r, t) ) in BT, (3.3.8) 

where e is a small positive number and c(. r), g(u) are positive functions for 

which 

C(O) - g(0) - 0. (3.3.9a) 
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It is proposed that -T -< o in B, if c is small enough and c (. r) and g (u) 

are chosen appropriately. To establish this proposition, we see from (3.3.8) that 

J (R, t: ) -w (R, t) +eC (R) g (0) 

- w(R, t) (3.3.9) 
:g0 

from (3.3.6), (3.3.9a) and Lemma 3.3.1 

LT(O, t) - W(O, t) + ec(o) g(u) 

- W(O' t) (3.3.10) 
-0 

by (3.3.9a) and Lemma 3.3.1, and 

, T(. r, 0) - rN-19' (. r) + cc (. r) g0p) 

.<0 for 0 :9r ---5 R 

in light of (3.3.9a) and (3.3.2) provided e is chosen suitably small. 

Next, on differentiating (3.3.8) 

it - wt + ecglut (3.3.12) 

w, + ecl_q + cc_qlu, (3.3-13) 

J-w+ cc//g + 2ec/9 /Ur + ecg 
// u2+ ecglurr, (3.3-14) 

T. r rr r 

so that, as w :go in B7. , and u, - w/,, v-i, we find that 
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LTC _ _Trr 
(N-1) Wr 

+ PUP_, W CCUc-1 IM OW 
rr0 (AV- 1) 

+ 
Due iwip-i Wr 

+ 
(N-1) PU& WP+ CC91(N-1) W 

r 
(0-1) (M-1) 

r (0-1) (M-1) +ir V- 2 

+ ecglu P- ecglu aI wi Cc// 9 
.r0 

(N- 1) 
f/ // 2 2eclg w ecg w 

2 

(3.3.15) 

Using (3.3.13) to substitute for w, and (3.3.8) to substitute for w in (3.3.15) 

and if 

g1l (u) ýt o in BT (3.3.16) 

we find that 

it - Jrr + aTr + bJ :9S (3.3.17) 

where 

s- e(N-1)Clg + 
2e2Cggl 

cI-c (N- 1) ec f pur--, g - g, up 

+ ep+lcp+l 9 Pua-l ( ag + (0-1)gIL2 ecllg 
.r0 

(N- 1) 

epcp-lp Uagp c /- c(N-1) 

(3.3.18) 

In addition, we have, from (3.3.10), that T-o at r-o and a positive 

maximum of j is therefore impossible at this point. Further, from (3.3.8) and 

(3.3.9)9 

'T (. r, t) - (r, t) + cc (r) g(u (r, t) ) 

- w(r, t) <o throughOUt BT 
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at any point at which u (. r, t) - o. 

Hence, as u cannot be zero, and as T is clearly non-zero at any point within 

B, at which T is positive, it follows that the functions a and b appearing 

in (3.3.17) must remain bounded at any positive interior maximum of T. 

If we can demonstrate, therefore, that s (as described by (3.3.18)) is less than 

or equal to zero throughout B.. then the maximum principle applied to (3.3.17) 

would allow the conclusion that a positive maximum of T is impossible at any 

interior pointOf B7.. 

To establish this requirement we choose 

c(., ) -ry and 9, (U) _Uk (3.3.19) 

for some positive y and k>1. This choice ensures that the conditions 

(3.3.9a) and (3.3.16) are satisfied as required. Equation (3.3.18) now becomes 

S_ pry (y(N-y)Uk/ r2+ 2e (y-N+l)kry-NU2k-I 

- (p-k) Uplk-I + eP (a +k (p - 1) )rP (Y-l') u "-'+k (P"') 

- eP-lp (y-N+1). r 
(0-1) (Y-N+l) -1 u a+kp ) 

(3.3.20) 

from which we see that s will be less than or equal to zero if 

(P-k) uP'k-1 +y (y-N) U k1r2 + eO-3-P (y -N+l) r (0-3-) (Y-N+l) -1 u a+ko 

2: 2e(y-N+l)kry-]VU2k-1 + eP(a+k(P-1) )rP (y-N+l) Ua-, +k(ý+l) 

(3.3.21) 
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If we assume that p>k and y>N, then inequality (3.3.21) will be satisfied if 

either 

(p-k) Up+k-1 k (a+k(P-1))eP_rP(Y-N+I)Ua-l+k(0+1) + 2e(y-N+l)kr Y-N u 2k-I 

which we call condition A, or if 

Y (Y-N) U k1r2 ý! (a+k(O-1) ) eP_rP(Y-M+I) Ua-l+k(0+1) + 2c (y-N+l) kry-XU2k-1, 

which we call condition 

Inequality (3.3.21) can now be established by applying arguments similar to those 

used in the study of the one-dimensional problem. 

We begin by observing that condition A will be satisfied if 

p+k-1 >a -1+k(p +1) and p+k-1>2k-1 

with 1/2 (p-k) Up+k-l-(a-l+k(P+1)) > (a + k(p 

and 

1/2 (P- k) Up+k-l- (2k-1) >2 e- (y -N+ 1) krlf -'. 

As we have assumed that y>N, this requires that 

(p-a)/p >k and p>k, 

with u 'large enough' compared to c. 

Alternatively, condition B will be satisfied if 
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k< cc -1+k(p+i) and k<2k-1 

with 1/2Y (y - N) > (a +k (p - 1), ePr (Y*3-N) Us-l+k(0+1) -ic 

and 1/2Y (y - N) > 2e (y +1- N) kry+2-MU2k-l-k 

i. e. for -y > jv, if 

a+kp>l and k>l 

wit U 'small enough' compared to 

It follows, therefore, that if k can be chosen such that 

(p-a)/p >k>l, p>k and a+kp>l (3.3.22) 

with y 'large' (specifically Y>N) and e sufficiently small, then at least one 

of conditions A or B will always be satisfied, and consequently that s, as 

defined by (3.3.20), will be no greater than zero as required. 

Hence, from the maximum principle applied to (3.3.17) we see that a positive 

maximum of T is only possible on the parabolic boundary of B, although 

(3.3.9)-(3.3.11) ensures that T can never be greater than zero at such points. 

We conclude, therefore, that 

u, (. r, t) + ery Uk(. r, t) :go in B� 

provided y is 'large', e is 'small', and condition (3.3.22) is satisfied. 

(3.3.23) 
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We are now able to describe the following Theorem. 

Theorem 3.3.2 

If u (. r, t) is a solution to (3.3.5)-(3.3.7) to which Theorem 3.2.4 applies and if, 

in addition to the conditions required by Theorem 3.2.4, sp 

then u blows up at the single point x-o. 

Proof 

satisfies (3-3.2), 

Theorem 3.2.4 ensures that u blows up at the finite time denoted by T. 

From inequality (3.3.23) it follows that 

-r m- 1 (r, t) > er yUk(. r, t) in (3.3.24) 

for small C, Y>N and some k>1, provided k>1 can be chosen to satisfy 

(3.3.22). 

If inequality (3.3.24) is integrated from o to r for any 0<T<R, then as 

k>1 and u (o, t) 2! c>o, it follows that there exists a constant c>o for 

which 

1 
(k-1) uk-I (r, t) 

(3.3.25) 

Hence, if there exists some r>o for which u (r, t) -- as t-T, i. e. if there 

exists a blow-up point (. r, T) for which r*o, this would lead to a 

contradiction to (3.3.25). 
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Finally, we note that the inequality (3.3.23) requires that some k>1 can be 

chosen to satisfy the conditions (3.3.22). However, as we have assumed that 

Theorem 3.2.4 applies it follows that 

p> ct+p and a+pki 

(from (3.2.4) and (3-2-64)) and hence that the existence of a suitable k>1 to 

satisfy (3.3.22) is automatic. 

As indicated in the introduction to this section, we have only been able to 

establish single-point blow-up in the N-dimensional case for the symmetric 

problems described. However, in the following subsection, we consider a more 

general N-dimensional form of the problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) for which useful 

information as to the size and location of the blow-up sets may still be available. 

3.31 The non-symmetric problem 

In this section, we extend our study to a more general from of the problem (3.2.1)- 

(3.2.4) although we restrict ourselves to the situation in which 

is a convex domain in RN. (3.3.26) 

Throughout this section, we shall assume that the considered solution to problem 

(3.2.1)-(3.2.4) satisfies the requirements Theorem 3.2.4. 

Hence, this function will blow-up at a finite time which we denote by T. 

For this more general problem, the determination of any information regarding 

either the size or the location of the blow-up set is less straightforward. In 

particular, neither the one-dimensional arguments of Section 2.3, nor the 
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techniques of the preceding sections (which are essentially identical) may be 

applied to identify the blow-up set so precisely. We proceed, therefore, to 

es imate as far as possible, where blow-up may occur by applying the following 

extension of Theorem 3.3 from Friedman & MacLeod 1985. 

If v is any outward pointing normal to au we assume that 

t<o on au av (3.3.27) 

We next consider any Y,, Eau and for simplicity set Y,, -o and take the half- 

space ý x, >o) to be tangent to a at y,, with x, <o for any 

X- (Xllx2l***XN)6a* 

For some a<o with lai small we define the sets u. + and u. - as 

aa -anf 

and Qi -ý (x� x/): (28 - x� x/) CQö 

(3.3.28) 

(3.3.29) 

where xl - (x,, x, Hence a. is the reflection of a. - with respect to 

the plane j x, -61- 

We next consider a function w(x, t) defined as 

w (x, t) -u (x� x', t) -v (x� x', t) for x in Ü., 0<t<T (3.3.30) 
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where 

u (2 8- x� x/, t) . (3.3.31) 

On differentiating (3.3.30) we find that w(x, t) satisfies 

WC - V'w + cw - du" Ivivi - (U«-v«) IVVI ß (3.3.32) 

where 

c- (UP-VP)- and d Ivul 0- lvx, 4 
(U- V) Ivul - lVvi 

are, in light of (3.2.4), bounded near points at which u-v and/or Ivul - Ivvi. 

Hence, as 

- (u a- va) lvvi A 

at any negative minimum of w, it follows that 

wt - V2W - cw + du" IVM 

at such a point which is a contradiction to the maximum principle. 

Further, 

on f x, -aI 

and 

u (x� x� t) >o on (ai28 n fx, <8 1)x (0, T) . 

Finally, in light of (3.3.27) 

(3.3.33) 

(3.3.34) 

(3.3.35) 
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w(x, o) >o for xEob (3.3.35) 

provi ed IaI is sufficiently small. 

We conclude, therefore, from (3.3.33)-(3.3.35) that 

in jj6x(o, T) , (3.3.37) 

and 

aw 
2 0> on (3.3.38) 

Also, as t) is arbitrary, it follows by varying 8 that 

au <0 for XEÜ, +, 
,0<t<T (3.3.39) axi 80 

provided 18,, 1 is sufficiently small. 

We now consider the function T(x, t) defined as 

(X, t) - Ux, (X, t) +eC (X, ) 9 (u) in Ü 8'ox (0, T) (3.3.40) 

for e some small positive constant, and c(x, ) and _q(u) some positive 

functions yet to be determined. 

On differentiating (3.3.40) we see that 

it - Uxt + ecglut (3.3.41) 
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'VJ - Vu 
X, + evcg + ecg'Vu (3.3.42) 

V2j 
_ V2U 

x. + eV'cg + 2e9'VC-Vu + ecg" Ivul2 + eCg/V2U, (3.3.43) 

so that 

it - V2j _ pUp-1U X,. - au «-i Ivul 0u 
XI - ßUff IVUI ß-217U. IVU 

+ ecglu P- ecglUdg JIVUP 
- eV2 c9 

- 2egVu-Vc - ecg" IVul 2. 

(3.3.44) 

If (3.3.42) is used to substitute for Vux, , in the right hand side of (3.3.44) we 

find that 

LTt - 'V2LT + PUa JVUF-2VU. 17j 

U-1 +p pup-lu au Ivul ßu 
_ßU« 

IVUlß-2VU. IVCq 
X, X, 

(0-1) Uff IVUlACgl + eCglU p- eV2Cg 

2eg/Vu-Vc - pCgll I VU 12. 

AC 
,, is c (x, ) , equation (3.3.45) reduces to 

it - 
V2 

LT +AUaI VU 10 -2 VU. Vj 

(3.3.45) 

- pup-lu allg-1 
I VU PUKJ 

+ CPUS 
I VU IP-2C/4=xl 

+ ec (P - 1) UaI Vu I 0g, + ecglu P- ec/Ig 

- 2ec/9 /Uxl - eCgll I VU 12. 

(3.3.46) 

If (3.3.40) is now used to substitute for uX, in the right hand side of equation 

(3.3.46) we find that 

jt_ V2j + b-VLT + dLT - (3.3.47) 
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where 

S ec I pu-*-lg - UPg' + eCUO-1 I Vu F( ag + (0-1) Ugl 
e2CCIPUS I VU I P-2g2 

- ec/19 + 2e'cclggl 

eCgll I VU 12. 

(3.3.48) 

From (3-3.39) we see that ux, <0 throughout Cl, 'B'OX(0, T) and hence that 

I Vu I-o is impossible within the interior of this set. 

Further, if g(u) is chosen such that 

g(0) - 

then if (-x, -E) is any point at which u (3i, -E) - 0, it follows that 

ux + ec (X, ) 
-(; 
Ku (_X, _E) ) 

- u"ri (3ý, T) +ec 5ý1) g (0) 

- u., (-x, _E) <0 by (3.3.3 9). 

Hence, it is also impossible for T to have a positive maximum within 

(3.3.49) 

(3.3.50) 

Q8Ox(O, T) at any point at which u-o. Finally, as T*o at a positive 

maximum of T, it is clear, in light of (3.2.4), that the functions b and d 

appearing in the left hand side of equation (3.3.47) are bounded at any positive 

maximum of T(x, t) within Qa*OX(O, T) . 

We next choose the functions c (x, ) and g (u) as 
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c(x, ) and g(u) - us 

for some positive constants y and s, and this ensures g satisfies condition 

(3.3.49) as required. With this choice of c and g, the equation (3.3.48) for 

s becomes 

ec f (P-S) up'19-1 - (a+s (P-1)) ua+, O-l I vu IA 
+ ey (XI-80) Y-1PUC I VU F-2U20 

-Y(Y-1)US - 2ey (X, -5, )) 
Y-1 su 2s-1 

(X 
1 -81D) 

2 

S (S-1) US-2 I VU P). 

(3.3.51) 

In light of equation (3.3.47) we see that, if it can be established that s as given 

by equation (3.3.51) is less than or equal to zero throughout Qa+, X(O, T) then 

the maximum principle would yield the conclusion that a positive maximum of T 

is impossible within the interior of this set. 

The verification of this requirement for all a, p and p considered (i. e. all 

and p for which Theorem 3.2.4 applies) is investigated. This analysis is 

similar to that of Section 2.4 in which the sign of the term described by equation 

(2.4.20) is considered. 

The presence of the gradient terms in (3.3.5 1), however, means that the sign of 

equation (3.3.51) cannot be directly related to the term in (2.4.20) and we must 

again begin at first principles although reference will be made to the arguments of 
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Section 2.4 where convenient. We consider three cases in each of which we seek 

to demonstrate that s, as defined by equation (3.3.51), is less than or equal to 

zero. 

This is clearly true if the following inequality is satisfied 

- 1) U5 (P-S) up+. 9-1 +y 
(Y 

0) 
2-+S(, 

g-l) US-2 I VU 12 

(X-8 

Y-1 2s-1 ýt (ct+s Vu 10 + 2ey (xl-80) su 

(3.3.52) 

Case I<2 (P-a) 
(P+l) 

if 
S(S-l) U-1-, I Vu 11 ; 

-> 
(a +S(0-1))ua+, g-1 I vu 10 (3.3.53) 

then inequality (3.3.52) will be satisfied if 

(P-S) UP" ; >- 2ey (X, -, 5()) Y-1 su 2s-1 

i. e. if p>s and y >- 1 and provided u is 'large enough' compared to 

ey. We call this condition A. 

If inequality (3.3.53) holds, however, (3.3.52) will also be satisfied if 

.y 
(Y-1) uk 2ey (X 

1 -b 0) 
Y-1.9U20-1 

(X, -, 6, » ý- 

i. if 

S>L, y ý1 

and provided u is 'small enough' compared to y/e. 
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We call this condition B. 

It follows that if yk1 and 

p>s>1 with P- suitably small (3.3.54) 

then at least one of conditions A or B will always be satisfied, and hence that 

inequality (3.3.52) holds if inequality (3.3.53) is true. 

Alternatively, if inequality (3.3.53) is not true, i. e. if 

I VU 12-P 
:g 

(a+S(p 
1) ) uK+l (3.3.55) 1 

S(S-l) 
I 

then as p<2 (because p<2 (P-a) / (P+l) < 2) we may use (3.3-55) to 

estimate for the I vu IP term in the right hand side of (3.3.52). Hence, if (3.3.53) 

is false, (3.3.52) will be satisfied if 

S) up+o-l +y 
(Y-1) u Du'+'-'+P (6+1) / (2-0) 

+ 2ey (X 
1 -80) 

Y-I. SU2S-1, (3.3.56) (X 
I _80) 

2 

where 

D (a+s(3-1) )1+/(2_P) 

(s(s-1) ) /(2-) 

and we have dropped the (positive) gradient term from the left hand side of 

(3.3.52), under the assumption that s>1. 

Inequality (3.3.56) will also be satisfied in two cases; if 
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(P-S) Ul"'-' ýt Du'*'-2*0 (a+l)/(2-0) + 2ey (Xl-ao) Y-lSU26-1, 

which we call condition c, or if 

(Y-1) u2 
2ey (Xl-81D) Y-ISU2S-l 

(xi 
-, 

6 
0) 

which we call condition D. 

Condition c will be satisfied if 

P+S-l >a +S-1 + 0(a+l)/(2-0) and p+s-1> 2s -1 

and if u is 'large enough' compared to D and ey. 

We note, however, that the first of these inequalities, i. e. 

1 (2-0) 

is automatic as we have assumed p<2 (p-a) / (p+l) - 

Alternatively, condition D will be satisfied if 

s 
-:! ý cc +s-1+p (a + 1) / (2 - P) and s -. 5 2s-1, (3.3.58) 

and if u is 'small enough' compared to y and y/e, or, if there is equality in 

either part of (3.3-58), simply if y and y/e are sufficiently large. 

As ý, > 1, the second inequality in (3.3.58) is automatic and the first inequality 

in (3.3.58) will be satisfied if 
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a (2-P) 2t 1, i. e. if a 

which is also true in the light of (3.2.4). 

We conclude, therefore, that if e and 1/y are sufficiently small, then at least 

one of conditions c or D will always be true, and hence that inequality 

(3.3.52) is satisfied when (3.3.53) is false provided 

1> 2s -1 and s>1, 

i. e. provided 

P> S> 1. 

On combining these results we see that, if 0<2 (P- a) / (P+]-) then inequality 

(3.3.52) is satisfied provided p>s>1 with y >- 1 and c and 1/y suitably 

small. 
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Case 20-2 (p- a)/ (p+ 1) 

If 0-2 (p-a) / (p+j) 
, then the arguments of Case 1 may be repeated identically 

to the conclusion that inequality (3.3.52) will be satisfied if inequality (3.3.53) 

holds and, for y >- 1, if (3.3.54) is satisfied, or alternately, if (3.3.53) is false and 

eit er o the conditions c or D hold. 

Condition c requires that 

(P-S) UP"'-' ýt Du"-`0(`) /(2-0) + 2ey (XI-60) Y-ISU20-1 

and condition D that 

(Y-1) u 2ey (X, -80) 
Y-1 su 2s-1 

9 (xl-6,, ) I 

where 

(a+s(P-1) 
(S (S-1) 

For p-2 (P- a) / (P+l) we see that 

p+S--a+S-1+ 13 (a+1)/(2-13) 

and hence that condition C will only be satisfied 

if 
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(p-s) >D, 

and if 

f (P-S) -DI UP*"'-' ýt 2ey (X 
1 -80) Y-lSU2s-l. 

(3.3.59) 

(3.3.60) 

Assuming for the moment that condition (3-3.59) is true, we may proceed as 

before to conclude that condition D will be satisfied if 

s>1 

and if u is small enough compared to y and y/e , or simply if y and 

y/e are sufficiently large in the case a 

We may also proceed, under the assumption that condition (3.3.59) is true, to 

conclude that inequality (3.3.60) and hence condition c will be satisfied if 

p>s 

and if u is 'large enough' compared to ey . 

It follows, therefore, that if inequality (3.3.59) can be established, then by 

assuming and 1/y are sufficiently small, inequality (3.3.52) may again be 

verified, for P-2 (P-a) / (p+l) , provided 

p>s>1. 
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We therefore proceed to investigate the inequality (3.3.59). On substituting for 

D by (3.3.57) inequality (3.3.59) becomes 

(P-s) > 
(a+S (ß-1» 1+P/(2-ß) 

(S(S-1))ßl(2-ß) -» 

With P-2 (p-a) / (p+1) 
, it follows that 

(3.3.61) 

p- (P-a) 
+p- (P+l) and p_, _ p- (2a+l) 

(2-P) (a+l) (2 - P) (a+l) (P+ 1) 

and inequality (3.3-61) may be written as 

s (p- (2 (6+1) (3.3.62) 

We next choose 

(P- M) /0- 1/2 (P+ 1) (3.3.63) 

so that 

p>s>1 

is automatic as p 

With this s, (3.3.62) becomes 

1/2(P-1)( 1/2 (P+l) 1/2(P-1) I (P-11)/(a*: L) >( 1/2(P-1) )(P+')/(0+1) - 
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p>1 and p>+p> (from the requirements of Theorem 3.2.4), this is 

given by 

1/2(p+l) >1 je. P>l 

which is also true. 

We conclude that, if 0-2 (p-a) / (p+1) , then inequality (3.3.52) is again 

satisfied if c and 1/y are suitably small, and if 

(P- CC) /0- 1/2 (P+ 1) . 

Case 30>2 (p- a) / (P+l) 

It remains, finally, to consider the case of P>2 (P-a) / (p+l) . 
To recap, 

inequality (3.3.52) requires that 

S) Up-+S-l +Y 
(Y - 1) US+S (S- 1) U S-2 JVUJ 2 

(X 
1 -8())2 

Y-1 2s-1 2t (a+s (P-1))U**'-' IVUI + 2ey (XI-80) su 

In this case, as p>2 (P- a) / (P+ I) , and, as we have taken a to be a convex 

domain (from (3.3.26)) we may make use of the upper bound for Ivul 

developed in Appendix A. Hence we see that 
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117U1 2gf CU m+Uk- Au' + B) 

for appropriate constant A, Band c, provided 

(i) 02 (p- a)/ (p+ 1) , 

(ii) COfa + n(a + m(P-1))l 

(iii) and m- (p-a) /P >k>I>1, 

where k is 'close enough' to m and n is the largest integer satisfying 

flý5 

(3.3.64) 

Using (3.3.64) to estimate Ivul 0 in the right hand side of (3.3.52) we find that 

inequality (3.3.52) will be satisfied as required if 

(p_S) Up+s-3. ýt (a +S(p-1) ) Ua+s-l ICU M+Uk-Au l+BI 0+ 2ey (XI-80)y-'SU2'-' 

w ic we shall call condition E. 

(3.3.65) 

AC 
, is m- (p- ac) however, and we again take p>s>1, it is clear that the 

highest power of u in the right hand side of inequality (3.3.65) is p 

i. e. the same as the left hand side. It follows, therefore, that condition E Will 

only be satisfied when 
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(P-S) > (a+s(P-1))Co 

(so that this term is of the desired sign) and 

A, B, c and ey. 

(3.3.66) 

is 'large enough' compared to 

We assume for the moment that inequality (3.3.66) is compatible with the other 

necessary constraints (i. e. the conditions required by the estimate (3.3.64) and 

labelled (i)-(iii)). 

Returning to inequality (3.3.52), we see that this is also satisfied as required if 

y (Y-1) u2'+S (S-1) US-2 1 VU 12k (a+S (ß-1) ) U«+S-l 1 VU 1ß 

which can be rewritten as 

2ey (X 
1 -60) Y-lSU28-1 

{(S(S-l) ) 1/2U%(5-2) 1 VU 1- 1/2 (s (s-1) ) -% (a+s (ß-1) ) u«+lhs 1 17u 1 P-1ý2 

- 
1/4 (S (S-1) ) -1 (a+S (ß-1) ) 2U2«+s 1 VU 1 2(ß-1) 

+y 
(Y-1) u 2ey (X 

1 _80) y-lSU2S-1 
(xi -80 )2 

Inequality (3.3.67), and hence inequality (3.3.52), will also be satisfied if 

(Y-1) u -' 
22 1/4 (S(S-1) ) -1 (a+S(ß-1) ) 2U2«+s 1 VU 1 20-1) 

(x, -, bo) 

+ 2ey (XJ-80) Y-lSU2s-l. 

(3.3.67) 

(3.3.68) 

Now, as p -> 1, we may again use the estimate (3.4.43) to substitute for I vu I 

in (3.3.68), which then becomes 
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u2 2&+s ICU 1+ Uk 
17ýý 

ý: '14(S(S-1))-'(a+S(P-1)) U -AU 
l+BI 2 (0-1) 

(xi-80) 

2ey (X 
1 -80) Y-lSU28-1. 

We call this condition F, which is also dependent on satisfaction of the 

conditions (i)-(iii) required by the use of the estimate (3.3.64). 

If these conditions hold, however, then condition F will be satisfied provided 

u is small enough compared to y and 1/c , as we already have that a ý! o 

and s>1. 

We conclude, therefore, that if in addition to p>s>1 and (3.2.4), the 

conditions (3.3.66) and the conditions (i)-(iii) required by the estimate (3.3.64) 

hold, then by choosing c and 11-f small enough, we can ensure that at least 

one of the conditions E or F will always be satisfied. This in turn ensures 

that the inequality (3.3.52) is satisfied as required. 

It remains to check that for p>s>1, the inequality (3.3.66) and the conditions 

labelled (i)-(iii) necessary to allow the use of (3.3.64) are compatible. 

This analysis has already been performed in Section 2.4 as part of the proof of 

Theorem 2.4.3, and the values of cc, p and p for which the above conditions 

hold are summarised as 'Case 3' in the statement of Theorem 2.4.3. In this 
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analysis, however, we are only interested in the question 'does a suitable s such 

that P>s>1 exist' and not, as in Theorem 2.4.3, in what the applicable value 

of s actually is. Hence the 'Case 3' option of Theorem 2.4.3 may simplified in 

this case by noting that there exists some s, with p>s>1, for which 

condition (3.3.66) and the conditions (i)-(iii) required by the estimate (3.3.64) hold 

provided 

(a) p>2 (p- a) / (p+ 1) and a+n (a +m (p - 1) ) ýt pý 

or (b) p> 2(p-a)/(p+l), a +n(a+m(P- 1)) <p and p> 1+pln 

where m- (p- a) /p and n is the largest integer satisfying n :ýp. Again, as 

in Theorem 2.4.3, it may be noted that as p>a+p, a 2t o, p 2! 1 and p ; -> 1, 

the condition p>1+ Oln in (b) is automatic if a ýý 1,0 a2, or p ?! 3- 

In either of the cases 1,2 or 3 where inequality (3.3.52) has been verified for 

some s>1, we recall that this allows the conclusion that a positive maximum of 

the function T(x, t) (as defined in (3.3.40)) is impossible within the interior of 

the set Q8+Ox(O, T) , provided the constants e and 1/y are suitably small. 

From (3.3.40), we also see that 
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J(XI u X, 
(x, t) +c (xi -80) YU 

u 
X, (x, t) 

o for x, -8,, by (3.3.39). 

Further, 

(X, 0) - (P"i (x, t: ) +e (X, -8 19 

can be made strictly less than zero throughout Q* provided is small 80 

enough, in light of (3.3.27) and as x, is taken to be an outward pointing vector 

on au . 

Finally, if r is defined as 

a- n ao 80 

then as u-o for xeau , and as au <0 for ax, 

that 

(x, t7) au (x, t) +e (X, 8 0) 
YU, (X, axi 

au (X, t) axi 
o for xErx(O, T) - 

xEQ8*, by (3.3.39), it follows 
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Hence we see that, for small e, T<o on the parabolic boundary of 

Q+ aOx (0, T) - We conclude that 

i- in 0 a+OX 

so that 

- UXI -1 ux, 1>e (x, -80) 
Yu 

where x, - (x,, ---x, ) -o and 8() -,! g x, <o. 

(3.3.69) 

A c! 
ý us u (x, t) >o within a it follows on integrating (3.3.69) with respect to 80 ý 

that for each ylea", i. e. a <yl<o then 80 ý0 

1 

(s-1) ul-, (Y: L, 0, t: ) 
1 (Y1-80) Y" 

(s-1) ul-, (80 to, t) 

so that, as u (8, o, t) >o, we find that 

(Y" 0, t) :g fe (s - 1) Ov, - 8. ) "*'/ 

Hence, if 8, is defined as 8, - 8,, - e,, for any e,, >o, then for any 

a, < _v, <o we apply the estimate (3.3.70) to deduce that 

(3.3.70) 
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(yi, 0, t) 
:! ý (E (S- 1) (8 

1- 
80) Y4,1/ 

for any 61< jyj < 0,0 <t<T. 

It follows, therefore, that every point in the set 

{x" - 0,6 -6-¬< x1 < o} 

is not a blow-up point of u for small enough e,, . 

It is also clear that a,, (and hence 8, ) may be chosen independently of the 

initial point YoEaQ . By varying YO along aa we conclude that there exists a 

neig ourhood, u/ , of au , such that each point x in o/ is not a blow-up 

poin . 
We may now state the following Theorem. 

Theorem 3.3.3 

Suppose ýp (x) is large enough compared to u and satisfies condition (3.2.5) 

and that a, p and p satisfy (3.2.4) and (3.2.64), then the solution, u, to 

problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) will, according to Tbeorem 3.2.4, blow-up at some finite 

time 
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Suppose further that a is a convex domain in Rv and that (p (x) also 

satisfies the condition (3.3.27), then the set of blow-up points is a compact subset 

of a provided a, p and p also satisfy the requirements of one of the cases 

1-3 described below. 

Case 10<2 (P- a)/ (p+ 1) 

Case 2P-2 (p- a)/ (p+ 1) 

Case 3P>2 (p-a) / (p+l) and either 

(a) a+ n(a + m(p - 1)) ýt p, or 

(b) a+n(a+m(P-1)) <p and p> 1+pln , 

where m- (p- a) /p and n is the integer part of p. 

1D - Remark 

It is clear from the alternatives offered in Cases 1-3 above that a, p and p 

need only satisfy the conditions (3.2.4) and (3.2.64) if a ý! 1, p ý! 2, or p 'a 3 

(as the requirement p>1+ p1n in Case 3(b) would then be automatic). 
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Section 3.4 Estimate of blow-up rate for the negative gradient case 

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 have considered the questions 'does the solution to (3.2.1)- 

(3.2.4) exhibit finite-time blow-up', and if so 'where does this blow-up take place'. 

This work has tried, in general, to extend the techniques developed in Chapter 2 

to this more general higher-dimensional problem with varying degrees of success. 

In this section we investigate the rate at which such a solution may blow up and 

find that, if the considered function satisfies the requirements of the preceeding 

subsections, then the full range of one-dimensional results in this area (described 

in detail in Section 2.4) may be verified in the higher dimensional case. 

Throughout this section we consider a solution to problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.4) which 

satisfies the requirements of Theorem 3.3.3 so that blow-up occurs at some finite- 

time T within a compact subset of the convex domain u. 

The techniques used in Section 2.4 to establish Theorem 2.4.1 may be applied 

directly to this function, and this, along with Corollary 2.4.2, now yields: - 

Theorem 3.4.1 

If the function m(t) is defined, as in Section 2.4, as 

m (t) max U (X, t) XeQ 

then m is Lipschitz continuous, and 

mP (t) 

at any point at which the function , is differentiable. 

(3.4.1) 

(3.4.2) 
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The proof of this result is identical to that of Theorem 2.4.1 of Section 2.4, or 

indeed to its predecessor, neorem 4.5 of Friedman & MacLeod 1985. 

Hence, as M (T) -+ co by assumption, it follows if (3-4-2) is integrated from t 

to T that there exists a constant c>o such that 

t) - "I u (X, t) 2t c for any 0<t<T (3.4.3) XE Q (T- t) I/ (P-1) 

We proceed, as in Section 2.4, to try to establish a complimentary estimate, and 

make the assumption that T (x) can be chosen to satisfy, in addition to (3.2.4) 

and (3.3.27), 

9 EC2 (Q) 

, with V2V 
+ (pp - (pa jvTj A, o in a. 

'nis assumption ensures that u, (x, o) ýt o in a, and, as u, -o on au for 

0<t<T, that u, is no less than zero on the parabolic boundary of 
OT 

* 

Further, on differentiating (3.2.1) with respect to t we see that, if w-u, , 

then w satisfies 

wt _ V2W + pUP-IW - (XUa-1 JVUJ AW 
- PUa JVUJ P-2VU. VW 

in 0,0 <t<T, (3-4.5) 

so that 
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Wt - V2W 
_ pUj>-lW + pUc JVUJ A-2VU. VW _- alllt-1 JVUJ AW 

9 

in 0,0 <t<T- (3.4.6) 

The condition (3.2.4) guarantees that each of the terms on the left hand side of 

(3.4.6) remain bounded throughout a, . Further, at a non-positive interior 

minimum of w we would have that 

wt - V2W - pUp-lW + pU, IVUJ 0-2VU. VW - -aU(K-l 
JVUJ OW ýt 0 

which would be a contradiction to the maximum principle. It follows, therefore, 

that a non-positive minimum of w is impossible within the interior of 0,, and 

hence that 

u, >o for xEQ, O< t<T. (3.4.7) 

This observation can now be used to derive a 'better' lower bound for u, away 

from the parabolic boundary of a, . 

For any T, >o, we define the set gn as 

a'n - {xeü: dist7(X, aü) 

where for any point x and any set Aý 

(3.4.8) 
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di St (X, A) - 
M'n llx-yll 

. yEA 

We consider the function T(x, t) defined as 

J(XI t) - Ut (x, c) - ec (t) g(U (x, t) ) (3.4.9) 

where e is a small positive constant and 

c(t) - e-mt, g(u) - ug (3.4.10) 

for some positive m and s>1. 

From Theorem 3.3.3 we see that, if -n is sufficiently small, then 

u) -u, :g Co < 00 if xGann ,0<t<T- 

Further, from (3.4.7) we see that 

0 (3.4.12) 

on the parabolic boundary of the set Q'IX(TI, T) . It follows, therefore, that if P- 

is small enough, then T(x, t) will be strictly positive on the parabolic boundary 

Of Q'lx(ll, T) - 

Next, on differentiating (3.4.9), we find that 

it - utt - ecIg - ecg'ut 9 (3.4.13) 
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V, T - Vut - 6cg /Vu , (3.4.14) 

and V2j 
_ V2UC 

- eCg/V2U _ eCgll JVUJ 21 (3.4.15) 

so that 

jt - V2, 
_T _ pUp-JU t-a UU-1 

JVUJ PUt 
- 

PUC JVUJ P-2VU. VU 
t 

- ecIg + ecg 
// JVUJ 2- 

ecglu P+ ecgluft Ivul P. 

(3.4.16) 

If we substitute for u, and vu, in the right hand side of (3.4.16) by using 

equations (3.4.9) and (3.4.14) we find that 

T- V2j +ß Utz IVUI ß-2VU. Vj , _j t-( PUP-1 - auff-: L Ilvul ß)j-S (3.4.17) 

where 

ec { pwIlg (u) - u Pg' (u) 1- a ua-, 1 1 vu 1 Pecg (u) 

- (ß - 1) u«1 Vu 1 Pecg, (u) - eclg (u) + ecgll (u) 1 VU 1 

(3.4.18) 

and each of the terms on the left hand side of (3.4.17) are bounded throughout 

WX (11, T) - 

It follows, therefore, that if s, as defined by (3.4.18), could be shown to be A. o 

less than zero throughout Q'IX (? I, T) , then by applying the maximum principle to 
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(3.4.17), as we have already demonstrated that T(x, t) is strictly greater than 

zero on the parabolic boundary of this set, we may conclude that -T(x, t) is 

strictly greater than zero throughout Q'Ix(Ij, T) - 

On substituting for c(t) and g(u) by (3.4.10) in (3.4.18) we see that, 

s- ee-m, 7 f (p-s) uP-Is-1 - ((x+s ua+s-1 IVul 0 

MU 6+S (S- 1) U 5-2 JVUJ 21 
(3.4.19) 

and we wish to show that the right hand side of (3.4.19) is greater than or equal to 

zero throughout WX ('q 
, T) - 

The verification of this condition makes use of the upper bound for the gradient 

of the considered solution established in Appendix A. As a result it is 

straightforward but relatively detailed. It is possible to avoid repeating these 

details, however, by re-examining the inequality (2.4.20) considered in Section 2.4 

in the analogous one-dimensional analysis. If we substitute Mul for I u, 1 in 

inequality (2.4.20) then it is clear that the right hand side of inequality (2.4.20) is 

identical to the right hand side of equation (3.4.19). Further, the sign of the right 

hand side of inequality (2.4.20) is examined in detail in Section 2.4, and the 

arguments used, being unaffected by the substitution of Ivul for luj , would 

be equally valid if applied to equation (3.4.19). By this route, it is clear that the 

right hand side of equation (3.4.19) will be greater than or equal to zero as 
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required, in the circumstances summarised in the statement of Theorem 2.4.3 on 

page 217 and recalled here as follows: - 

Case 1 If 0<2 (p- a)/ (p+ 1) , then the right hand side of equation (3.4.19) is 

greater than or equal to zero for any s such that 

pýs>1 

Case 2 If 0-2 (p-a) / (p+l) , then the right hand side of equation (3.4.19) is 

greater than or equal to zero for 

(P- M) /0- 1/2 (P+ 1) 

Case 3 If p>2 (p-a) / (P+l) , then the right hand side of equation (3.4.19) is 

greater than or equal to zero 

(A) for (P- a) /P>s 

if p--ga +n(a +m(P - 1)) where m- (p-a)/p and n isthe 

integer part of p(n is the largest integer satisfying n :! g P ), or 

(B) for P" > (n+p) 

if p>a+n (a +m (p - 1) ) and p> 1+pln . 
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The alternatives offered in Cases 1-3 above are seen, on comparison, to be 

identical to those required by Theorem 3.4.1 which we have taken to hold 

throughout this section. Hence we see that the term s, as described in 

equation (3.4.19) is greater than or equal to zero as required for some s>1 

and all a, p and p considered. 

We therefore conclude, as proposed, that T(x, t) as defined by (3.4.9), is strictly 

greater than zero throughout the set WX (n, T) for s as described in Cases 1- 

3 above, and provided P, T, and 11m are chosen suitably small. Hence, 

u, (x, t) -ee-, fft us (x, t) >0 in Ü'nx (11 , T) - 

It follows, as s>1 in each of the Cases 1-3 described, and as u>o in 

(3.4.20) 

Q'Ix (TI, T) , that if inequality (3.4.20) is integrated from t to T, then there 

exists a constant c> o for which 

(x, t) :g 
C 

(T- t) 1/ (S-1) 
for (x, t) e wix (TI 

, 
T) - 
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Further, if q is small enough, then Theorem 3.3.3 ensures that u (x, t) will 

also remain bounded at any other points within a, . Hence, there exists a 

constant, say, such that 
Cl 

( T- t: ) 1/ (s-1) 
for (X't)e OT (3.3.21) 

and where s takes the particular values described in Cases 1-3. We are now 

able to formulate the following Theorem. 

Theorem 3.4.2 

If u (x, t) is a solution to the problem (3.2.1)-(3.2.3) for which Theorem 3.3.3 

applies, then there exists a constant C, such that inequality (3.4.21) holds. 

In this inequality, available values of the constant s>1 are determined, in 

general, by the variation of the parameter p about the value 2(p-a)/(p+l) . 

This variation takes exactly the form observed in the proof of Theorem 3.3.3, and 

particular values of available s are described by the Cases 1-3 of page 302. 
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Section 3.5 Existence of blow-up for a positive gradient term 

The study, in Sections 2.2-2.4, of the one-dimensional problem (2.2.1)-(2.2.3) 

identified cases where the form chosen for the gradient term uA (i. e. x 

lu 10 or A- lu I P-lu,, ), can influence the amount of information xxx 

available about the size and location of the region within which finite-time blow- 

up may be expected to occur. This distinction becomes important (in its influence 

on the positive identification of solutions which exhibit single-point blow-up) in 

the particular case of 0-1, as described in Theorem 2.3.7. Although most of 

the results of these sections are independent of the choice of the form of this 

term, t is observation led to the conclusion that solutions to an equation such as 

(2-2.1) in which the gradient term were wholly positive throughout the considered 

region, may, if finite-time blow-up takes place, exhibit interesting blow-up 

behaviour which need not bear any relation to the results established for the 

problem (2.2.1)-(2.2.3). 

It was anticipated that the techniques developed in Sections 2.2-2.4 would prove to 

be useful tools if used to investigate the blow-up behaviour of such problems, 

however, the one-dimensional form of which were subsequently studied in Sections 

2.5-2.7. 

The results of these sections clearly illustrate that, although the existence of blow- 

up for the type of equation studied, (i. e. the problem (2.5.1)-(2.5.3)) can be 

established by a relatively straightforward process, the identification of the 

appropriate blow-up set is certainly not a simple task. The one-dimensional 

results in this area do also indicate that a possibly wider range of blow-up 
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behaviour may be observable, even for symmetric solutions to such equations, than 

for a similar equation of the form studied in Sections 2.2-2.4. Hence, although 

unable to provide a complete description of where such problems may exhibit 

finite-time blow-up, similar techniques to those developed in Sections 2.2-2.4 were 

able to establish single-point blow-up for a large number of equations of this type, 

and to provide estimates to the rate at which blow-up may take place. 

In this section we consider the higher dimensional form of equations of this type 

and anticipate that similar blow-up behaviour may be observed. It is also 

anticipated, however, that no more information will be available in the higher 

dimensional case than was obtainable in the (usually more straightforward) one- 

dimensional problem. This may be a result of the form of blow-up which does 

occur, however, rather than any failure on the behalf of the techniques used (i. e. 

the techniques used seek, where possible, to identify single-point blow-up and 

consequently yield no firm information if unsuccessful. It is possible, therefore, 

that for this type of problem, single-point blow-up is not identified simply because 

blow-up does not take place at a single point. ) The object of this section is to 

investigate blow-up, and the blow-up behaviour of the N-dimensional extension of 

the problem (2.5.1)-(2.5.3), and where we anticipate that the techniques developed 

in Section 2.5-2.7, and indeed Sections 3.2-3.4, may prove useful in this task. 

Throughout this section, u (x, t) is taken to be a solution to the problem 

Ut_ V2U + UP + Ua JVUJ 0 in a, t>o 

u (x, 0) - (P (x) in o (3.5.2) 

on an, t>0, (3.5.3) 
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where a is a bounded region in Itv with smooth boundary aa , and where, 

minimally, 

P>1, a, -ao and p>-o - (3.5.4) 

It is also assumed that v (x) satisfies the condition (3.2.4) of Section 3.2 and re- 

introduced as 

vEco(u), (p2ýo and 9(x) -o for x on au . (3.5.5) 

In order to establish blow-up for u, we again make use of the results of 

Lacey 1983, which, through not being restricted to the one-dimensional problem, 

allow the proof of Theorem 2.5.1 from Section 2.5 to be applied directly to the 

problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.4). In the higher dimensional case this result becomes 

Theorem 3.5.1 

If (p (x) is 'large enough' compared to a and satisfies (3.5.5), then the 

solution, u (x, t) , to the problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.3) with a, p and p satisfying 

(3.5.4) will blow-up at a finite time, say T- 

Proof 

The proof of this result is identified to that of Theorem 2.5.1 and is not repeated. 

As in Section 2.5, Theorem 3.5.1 demonstrates that finite-time blow-up of the 

solution to problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.4) can occur for a large class of initial conditions 

9. We continue by investigating where this blow-up may take place, and begin 

by considering the radially symmetric problem. 
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Section 3.6 Identification of the blow-UP sets 

3.6.1 The Symmetric problem 

In this subsection, we consider the problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.4) in the case that 

Q is in the ball, BR -H xI < R)cRN 

and where, in addition to (3.5.5), the initial condition v 

V-V (r) I V, (r) 0 for 0 <r-lxl: gR , 

(3.6.1) 

satisfies 

(3.6.2) 

and V// (o) <o. 

We also take v large enough to make Theorem 3.5.1 applicable and denote the 

finite blow-up time of u by T 

In light of the assumptions (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) it follows that u is radial, i. e. 

u (r, t) - 

In this case, the problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.3) can be written as, 

ut _ Urr + 
(N- 1) 

Ur +uP+uaI ur I in B,, ,t>0 r 

(r, 0) - 

u(R, t) -0 

and again, 

in BR 
ý 

for t>o, 

(3.6.3) 

(3.6.4) 

(3.6.5) 

(3.6.6) 
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P>i, aao and pko . (3.5.4) 

We begin by establishing the following Lemma. 

Lemma 3.6.1 

If B, denotes B. x (0, T) 
, and u (. r, t) is a solution to (3.6.4)-(3.6.6) with 

and p as described in (3.5.4) and 4p (x) satisfying (3.5.5) and (3.6.2), 

then 

ur <0 in BTn tr > oi . 

Proof 

The proof of this result follows, exactly, the technique used in Section 3.3 to 

establish Lemma 3.3.1. If the function w(. r, t) is defined as 

r N- I U., (r, t) , (3.6.7) 

then on differentiating, 

Wt - Wry wr - pup-1w 
ul Iw sign (w) w, 

r (3.6.8) 
+ 

(N-1) Pua IwIP aus-I IwI Pw 0. 
.r 

(0-1) (N-1) +1 r0 (N- 1) 

AS N>19 

w(r, 0- rN-lu, (r Al 0-0 at r-o , 
(3.6-9) 

and a positive maximum of w is clearly impossible at this point. 
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Further, the maximum principle applied to (3.6.4)-(3.6.6) yields that 

o within BT 
9 (3.6.10) 

and hence also that u>o at any interior maximum of 

It follows, therefore, that each of the terms in equation (3-6.8) must be bounded at 

any interior maximum of w, which allows the maximum principle to be applied 

to establish that a positive interior maximum of w is impossible within BT 
- 

In addition, (3.6.6) and (3.6-10) show that 

r N-1 ur 

and from (3.6.2) 

rx-l (P / 

on r-R, t>0, 

at t-0,0 

Hence, we see that a positive maximum of w also cannot occur on the parabolic 

boundary0f B., which establishes Lemma 3.6.1. 

With Lemma 3.6.1, it can be shown that, under appropriate conditions on the 

parameters a, p and p, the solution to (3.6.4)-(3.6.6) will blow-up at a single 

point. 

This analysis is similar to that of Section 3.3 and considers the sign of T(r, t) , 

J (. r, t7) -w (X, t) +cc (r) g(u(. r, t) ), in BT 9 

where c>o is small with c(. r) and g(u) positive and satisfying 

(3.6.11) 
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C(O) - 9(0) -0- (3.6.12) 

In the following analysis we show that, if e is sufficiently small, and if 

and p are suitably related, then Twill be no greater than zero throughout 

B, provided the functions c and g are chosen appropriately. 

On the parabolic boundary0f B. we see that 

J (R, t) -w (R, t) +ecg 

- w(R, t) 

:go by (3.6.12) and Lemma 3.6.1, (3.6.13) 

LT(o, t) - W(O, t) + ec(o) g(u) 

- W(O' t) 

-o by (3.6.12) and (3.6.6), (3.6.14) 

and 

rN-191(r) + ec(r)g((p) 

e. o for 0:! ýr<R , by (3.6.2), (3.6.15) 

if c is small enough and we choose 

(r) :ýrI for small r- (3.6.16) 

Hence T :go on the parabolic boundaryof BT 
- 
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AX3 s in Section 3.3, we differentiate (3.6.11) and in this case see that 

jt - jrr (N- 1) -1 - 
ßull 1w1 P-'WZ 

r 
Wz + PUP wr (ß-1) (M-1) 

_ 
(N-1) ßu« 1w10 auc-' 1W1 9+1 

+ ecg/ (N-1) w 
x (N-1) (ß-1) +i rp (x-1) rN 

ecglu P+ ecglull Iw10- 
ecn 9- 2ec/9 1W 

_ 
eCgHW2 

.r0 
(x- 1) z (M-1) z2 (N-1) " 

(3.6.17) 

From (3.6.14) we see that T-o at r-o and from Lemma 3.6.1, (3.6.11) and 

(3.6.12), that T :go at any point at which u-o. Hence, neither r nor u 

can be zero at a positive maximum of T and the terms in equation (3.6.17) must 

be bounded at any such point. 

We next assume g1l ,o and substitute for w, and w (an expression for 

is obtained by differentiating (3.6.11)) in (3.6.17) to see that 

Jc - Jrr + aJ. (3.6.18) 

In this inequality, the functions a and b are necessarily bounded at any 

positive maximum of T and 

S-e (N-1) cig + 
2e 2 cggl c c(N-1) 
r (M-1) 

ýrI 

- ec 1PUP-1 9-9 /U P] ep+lco+l g 
Aua-1 

lag + (P-l)ugll (3.6.19) 
-r 0 (N- 1) 

pppcp-lua 9 ýC/ c (N- 1) 
ec 
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Hence, if we can show that s is no greater than zero throughoUt B.. , then by 

the maximum principle applied to (3.6.18) we may conclude that T cannot have 

a positive maximum within the interiorOf B., 
. 

If we set 

c(. r) -rm and g(U) _ (3.6.20) 

where m ýt N and k>1 (so that the conditions (3.6.12) and (3.6.16) are 

satisfied, and g1l >- o as required) then (3.6.19) becomes 

sm 
(M-N) uk+2 (m-N+l) ekulk-lr Orl-N) 

r2 

(p-k) uP+I-l - eft (a +k ). r U 

+ PeA-l (m-N+ 1). r (m-N) (0-1) +0-2U a +kP 
I- 

If we now make the substitution 

m 

we see that s will be less than or equal to zero if 

(n-1) Uk+ 
eP (a+k(O-1) ). rnpUa-l. +k(0+1) +n 

(n-1) Uk 

.r2r2 

(p-k) Up+k-1 ýt n 
pep-l_rn(P-1) -lUa4, Jcp 

+2 enk rn-IU2k-1. 

Hence, as iv z1, inequality (3.6.22) will be satisfied as required if 

(3.6.21) 

(3.6.22) 
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nki and u+k(P-1) ko , 

and if 

n (n-1) Uk 
Up+k-1 + 2enkrn-I u 2k-1 + (p-k) npeP-lrn(p-l)-IUa+kP 2 

(3.6.23) 

(3.6.24) 

A range of values of the parameters a, p and p for which inequality (3.6.24) 

wi e satisfied can now be established by making reference to Section 2.3.2. 

On comparison, inequality (3.6.24) is seen to be identical to inequality (2.3.61) 

(with r replacing (x-y) ) considered in Section 2.3.2. Further, the proof of 

Lemma 2.3.5 shows that inequality (2.3.61) is satisfied for some k>1 if 

p>l and p>a+p orif p-1 and P>2a+l 

and provided e and 11n are sufficiently small. This analysis is directly 

applicable to inequality (3.6.24), however, and allows the identical conclusion, that 

(3.6.24) is satisfied for all (x, t) e B7. provided c is small, n-m-N+1 is 

large, and the condition (3.6.25) holds. We also note that the additional condition 

(3.6.23) is satisfied by 'large' n and a, p and p satisfying (3.6.25) and this 

allows the condition that s is less than or equal to zero as required in the 

circumstances described above. Finally, n will be as large as required if we 

choose m large enough and we see from the maximum principle applied to 
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(3.6.18) that T cannot have a positive maximum within B, if e and 1 Im 

are small enough, and if a, p and p satisfy (in addition to (3.5.4)), the 

conditions described in (3.6.25). 

In addition, (3.6.13)-(3.6.15) show that 7 is less than or equal to zero on the 

parabolic boundary0f B, and we conclude that 

t) + cr mu k 
:! ý o in BT 

9 

for some 

Hence, 

Theorem 3.6.2 

Suppose u is a solution to problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.3) in the region 

(3.6.26) 

0- BR -IX: I. Xi < R) with cc, p and p satisfying (3.5.4) and that 9 (x) 

satisfies (3.5.5) and (3.6.2) and is large enough to make T'heorem 3.5.1 

applicable (so that finite-time blow-up occurs at some time T ). 

Then the blow-up occurs at the single point x-o if additionally, 

p>l and p>a+p, or p-1 and p>2a+l. 

Proof 

For any ., p and p for which inequality (3.6.26) holds it follows that 

r N-1 ur 2ý Cr in uk in BT 
- (3.6.27) 
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Hence as M> N(M is 'large'), k>i and u (o, t) >o we may integrate 

(3.6.27) from o to r for any 0<r<R to see that there exists a constant 

o for which 

1ke 
Cr in+ 2 -N 

. 
ul-' (r, t: ) 

(3.6.28) 

If there exists some r>o for which u (. r, t) .. as t-T , then this would 

contradict (3.6.28). It follows that r-o is the only possible blow-up point, and, 

as blow-up occurs, that it does so at the point r-IxI-o. 

We note finally that the concluding condition appearing in the statement of 

Tbeorem 3.6.2 simply ensures that the necessary inequality (3.6.26) holds. 
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3.6.2 The non-symmetric problem 

In this section we consider a more general form of the problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.3) 

although we restrict ourselves to the case in which 

a is a convex domain in ltv . (3.6.29) 

We again assume that the condition (3.5.4) is satisfied and that the initial 

condition ýp (x) satisfies (3.5.5) and is large enough to make Theorem 3.5.1 

valid. Hence the considered solution blows up at a finite time which we denote by 

T. 

In more than one-dimension, Section 3.3 has illustrated that the determination of 

information about the blow-up set is not straightforward in the non-radially 

symmetric case. The form of equation studied in this section, however, suggests 

that a variety of blow-up behaviour may be observable in its solutions. Hence, any 

indication of a particular form of blow-up taking place, even if it comes by way of 

positively ruling out some alternative behaviour, can be valuable in describing the 

nature of solutions to problems of this type. 

In this section we shall show that for some a, p and p we may again 

establish an analogue of Theorem 3.3 from Friedman & MacLeod 1985 which will 

show that blow-up occurs within a compact subset of the domain a- 

As- in Section 3.3 we assume that 

a, p < c) on aa w 
(3.6.30) 
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for v any outward pointing normal to au , and consider any Y,, e ail . For 

simplicity, we set y, -o and take the half space {x, > o) to be tangent to a 

at y,, with x, <o for any x- (x,, x, ... X,,, ) Ea. 

For some a<o with 181 small we define the set ci; and u; as 

ü, -, -an{., (3.6.31) 

and 

-x� xl) E (3.6.32) 

where xl - (x,, x,, ) . Hence aj is the reflection of u; with respect to aa 

the plane ix, - 81 . 

If the function w(x, t) is defined as 

w (x, t: ) -u (x� x', t) -v (x� x', t) for xGQ-6, O< t<T (3.6.33) 

where 

v (x� x', t) -u (2 8 -x� x, t) (3.6.34) 

then we can use w to show that u is a decreasing function of x, within 

a, + for some 8. 
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To see this, we differentiate (3-6-33) and find that 

wt - V'w +c (u, v) w+d (u, v) Mul Aw+ ve f IVul 0-I vTA A1 (3.6.35) 

where c(u, v) - (up-vp)l(u-v) and d(uv) - (u*-v")I(u-v) . 

If w were to attain a negative minimum at some point within Q. - x (0, T) 
, then 

Ivul A- Ivvi A at this point. Further, if c (u, v) and d (u, v) are bounded at 

this point then the maximum principle applied to (3.6.65) would lead to a 

contradiction. It follows that a negative minimum of w can only occur within 

Q, -X(O, T) at some point where either c(u, v) or d(u, v) isunbounded. 

The function c (u, v) must remain bounded, however, because p>1 (from 

(3.5.4)), and d(u, v) can only become unbounded (if o<a<1) where 

u-v. 

But, if at any (-x, Tt) 60 -6 x (0, T) we have 

u (_X, T) -v (_X, _E) 9 

then w(-x, -t) -o and (-x, -E) is clearly not a negative minimum of 

Hence, from the maximum principle applied to (3.6.65) we see that a negative 

minimum of w is impossible within L-1. X(O, T) 
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In addition, from (3.6.33), 

u (X� X/, t) U (2 8 -X� X', t) 

u (8, X/, t) u (8, X/ , t: ) 

-o on (x, - 81 

and 

w (x, t) -u (x� x� t) >0 on (an, n {; c, < m) x (o, T) 

(because v(x, t) -o on aia; n tx, < 5) ). 

Also, from (3.6.30), it follows that 

w(x, o) >o for 

provided iai is sufficiently small. 

(3.6.36) 

(3.6.37) 

(3.6.38) 

We conclude, therefore, that w is no less than zero on the parabolic boundary 

Of 08- X(O, T) and that 

wo in 0, x(0, T) - (3.6.39) 

As w>o within il 8- X(O, T) with w-o on {x, - 6) and as x, is outward 

pointing from u8- at fx, - 6) it follows that 
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0> --ýw -2 --ý-u on ix, - (3.6.40) ax, ax, 

Finally, as a is arbitrary, we see by varying 8 that there exists some 80 <o 

for which 

'au <0 for XEDa+,, O<t<T (3.6.41) ax, 

if 1801 is sufficiently small. 

We next consider the function T(x, t) where 

i (X, t: ) - UXI (x, t) +cc (x, ) g (u (x, t: ) ) in 0 &"ox (0, T) , 
(3.6.42) 

for some small e>o, and positive functions c and g. On differentiating 

(3.6.42) we can see that 

LTt 
V2, T - 

pUs I VU I 0-2VU. VT 

pup-lu, + allu-1 I VU I PUXI 
_ epUa I VU I P-2CIgUXJ 

X1 (3.6.43) 
- e(P-1) uu I Vu I Pcgl + ecgluP - ec119 

- 2ec/9 / UXI -p Cgll I VU 1 2. 

The intention in this work is to develop an equation, involving T, to which the 

maximum principle may be applied, and the sign of T establisbed. The form of 

the right hand side of equation (3.6.43), however, dictates that two separate cases 
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and two separate equations be considered, and where these cases are distinguished 

by the variation of the parameter p about the value 2- 

If 0 ý! 2, then it is sufficient to use (3-6.42) to substitute for ux2 in the right 

hand side of (3.6.43) and we find that 

Jt - WLT - Ou" I Vu I 0-'Vu. VT + djLT -S, (3.6.44) 

where 

ec [Pup-lg - glup] - ecual-1 I vu 10 (ag + ug'] (3.6.45) 
+ e2 IpUa I VU 1 P-2 2 e2 CCIggl cc 9- e-cllg +2 _Cgll 

I VU 1 2. 

If, however, P<2, then provided 

cl (x, ) ko throughout Q* (3.6.46) 80 

we may estimate 

e -2 CI gUxl 2: t? -2 CIgUj 
_pUa I VU _PUU I U. (3.6.47) 

KI KI 

because u, <0 throughout 0 g*. x (0, T) by (3.6.4 1). 

If, when 0<2, (3.6.47) is used in the right hand side of (3.6.43) and (3.6-42) is 

then used to substitute for u,.,, we find that 

'Tt _ V2, 
_T - 

pUa I VU I 0-2VU. 17, 
_T + d2, 

_T :g S2 (3.6.48) 
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where 

S2 eC [PU'O'-lg - 91UPI - eCU6-1 I VU 10 rag + ý0-1) U913 
(3.6.49) 

+ ePpcP-lc'gPu' - ec"g + 2e2CCI 99 /- eCgll I VU 1 2. 

The intention is that the maximum principle be applied to both equations (3.6.44) 

and (3.6.48) so that the sign of the function T can be determined. Before 

continuing, however, we note that the condition (3.5-4) alone does not guarantee 

that the functionS di and d. and the coefficient of vT appearing in (3.6.44) 

and (3.6.48) remain bounded throughout fl, +BX(O, T) as is required. Specifically, 

the possibility exists that these terms may become unbounded at points where 

o, or, in the case that 0<2, where Ivul -0- 

From (3.6.41), however, it is clear that 

ux, <0 within 08+, X(O, T) 

and hence that Ivul -o is impossible within this set. 

Further, if we assume in addition that 

g(O) -0 

then at any point within Qa4OX(O, T) 

exists) we would have 

(3.6.50) 

at which u-o (if such a point even 
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UXI (x, t) +ec (x, ) 

u', (x, t) 

by (3.6.4 1). 

Hence, u-o is impossible at any point within rl, +, x (0, T) at which T is 

greater than or equal to zero. 

It follows, therefore, that the coefficients on the left hand sides of the equations 

(3.6.44) and (3.6.48) will be bounded at any points within Og", x (0, T) at which 

,T is greater than or equal to zero, and certainly at any positive interior 

maximum of 

We next choose the functions c(x, ) and g(u) as 

(X, ) - (X, -8 �) -f and 
_q(u) -us (3.6.51) 

for some positive y and s and this choice satisfies (3.6.46) and (3.6.50) as 

required. 

Substituting for c (x, ) and g (u) in both (3.6.45) and (3.6.49) we see that 
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ec f (P- S) up""9-1 + (a +s(0-: L) )u 49+0-1 1 vu IA 

- ey (XJ -8 0) *(-l 
ßU ý+2,9 1 VU 10 -2 +Y 

(Y - 1) u3 
(X 

1 -80)2 

- 2ey (X, -, bo)'Y-ISU20-1 +B(, g-1) US-2 1 VU 121 

(3.6.52) 

and 

S2 -- eC f (P-S) UP+S-IL + (a+S(0-1) ) U**O-'L I VU 10 

- eß-, -80)Y(ß-i)-iua+SO + Y(Y-1)Ug ßy (X, 

2ey (x, -, 5, ) Y-1 su 2a-i + S(B-1) US-2 IVU 12 

(3.6.53) 

If it can be established that s, (as described by (3.6.52)) and s, (as described 

by (3.6.53)), are less than or equal to zero throughout Dg+, X(O, T) 
, then by 

applying the maximum principle to (3.6.44) and (3.6.48) respectively, we may 

conclude that a positive maximum of T is impossible within this set in either 

case P 'a 2 or p<2 along with any additional conditions we may require (we 

have already that p ýý o from (3.5.4)). 

We first consider s, and see from (3.6.52) that s, will be less than or equal 

to zero (as c(x, ) ý! o for xeo* 8, ) if 

(P_S) Up+S-l + (CX+S UC+S-l I VU + 
(Y-1) U'q 

+S (S-1) US-2 I VU 12 
)2 (xi 

0 

ýt E: y (X 
1 -80) y-lp Ua+20 I VU 1 0-2 + 2ey (XI-8()) Y-1 su 2s-1. 

(3.6.54) 
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We next introduce the following inequality which has already been considered in 

the course of previous work: - 

1/2 (P- S) Up+s-l + 
1/2y (Y-1) U 2ey(Xl-ao) Y-lSU28-1 (3.6.55) (xi-80) I 

provided c and 1/y are sufficiently small and 

P>S>1- (3.6.56) 

The inequality (3.6.55) appears, for example, in the proof of Lemma 2.3.5 from 

Section 2.3.2 (the condition (3.6.56) ensures that largest term is on the left hand 

side of (3.6.55) for both 'large' and 'small' values of u, and by choosing y 

large and e small we can ensure these regions overlap). 

With (3.6.55), inequality (3.6.54) requires that 

1/2 (P- S) UP'+5-1 + (a +SU "+S-l IVUI +y 
(y 

- 1) US+ 
S(S-1) US-2 JVUJ 2 

2(X1 _80) 
2 

-80)y-10UU+28 
I IVU ey (X 1 

(3.6.57) 

As we only consider s, in the case 0a2 (and as a ý: o 

p>s>1 from (3.6.56)) it is clear that 

(aýs(13-i)) >0 

and (3.6.57) will be satisfied if 

(a+S (P-1) ) Ul*, -l JVUJ A 2ý Cy (XI_80) y-IpUa+2s JVUJ P-2 
. 

from (3.5.4) and 
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If this inequality fails, however, then 

JVUJ 2 ey (Xl-80) Y-IP u 

and as P ýt 2, we may use (3.6.58) to estimate JVUj 0-2 in the right hand side 

of (3.6.57). Hence in this case, inequality (3.6.57) will be satisfied as required if 

112(P-S) UIP+5-1 + (a+ S(P-J) ) UO+3-1 JVUJ +Y 
(Y-1) U 'q 

2 (X 
1 -, 

60)2 

U 1-2 IVUI 2k Du a+2är+14(9+1) (9-2) 
f 

(3.6.58) 

(3.6.59) 

where 

fey (X 
1 -80) Y-lp)l+lh(P-2)_ 

(3.6.60) (a+S (P-1) ) %(0-2) 

Further, because p ý: 2, the constant D may be forced to be as small as 

required by suitable choice of (small enough) e. 

To continue, we see that inequality (3.6.59) will be satisfied as required if 

1/2 (P-s) UP"-'L : Du a-4-2841h(0-4-1) (ß-2) 

which we call condition A, or if 

'hy (Y-1) uSk Du (P-2) 
(X 

1 -8C» 
2 

which we call condition B. 

Condition A is satisfied if 

2 1/2 (S 

i. e. if 
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(p-a) /P 2t s+1 (3.6.61) 

and if u is large enough compared to D, or if D is 'small enough' in the 

case of equality in (3.6.6 1). 

Alternatively, condition B will be satisfied if 

s2 1/2 (s + 1) (ß - 

(which is automatic as at ýt o, s>3. and p ýý 2 ), and if u is 'small enough' 

compared to 11D - 

Hence, because we can make D as small as required if we choose e, small 

enough, we see that, if the condition (3.6.61) is satisfied in addition to (3.6.56), 

then at least one of conditions A or B will always be true. It follows, therefore, 

that inequality (3.6.54) is satisfied and that s, is less than or equal to zero if in 

addition to (3.5.4), and p ý: 2, the conditions (3.6.56) and (3.6.61) hold and if 

both c and 1/y are chosen suitably small. 

We next consider the term s, (as described by (3.6.53)) and try to show that 

this is also less than or equal to zero throughout 08+, X(O, T) - 

If we assume that 

0 and s>1 (3.6.62) 
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then the sign of s. can be determined by arguments identical to those used in 

the study of the one-dimensional problem, and also recalled in Section 3.6.1. 

The conditions (3.6.62) allow us to neglect (two) negative terms from the left hand 

side of (3.6.53) and (as c (x, ) ýt o throughout a8+, ) we see that s2 will be 

less than or equal to zero as required if 

(P-s) up+S-1 + -y-(Y-1) 
u2 ig 

2t yßpß-1 (X 
1 -80) Y(ß-1)-lU«+Sß 

(x, -, b 0) (3.6.63) 
2e-ys(xl-8o)y-lU28-1. 

The inequality (3.6.63) has, however, already been discussed in Section 2.3.2 (as 

inequality (2.3.61) with y-n, s-k and 8,, -y ) and again in Section 3.6.1 (as 

inequality (3.6.24) with y-n, s-k and (x, -a, ) -. r ). 

With reference to previous work, therefore, we again conclude that inequality 

(3.6.63) will be satisfied for some s>1 (details of allowable s are available 

although we only require the existence of some s>1 here) if 

p> 1 and p>a+p orif p-i and P>2a+l (3.6.64) 

and if e and 1/y are sufficiently small. 

Unfortunately, (3.6.63) has not been verified for o<p<1 in light of which we 

see that the assumption (3.6.62) does not rule out any p for which we can show 

that s, is less than or equal to zero. 
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In summary, therefore, we have considered that signs of both expressions s, and 

s, as described by (3.6.52) and (3.6.53) respectively. We first saw that s, is 

less than or equal to zero throughout oa+, x (o, T) as required if P- and 1/y 

are sufficiently small and if 0 ýý 2 and the conditions (3.6.56) and (3.6.61) are 

satisfied. 

Conditions (3.6.56) and (3.6.61) require that 

p> s> 1 and 2(p-a)/p as+1 (3.6.65) 

and must be satisfied in addition to (3.5.4). Some s>1 exists to satisfy (3.6.65) 

and for which s_, is less than or equal to zero, therefore, provided 

(P-a) /P ýt s+1>2, 

i. e. 

(3.6.66) 

and if pz2 and p>1, a >- o (from (3.5.4)). 

We next considered s, in the case that p<2. By making reference to 

previous work we were able to conclude that there exists some s>1 for which 

s, is less than or equal to zero throughout Qj,, X(O, T) . This conclusion again 

requires that e and 1/y are sufficiently small and in this case that the 
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condition (3.6.64) is satisfied in addition to (3.5.4). Hence we require that 

with 

p>a+p if pl , or p> 2a +1 if 0-1 

and p>1, ako (from (3.5.4)). 

(3.6.67) 

To continue, for those a, p and p for which we have been able to show that 

either s, or s, is less than or equal to zero, we may apply the maximum 

principle to the appropriate equation (either (3.6.44) or (3.6.48)) to see that a 

positive maximum of T(x, t) as defined by (3.6.42) is impossible within the 

interior of Q. +, X(O, T) . 

From (3.6.42) and (3.6.5 1) we further observe that 

(x, t7) u X, (x, t) +e (xi -8�) 
Yu (x, 

uý', (X, t) 

<0 

for fx, - 6, J by (3.6.4 1) 

and as 

J (x, 0) - (P, 1 
(x) +e (x, -8 �) Y9, 

with x, an outward pointing vector to au , the condition (3.6.30) will ensure 

that j(x, o) <o throughout ri, + provided c is sufficiently small. 80 
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Finally, if r is defined as 

ai n au 60 

then as u-o on au and --ýu <0 for xeo, +, ax, 

by (3.6.41) it follows that 

u X, (X, t: ) + o)'Y u 
ux, (X, t) 

for xe (a ;0 fi an - r) x (0 , T) . 

Hence, a positive maximum of T is also impossible on the parabolic boundary 

Of Qa+ox(O, T) 
. In those cases where we have shown that either s, or s, is 

less than or equal to zero within Q a+()x (0, T) we conclude from the maximum 

principle that T<o within rla", X(O, T) 
, and hence that 

- U,,, -I U": i 
Ie (XI -8 0) 

in na+, x(o, T) (3.6.68) 

where 8,:! ýx, < o. 

As u (x, t) >o within Q. +, , it follows on integrating (3.6.68) with respect to 

that for each yeQ,,, , i. e. < -v, <o 
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11>e (yl-80) 
us-1 (Yl, 0, t) (S-1) ul-I (80 0 t) Y+j 

andýas uoovo, t) >o and s> 1 that 

U(Y� 0, t) 2g { c(s-1) (y1-80)y""/(y+1»-1/(0-1) 

for 80<-Vl<O, O< t<T. (3.6.69) 

Hence, if 81 - 60 - e,, for any co >o then from (3.6.69), 

(yi, 0, t) -. ý Ie (S-1) (81-15d Y"/ (Y+1))-'/(6-1) 

for any 81 < yj < 0,0 <t<T. (3.6.70) 

The inequality (3.6.70) allows the conclusion that every point in the set 

f x, - 81 - 80 - £0 

is not a blow-up point for small enough c,, . 

It is also clear that bo (and hence 8, ) may be chosen independently of the 

initial point Y,, EaQ . By varying Y,, along ao we conclude that there exists a 

neighbourhood, u/ , of au , such that each point x in u/ is not a blow-up 

point. We may now state the following Theorem. 
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Theorem 3.6.3 

Suppose 9 (x) is large enough compared to a and satisfies (3.5.5) and that 

and p satisfy (3.5.4), then the solution, u, to problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.3) 

will, according to Theorem 3.5.1, blow up at some finite time T- 

Suppose further that a is a convex domain in iuv and that v (x) also 

satisfies the condition (3.6.30), then the set of blow-up points is a compact subset 

of a provided a, p and p satisfy, in addition, 

if p>1, or p>2a+1 if P-1- 

Remark 

The final condition appearing in the statement of Theorem 3.6.3 simply indicates 

those values of a, p and p for which we have been able to show that one or 

other of the expressions s, or s, is less than or equal to zero throughout 

0+ 

box (0, T) 
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Section 3.7 Estimate of blow-up rate for the positive gradient case 

In this section we seek to establish estimates of the rate at which a solution to 

problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.3) may blow-up. This analysis is very similar to that of 

Section 3.4 and we again require that the considered function blows up within a 

compact subset of the domain a. Hence, throughout this section we consider a 

solution to problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.3) which satisfies the requirements of 

Theorem 3.6.3 so that blow-up occurs at some finite time T within a compact 

subset of the convex domain a. 

We begin by observing that the arguments used in Section 2.4 to establish 

Theorem 2.4.1 are (as in Section 3.4) directly applicable in this case and along 

with Corollary 2.4.2 now yield 

Theorem 3.7.1 

If the function m( t) is defined as 

M (tý max U (X, t) XEQ 

them m is Lipschitz continuous and 

mP (t) 

at any point at which the function m is differentiable. 

The proof of Theorem 3.7.1 is identical to that of Theorem 2.4.1 and is not 

repeated. 

Hence, as m (T) -+-, we integrate (3.7.2) from t to T to see that 

(3.7.1) 

(3.7.2) 
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m(t) _max u(x, t) 2t c 
XEQ (T- t) I/ (P-1) 

and for some constant c>o. 

for any 0<t<T, (3.7.3) 

We proceed to establish a complimentary estimate to (3.7.3) and assume that the 

initial condition 9 (x) satisfies 

VEC2 (Q) witb v2v 
+ opp + (pa lvvl A ýý o in a. 

This ensures that u, (x, 0) ý! 0 in a, and, as u, -0 on au for 

0<t<T, that u, is no less than zero on the parabolic boundary of 

0T- QX(0, T) . 

(3.7.4) 

Next, if we take w (x, t) to denote ut (x, t) , then on differentiating (3.5.1) 

with respect to t we see that 

wt - V2W + pUP-IW + alla-1 I VU I AW + PUa I VU I F-2VU. VW in 0, - 

Hence, as u>o throughout a, and as p21 (from Theorem 3.6.3) it 

(3.7.5) 

follows that each of the coefficients in equation (3.7.5) must remain bounded 

throughout the interior of 0, and that a negative minimum of w is impossible 

within the interior of a, from the maximum principle. 

We see, therefore, that 
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ut >0 for XED, O<t<T (3.7.6) 

and next derive a 'better' lower bound for u, away from the parabolic boundary 

of "T- 

For any il >o, define the set of On as 

ül - {xEü: dist(x, a0) > 11 1 (3.7.7) 

where for any point x and any set A 

di s t: (X, A) _ 
min llx_Yli 

. yeA 

As in Section 3.4, we consider the function T(x, t) defined as 

(x, t) - u� (x, t) -ee -mt u0 (x, t) (3.7.8) 

for some small c>o, positive m and s>1. 

For small enough c, large enough m and suitable s we shall show that 

,T>o within Q'lx(ll, T) - 

We begin by observing that if -n is small enough, then from Theorem 3.6.3 we 

have that 

S :gc< co (3.7.9) 
0 

if 
XEM'I, 0<t<T- 
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Further, from (3.7.6) it follows that 

ut ýt c>o on the parabolic boundary of IQ'Ix(Ij, T) - 

From (3.7.9) and (3-7-10) we see that T(x, t) can be forced to be strictly 

(3.7.10) 

positive on the parabolic boundary of Q'Ix (71, T) if we choose e small enough. 

Next, on differentiating (3.7.8) it follows that 

4-T t- 
V2, 

_T - (pUp-1 + alla-1 I VU I 0), 
_T - 

pUe I VU I 0-2VU. VT 

_S 

where 

ee-Mt ((P-S) up+s-l + aua+s-l Ivul 0 (3.7.12) 
+ (p_, ) SU&+s-1 JVUJ P+ Mu s+ S(S-1) US-2 JVUJ 2 

>o throughout WX (11, T) and as 1 from Theorem 3.6.3) the 

coefficients as the left hand side of equation (3.7.11) must remain bounded within 

WIX(71, T) . Further, s (as described by (3.7.12)) will be greater than or equal 

to zero throughout WX (71 , T) if 

pýs>1 (3.7.13) 

Hence as T>o on the parabolic boundary of Q'qX (11, T) and as the maximum 

principle applied to equation (3.7.11) shows that T cannot have a negative 

minimum within Q'Ix ('q , T) if s satisfies (3.7.13), it follows that 
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4-T - ut - ee-mtug >0 in (,,, T) 

if both I and c- are small enough. 

(3.7.14) 

If (3.7.14) is integrated from t to T for any Tj <t<T then, as s>l and 

o throughout T) 9 

u (X, t: ) g 
(T- t: ) i/ (8-1) 

and some positive constant c. 

for (X, t) EQI Oq, T) 

Further, by choosing -n small enough it can also be established, in light of 

Theorem 3.6.3, that u must also remain bounded at any other point within 

Q,. Hence 

u (x, t) 5-C, for (X, t) E7Q 
( T- t7) i/ (0-1) 

for some constant c, >o and s satisfying (3-7.13). 

This yields the following Theorem. 

(3.7.15) 
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Theorem 3.7.2 

If u (x, t) is a solution to problem (3.5.1)-(3.5.3) for which Tbeorem 3.6.3 

applies, then as s-p satisfies (3.7.13), there exists a constant o<c, <- such 

that 

u (x, t) !g-C, for (x, t: ) eü 
(T- t) 1/ (P-1) T 

and where T denotes the finite blow-up time of 
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Appendix A An Upper Bound for Ivul 

The purpose of this appendix is to derive an upper bound for the gradient of the 

solution to the type of problems considered in Chapters 2 and 3. 

This analysis is, however, independent of the work of these chapters and the 

equations are therefore expressed in general terms. 

We specifically consider those problems discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 where the 

gradient term is less than or equal to zero throughout the considered region. 

Hence, u (x, t) denotes the solution to the following problem 

u. - v2u 
+uP-u aivulo in a, t>o (A. 1) 

u (x, o) - cp (x) >o in 0, (A. 2) 

u (x, t: ) - o, on a, t>o (A. 3) 

where p>1 and, minimally, a ý! o, p 2! 1 (these conditions may be 

superseded at some later point). 

We also assume that 

is a convex domain in R9 9 
(A. 4) 

and that 9 (x) satisfies 

9, Eci (15) ,p ýt o and 9-o on au. (A. 5) 

In the following we shall show that, if in addition, 

p> a+p and P>2(p-a)/(p+l), 
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then 

IVUP 
:g (C'U m+Uk- Au' + B) 

for all xEo, t>o where m- (p- cc) /0>k>1>1 and A, Band c are 

appropria e positive constants. 

Before describing the proof of this result, we first make some observations which 

led to this choice of upper bound for Ivul. 

In equation (A. 1), as the term uaivulo is always greater than or equal to zero, we 

may estimate 

v2u 
+ up in o, t>o. (A. 6) 

From this point, if the symmetric case is considered as a particular example, i. e. if 

o is a ball, and initial data 9 (x) is assumed to satisfy the conditions 

necessary to ensure that 

(i) is radially symmetric with u, <o , and 

(ii) u, >o for all xcia, t>o, 

then on multiplying (A. 6) by u, we obtain that 

ur urr + upu r. 

If this expression is now integrated with respect to r, we find that 
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, 
/2U2 (r) u (0) 1 

ZLs Pds - 

0, 

We thus see that this particular solution to equation (Al) satisfies an estimate 

similar to that obtained in Friedman & Macleod 1985 for the solution to equation 

1) without the gradient term. 

The problem in this case, however, is that by discarding the gradient term, we 

must consequently lose information, and hence the estimate (A. 7), even if it were 

shown to hold for a general solution to equation (A. 1), may not be the 'best 

possible' in terms of representing the true nature of the gradient of the solution to 

this equation. 

Furthermore, as this gradient term will always be of negative sign, it will have the 

effect of "focusing" the temperature u towards points where the gradient of 

is zero, and hence result in a more 'peaked' solution. 

We would expect this effect to be noticeable in any subsequent "good" upper 

bound for the gradient of 

We therefore look for an alternative to (A. 7) in this case, and begin by 

considering the function 

, T(,, t) - Ivp - g(,, ) 
, 

in 

where we look for some g(u) to make 

We shall assume, in addition, that g(u); ->o, 
for xeo, t>o, 

to give us a chance at satisfying T<o, on au. 

, T<o in u, t>o. 

(A. 7) 

U 

(A. 8) 

with g (o) >o 
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On differentiating (A. 8), we find that 

Jt - 2Vu. Vu. - gl (u) ut, (A. 9) 

Jx, - 2Vu. Vux, - g'(u) Ux, o 

V2J 
- 2Z IVU.,, P + 2VU. V(V2u) - g//(U)IVUP - g/(U)V2U, 

.1 

and hence 

LTt - V2, T - 2pu (P-')IVuP 
- 2aU*-IlIVU1042 

PUUIVUIP-2 2Z uxi (Vu. vuxi) - g, (U) uP 

+ 9'(U) UuIVUIP - 2E IVu,,, P + 9" (u) IVuP. 
i 

(A. 12) 

Using (A. 10) to substitute for Vu . vu, in (A. 12) we see that 

Jt - V2J - 2puP-'IVUP - 2au*-'IVUIO'2 - (P-1) UftlVulPg'(U) 

PUcIVUIP-2(Vj. VU) 
- 91 (U) uP- 21: lVu.,, P + 9" (U) IVUP. (A. 13) 

.1 

Also from (AlO) 

2 Vu. Vu -J+ g'(u) u., , X! X! 

so that 

4 VU121VU 12 )2 _ (j + )2 I 
Xi 2! 4 (Vu. Vux, 

xi g, (U) uxi 

and then 

4 VU12E JVU. 
a IVJý + 291 (U) VJ. VU + g'2 (U) I VU 12. (A. 14) 
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From (A8), we see that T cannot take a posifive maximum where I vu I-o, as T- -g :go, 

where Mul - o. Hence, if (A. 14) is used to estimate lvuxjP in (A. 13), we 

find that 

V2,, T ý. fpU ctIVUIA-2 + gl (U) /IVUP) (V, 
_T. 

VU) 4-Tc 

where 

2puP-11VJ2 - 2aUg-11VUIP+2 - (p-j)UUjVUjpg/(U) 

-9 / (U) Up_ 1/2g/2 (U) g, I vup 

(A. 15) 

(A. 16) 

and each of the coefficients on the left hand side of inequality (A. 15) are bounded 

at any positive maximum of 

Further, if u-o, then s will be less than or equal to zero provided 

p: 1, a 2ý 0, gl (o) - o, and g11 (o) g o, 

and hence, a positive maximum of T also cannot occur where u-o. 

If we now substitute for Ivul in (A-16) by using equation (A. 8), then 

4-Tt - 
V2LT + fp UaIVUIA-2+ 

_ql 
(U) /IVU12) (Vj. VU) + 1/ýVjý/JVUP 

+ 2au"-'((LT+g(u) ) (P+2) /2 
_g 

(P+2) /2 (U) 

+ (0-1) U"g / (U) I (j+g(U) ) P/2 
_ gp/2 (U)) 

- 
12pu (P-1) +9// (u))J 

-: 5 S, 

(A. 17) 
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where 

S, - 2pu(P-l)g(u) - 2au'-lg (0+2)/2(U) (0-1)UagP/2(U)g/(U) 

(A. 18) 
/ (U) Up_ I/ g/2 (U) + g1l (U) g (U) 92 

and where all the relevant coefficients of Ton the left hand side of inequality 

(A. 18) are also bounded at any positive maximum of T. 

We first consider g (u) -u in for some m> o. s, then becomes 

(2p-m)uP+, m-1 - (2a + m(P-1))u"-l+m(0+2)12 _ 1/2M2U2m-2 + M(M-1)U2m-2, 

whereby, if this expression can be shown to be less than or equal to zero for all 

then we may conclude that u cannot attain a positive maximum within 

0 (0, T) . 

From this expression we see that, if 2a + M(P-1) > 0, then for large u the 

second term dominates if 

(P-a) /0<M, 

and either 0 ý: 2 or m <? -(a+l)/(2-P) . 

With (A. 19), at least one of pa2 or m<2 (a + 1) / (2 - P) , will always be 

satisfied provided, 

p2 (P-a) / (P+l) - 

(A. 19) 
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The second term therefore dominates, for large u, provided, 

P2 (P-a) / (p+l) and m>2 (p-a) /01 

although this inequality will fail as u becomes small, i. e. as we approach the 

boundary of a. 

This analysis does, however, lead to the conclusion that, for large u, g(u) need 

only grow as fast as u m, where m>2 (P-a) /0, provided 

P2 (p-a) / (p+l) . 

From this point we find that 9(u) - (U" - Aul + B)2, with m> (p- cc) / p, will 

satisfy the condition required to ensure that s,:! ýo, for all xecl, t>o, i. e. we 

find that by including the extra terms in , . 1, and uo that we can also ensure 

that s, is less than or equal to zero when u is 'small'. The choice of 

constants A and B is then made to ensure that our 'large' and 'small' regions 

overlap. 

At first this form of g(u) would appear adequate. However, in particular 

aspects of the analysis of Chapters 2 and 3 we find that we would like the highest 

power of u in g(u) to be equal to 2 (p- a) /P , and we would also like the 

coefficient of this term to be as small as possible. We subsequently find that this 
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can be achieved by including an extra term in uk with 

kI 

We now set 

g(U) - (Cum + uk - AU-' + B) (A. 20) 

where m- (p- a) /P>k>1>1, and consider the decomposition of p into its 

integer and non-integer parts, say P-n+a where n is the largest integer 

such that n :ýp and o :g8<1. 

We propose that, if the following conditions are satisfied: - 

2 (P- 

(ii) CO [n(ce+m(P-1) )+ a] > p, and 

(iii) 

with k 'close enough' to m, then the above choice of g(u) ensures that 

s, as defined by (A. 16), remains less than or equal to zero for all positive 

values of 
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It is clear, even at this early stage, that the resulting expressions for s, and its 

derivatives will be complex. To try to alleviate this problem we shall henceforth 

denote 

(CU in +Uk- Aul + B) - gr% (u) by h (u) or jUSt h. 

On differentiating (A. 20) with respect to u we see that 

9/(u) - 2(Cu' + uk - Aul + B)(Cmulw-1 + kuk-1 - Alul-1) (A. 21) 

and 

911(u) - 2h(Cm(m-1) UM-2 + k(k-1) Uk-2 - Al (1-1) U 1-2) 

(A. 22) 
+2(Cmu"-l + kuk-1 - Al U 1-1)2, 

so that gl (o) -o and g1l (o) :go as required by (A. 17). 

On substituting these relations into (A. 18) we find that if we choose A, B>0 

and k>1>1 such that Uk- Aul +B>0 for all uqo, -] then, if 

S2-S, 12h, 

S2 C (P-M) Up"" + (p-k) ul+'k-1 -A (p- 1) UP+'-' + PBUP-1 

u`lhOýC(a + m(P-1) U" + (a + k(Pml) )Uk (A. 23) 
A (a +1 (A-1)) U+ IXB) 

+h 2(CM(M-1) UM-2 + k(k-1) Uk-2 - Al (1-1) u 
1-2) 
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and the sign of s, depends only on the sign of S, - 

A L- 
. AS 0 may be non-integer valued, we consider n+ where n is an 

integer, and oa<1. 

In the first stage of this analysis we show that s, is less than or equal to zero 

provided u is "large enough". 

In order to do this, we shall write s, as the sum of terms defined by the highest 

integer powerOf B contained in their coefficients, Le a term whose coefficient 

contains the term B8 is considered as a term in Bo etc. 

We then examine each of these expressions in turn and try to show that, for large 

each individual term is itself less than zero so that s, which is the sum of 

these terms, must also be less than zero as required. 

The terms in s, with Bo as the highest integer power Of B their coefficients 

are: - 

C(p-in) uP'm-1 + (p-k) Up+k+l -A (p- 1) UP"-' 

- u«-1{Culn + uk - Aulý"hI(C(a+m(ß-1)ýu" (A. 24) 

+(a+k(ß-1»u k-A (a+l (ß-1)) U 

+ýCU ,+Uk- Au lý'f Cm (m- 1) u'-' +k (k- 1) Uk-2 - Al (1 - 1) U 1-21 
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Noticing that JCU M+Uk- 

AU "I -h-B we adopt this notation in the subsequent 

expressions, and then Bl: 

PUP-' - ua-lh8fn(h-B)n-l[C(a+M(P-j))Um 

(a+k(P-1) )Uk- A(a+l (P-1) )u+ (n) (h-B) nml (A. 25) 
0 

+2 (h-B) (Cm (M-1) U m-2 + k(k-1) U k-2 
- Al (1-1) Ul-21 

B2. 

- ua-lhlfl/2n(n-1) (h-B)n-2[C((X+M(P_1)]Um 

+ (a+k(P-1) )Uk-A (M+l (P-1) )u 11 +n (h-B) n-icz) (A. 26) 

+ (, 2M(M-1)UM-2 + k(k-l)u k-2 
- Al (1-1) U 1-2 

if 0 ýt 2, otherwise the term in (h-B) n-2 disappears, and, for 2 

B-': 

u a-h a ý) (h-B) n-J[C (a +mum U7 
(A. 27) 

+ (a+k(O-1))u k-A (a+. l (P-1) U 1] +(jn 1) 
(h-B) n- 0-1) aý 

The highest integer power of B is Bn-l and has coefficient 

- ua-laha. 
(A. 28) 
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We shall show that the coefficient of each integer powerOf B is of negative sign 

when u is greater than some constant which is independent Of B- 

Clearly the coefficient Of Bn-. i is less than or equal to zero as required. 

We now consider the coefficients of those integer powers Of Bwhich are greater 

than 2, where we assume that u is large enough, compared to A, so that, 

1/2U k> AU 1. (A. 29) 

On considering the term in B j, for any i>2, we see that (A. 29) ensures 

that this is less than or equal to zero as required, as k>I- 

We now consider the B2 term, as given by (A. 26), and propose that 

Cm (m- 1) ul"-l +k (k- 1) u 
k-2 

- 
1/2AJ (1-1) Ul-2 (A. 30) 

:g 112u"-ll+'n(A-I)CP-1f12n(n-1) (a + m(P-1)) + alý 

for all uc [ o, if A is large enough. We see that this will be true if either 

Cm (m- 1) 2 
u"- 

k- 2 
2ý 1/:. -1) +k (k- 1) u 2A1 (1 U1-2 (A. 3 1) 

or if 

CM(M_l) UI-2 + k(k-1) uk-2 (A. 32) 
:9 112UU'-'+rn(P-1) CO-1012n (n-1) (a +m+ an) . 
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Inequality (A-31) is satisfied if , is small enough compared to A (this follows 

as m>k>1). Inequality (A. 32) is satisfied if 

a-1 m-2 > k-2, i. e. if 0>2 (P-d) / (p+l) 
, (A. 33) 

as m- (p-a, ) /p, and if u is greater than some constant which is independent 

Of A and proportional to some negative power of c. 

Hence, if A is large enough, one of these will be true for all ue [o, -] . With 

this we find that the B2 term is less than 

-u a-lh 8fl/2n (n- 1) (h-B) n-2 [C (a +M (p _ 1) )Um 

+ (a+k(p-1))uk - A(a+l(P-I)ul] + n(h-B)n-la) 
(A. 34) 

+ 112ug-'*m (A-') CA-lj'12n(n-1) (a +m(P-1) )+an). 

If we maintain assumption (A. 29), we may estimate 

h> (h-B) > Cu", (a+k(P-1) )Uk>A (a +1 (0-1) )U1, (A. 35) 

so that expression (A. 34) is now less than 

-ua-I (cu -9 8(112n (n-1) (CU in) n-2C (a +M(P-1) ) Um + n(cum)n-la) 

+ 112uff-l-Im(P-l)CA-ljl12n(n-1) (a+m(P-1)) + ani. 

this expression reduces to 

- 1/2U a-'+M(p - 1) CA-lfl/2n (n- 1) (a +m (P - 1) )+ anj 
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and is less than or equal to zero as required. 

We next consider the term in Bl, as given by (A. 25), and again use the 

estimates (A. 35), so that this expression is less than 

-u a-' (Cu In) 8(n(CUffl)n-l(C(a + M(p - 1))Um , (X(CUm) n) 

+2 (h-B) (Cm (m - 1) UN-2 + k(k - : L) Uk-2 - Al (1-1) Ul-21 + pUp-1 . 

AS (h - B) ý! o, and m- (p - a) /p, this expression is in turn less than 

uP-'{p - CP [n (a +m (p - 1) )+ a]l +2 (Cu m+U k) (CIM (M - 1) Um -2+ k(k - . 
1) uk-21. 

If we now take c large enough so that 

CO {n (a +m (p - 1) )+ a) 

then the term in up-: L is of negative sign, and then if 

p-1> 2m -2> 2k - 2, i. e. p>2 (p - a)/ (p + 1) , 

(A. 36) 

(A. 37) 

(A. 38) 

condition (A. 29) ensures that (A. 36), and hence the term in B1, is also negative 

as required, if u is large enough. 

Finally, we consider the term in Boas given by (A. 24). We shall be maintaining 

assumption (A. 29), but find that merely estimating B) > Cu "is not 
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sufficient in this case. We therefore split (A. 24) into positive and negative terms 

and examine it more thoroughly. First we consider (h - B) n and see that this 

can be expressed as 

n)(cuin+ U ki n-1 (AU) n)f Cu m+ U 'l n-, (AU 1) '. 
1i (A. 39) i even 

(1 

odd 

But then 

E 
Dcum 

+ Uk) n-I (AU -Z) ' 2t ICuD +u 
k) " 

even( 2 
(A. 40) 

(cu ') I+n (cuffl) -"- 1uk 

so that (A. 24) will be less than or equal to zero if 

u""-'(h-B) 'h8 + C(p - m) UP+"-' + (p - k) UP*-'-' -A (P-1) UP+'-' 

+ (h-B) 2((ýýn (M _ 1) UM-2 + k(k - 
1) Uk-2 - Al (1 - 1) U1-2) 

+ua-lhatE ( ý)fCU m+ Ukýn-' (AU 1) 'fC (a +M (p - 1) )u 
odd 11 

(a 

u a-lh 81C (a +m u" + (a +k (p 1) U k1f (CU m) n+ (CU m) n-IU ki. 

(A. 41) 

We again estimate h cum and, as n+6P, the right hand side of (A. 4 1) is 

greater than or equal to 

(a + m(P-1))CP+'uP'#'m-1 + Cn-ln(a + k(P-1) )Um(n-l)+2k+a-lhb 

+ n(a+m(P-1) ))CpUp+k-1, 

where we have used m- (p- c, ) / p. 
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Inequality (A. 41) is therefore satisfied if 

(a + m(P-1))CP+'uP+fil-l + ((a+k(O-1)) + n(a + m(p-l)))Coup+k-1 ý, 
C(p-m) uP"'I + (p-k) uP+k-I + (h-B) 2{Cyn (M_ 1) UM-2 + k(k-1) Uk-21, 

(A. 42) 

which we call condition A and 

h6 Cl-In (a +k (P - 1) ) Um (n-1) +2k+*-l ýt A (a +1 (P - 1) ) U*+'-' (h-B) 'h 6 

u'-lh8f, E (Cun+uk)n-i(Au 1) ll(C(c(+m(0-1) )u+ (a +k(P-1) ) uk), 
odd 

which we call condition B. 

Condition A 

(i) 

or (ii) 

will be satisfied, for u large enough, if either 

(A. 43) 

(cc m(p - 1))co> (p-m), i. e. c> 1, and p+m-1 isthe 

highest power of u in (A. 42) 

c-1, so that the terms in up-m-1 cancel, and then (p +k- 1) 

is the highest remaining power of u in (A. 42) and is of the desired 

sign, which it will be if 

(a + k(P-1) + n(a + m(P-1))) > (p-k) . 

On simplifying the above two conditions we conclude that condition A will be 

satisfied, for u large enough compared to A, provided either, 

(i) c>1 and (p +m- 1) > 3m - 2, (A. 44) 
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or, as m>k, c-1, (a + k(P-1) + n(a + m(P-1))) > (p-k) and 

p+k-1> 3m - 2, (A. 45) 

where n, is the largest integer satisfying n :gp. 

x-3 m- (p- cc) /p the inequality P+m-1> 3m -2 is satisfied if 

p2 (p- a) / (p+1) 
, and p+k-1> 3m -2 requires p>3 (p-a) / (p+k+l) . 

Condition B will be satisfied, for u large enough compared to A, 

m(n-1) + 2k +a-1 

is the highest power of u in equality (A-43), which it will be if 

2k m+1. 

provided 

(A. 46) 

We conclude, therefore, that if condition (A. 46) holds, and at least one of either 

(A. 44) or (A. 45) is also satisfied, then for u large enough compared to A the 

conditions A and B will be true, and hence the term in Bois of the desired sign. 

If we now combine all the requirements for each integer powerOf B to be less 

than or equal to zero, we find that, if the following four conditions are satisfied, 

2 (p-a) / (p+l) 
, 

(ii) CP[n(a + m(P-1) )+ cc] 

(iii) either c>1, and 0>2 (P-a) lp+l) , 

(A. 33) 

(A. 37) 

(A. 44) 
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(iii) either c>1, and 0>2 (p- a) lp+ 1) , (A. 44) 

or C-1, fa + k(P-1) + n(a + m(P-1))) > (p-k) and 

0> 3(p-a)l(p+k+l), (A. 45) 

OV) 2k >m+1, (A. 46) 

and if u is large enough compared to A, then s, as defined by (A. 16), as it 

is the sum of these terms, is also less than or equal to zero as required. 

We now try to show that s is less than or equal to zero when u is 'small'. 

We recall that inequality (A. 30) is independent of the assumption that u is 

large, and so by using it again to substitute for the term 

h 2fCvM(M_. l) UM-2 +k (k-1) Uk-2) 

in (A. 23), we find that 

S2 :9C (P-m) UP"-' + (p-k) ul"k-1 -A (P- 1) UP+'-' + PBU-"l 

- U"-'hn+a(C(a + m(P-1) )u" 

+ (cc +k (p _ )Uk 
-A (cc +I (P-1)) U1+ aBý 

+ (h 2 
-B 

2) (CM (M_ 1) UM-2 + k(k-1) Uk-2 - Al (1-1) U 1-2) 

+ J12B2Uu-1+M(P-1)C 0-1012n (n-1) (a + m(P-1) )+an) 
2 1-2 

- 1/2B Al (1-1) u 

We again wish to show that S2 

--ý 0, and see that this will be satisfied if, 
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C(P-1n) U'P+"-l + (p-k) Up+k-1 + pBuP-1 

+ (h2-B2) (Cyn(M-1) UM-2 + k(k-1) Uk-2 Al (1-1) ul-21 (A. 47) 
:g 111B 2 Al (1-1) Ul-2 

which we call condition C, and 

1/2 B2U (0'-1) +"(P-1) CP-lfl/2n(n-1) (a+m(P-1)) + arý (A. 48) 
: r. ull-lhn+8 (C(Oý + In(P-1) )U0-A (a +1 (0-1) )U+ CLB), 

which we will call condition D. 

Condition C will be satisfied if (1-2) is the smallest power of u in inequality 

(A. 47), and if u is small enough compared to B. 

. LAX, zs (h 2-B 2) has u -z as its lowest power of u, the only other possibility for 

the smallest power of u in (A. 47) is 21-2. 

Hence 1>o, and u small enough compared to B ensures that condition C is 

satisfied as required. Condition D is equivalent to 

1/2B 2um (P - 1) cP- lV12n (n-1) (a+m(P-1)) +anj (A. 49) 
+A (a +1 (P-1) )u Ih n*6 

:g hn+6(aB + C(a +m (p -1) )u ml 

We now consider h 

hn -E (CUm + Uk + B)n-i (AU 1) '-E fCUm + Uk + Bl'-' (A U 1) 
i even i odd 
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and estimate 

Ef Cu" +Uk+ Bjn-' (Au 1) -' ýt f Cu 0+uk+ BI n 
i even 

k 'An (n- 1) (CU M) n-2 B2+n (Cu 1), "-'B +Bn. 

On substituting these estimates into inequality (A. 49), we see that condition D is 

satisfied if 

1/2B 2 ua-'+"ý0-1) CO-lfl/2n (n-1) (a+m(P-1) )+ an) +A (a+l (P-1) ua""-lhn+8 

uu-'h8f&B + C(a+m(ß-1» u ml E ýCU M+Uk+ Bln-' (AU 1) 1 
1 odd 

:5 
- uu-lhaýaB + C(a+M(p-1))u")('12n(n-1) (CUI)12 B2+n (CU ") '-'B +B 

(A. 50) 

If B is large enough, then Uk- Aul +B>0 for all ue [ o, -i , so that 

h> cum, and the right hand side of (A. 50) is greater than or equal to 

ua-l+m(0-1) CO-Ifll2n(n-1) (&+m(P-1)) + anjB 2+ 
aBn+lh8u'-'- 

Condition D is therefore satisfied if 

(a +I (p - 1) ) h'+'u `1-1 

Ua-lh6jaB + C(a + m(P-1) )u m) E ICU +U k +B)n-i (AU 1) ' 
i odd 

:5 aB""hau"-', 

which, on cancelling u-'ha from both sides, reduces to 

faB + C(a + M(ß-1))Umý Z (Cu' + U'k+ Bln-I (Au')'+ A «Z + l(ß-1»ulh' 
.i odd (A. 51) 

:9 aB"l . 
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We thus conclude that inequality (A. 51) will be satisfied if u is small enough 

compared to B. 

If we compare this with our previous conclusion, that s will be less than or 

equal to zero if u is large enough compared to A, and as we are free to 

choose the relative sizes of constants A and B, B chosen large enough 

comparedtO A ensures that s is less than or equal to zero for all positive 

values of 

We may therefore conclude, from the maximum principle, that a positive 

maximum of T must be attained on the parabolic boundary of ax (o, T) . 

Initially, however, 

(X, 0) lvg (x) Pg «f (x», 

1V9 (X) P (Ce m+ (pk - A(pl + B)2, 

and, as ýp E cl (u) ,I výp (x) I is necessarily finite for each xEu, it follows that B 

large enough will ensure that T(x, o) :! g o for each xea. 

Hence, a positive maximum of T cannot occur at t-o. 

Next, if (y, s) is any point on au, t>o, and we denote by v the outward 

normal to aa at y, then as 
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constant - o, on aa, (for t-s), it follows that 

V2 U_U. 
,,, + ov-1) icu, at (y, s) 

where v= number of dimensions and Y. = the non-negative mean curvature 

of au at 

Hence 

, Tv -2 uv uvv - gl (u) uv I 

and, as m>k>1>1 and u-o on au, it follows that _ql(u) - gr(o) -o 

on au, 

fgl(u) -2 (Cu" + Uk - Au 1+ B) (Cu"-' + kull - 

so that 

, -T - v Uvf V2 U 

If we recall equation (A. 1), we see that V211 _0 on au with the result that 

LT, 1) JCU2 
-. < o at v 

which, from the strong maximum principle for parabolic equations, contradicts T 

having a positive maximum at any point on aa. 

We therefore conclude that 
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a- lvuP - g(u) :go, 
in a, t>o 

where 

g(U) _ (CU m+Uk- Au 1+ B)2, ff? - (P-a) k>1 

and A, Band c are some positive constants with A large enough, B large 

comparedtO A, and provided the following four conditions are satisfied: - 

(i) P2 (p-a) / (p+l) , 

(ii) CO[n(a + m(P-1)) + a] 

(iii) either c>1, and condition (i), or 

C-1, (a + k(P-1) + n(a + m(P-1))) > p-k and 

p3 (p-a) / (p+k+l) , 

and (iv) 2k m+ 

where n is the largest integer satisfying 

If conditions (i)-(iv) above are examined closely, we see that they can be 

simplified as follows: - 

Condition (iii) requires, either c>1 and condition (i), or c-i, 

+ n(a + m(P-1)) > p-k, 

and 

(A. 52) 
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P3 (P-a) / (p+k+l) . 

However, if c-1, then condition (ii) reduces to 

n(a + m(P-1)) +a 

which automatically gives (A. 52), as ko > 0. 

The second requirement if c-1 is that 

(A. 53) 

p3 (P- a) / (p+k+ 1) , Le. k> 3(p-a)/p - (p+l), (A. 53) 

As our only other condition on how large k can be is that m>k, we see that 

(P- CO /0>k>3 (p- a) /0- (p+ 1) i. e. p>2 (P-a) / (p+l) 
, 

which is already required as condition (i). 

From the above analysis we see that, if k is chosen 'close enough' to m, then 

conditions (i) and (ii) make condition (iii) automatic for any c ; -> 1. Finally, 

condition (iv), 

2k m+ 

is obviously satisfied with m>k>1, which is a requirement already, and if 

k is close to m. 

Conditions (i)-(iv) above can therefore be replaced by the following 

(i) p 2(P-a)/(p+l), 
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(ii) CA(a +n (cc +m (P-1) )I 

Gii) c -. 1 1, and m_ (p-a) /P >k>1>1 

with k 'close enough' to m and n the largest integer satisfying n :gP. 
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